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Abstract
Future wireless networks will be composed of multiple radio access technologies
(RATs). To benefit from these, users must utilize the appropriate RAT, and
access points (APs). In this thesis we evaluate the efficiency of selection
criteria that, in addition to path-loss and system bandwidth, also consider
load. The problem is studied for closed as well as open systems. In the former
both terminals and infrastructure are controlled by a single actor (e.g., mobile
operator), while the latter refers to situations where terminals, selfishly, decide
which AP it wants to use (as in a common market-place).
We divide the overall problem into the prioritization between available RATs
and, within a RAT, between the APs. The results from our studies suggest that
data users, in general, should be served by the RAT offering highest peak datarate. As this can be estimated by terminals, the benefits from centralized RAT
selection is limited. Within a subsystem, however, load-sensitive AP selection
criteria can increase data-rates. Highest gains are obtained when the subsystem
is noise-limited, deployment unplanned, and the relative difference in number of
users per AP significant. Under these circumstances the maximum supported
load can be increased by an order of magnitude. However, also decentralized AP
selection, where greedy autonomous terminal-based agents are in charge of the
selection, were shown to give these gains as long they accounted for load.
We also developed a game-theoretic framework, where users competed for
wireless resources by bidding in a proportionally fair divisible auction. The
framework was applied to a scenario where revenue-seeking APs competed for
traffic by selecting an appropriate price. Compared to when APs cooperated,
modelled by the Nash bargaining solution, our results suggest that a competitive
access market, where infrastructure is shared implicitly, generally, offers users
better service at a lower cost. Although AP revenues reduce, this reduction is,
relatively, small and were shown to decrease with the concavity of demand.
Lastly we studied whether data services could be offered in a discontinuous
high-capacity network by letting a terminal-based agent pre-fetch information
that its user potentially may request at some future time-instant. This decouples
the period where the information is transferred, from the time-instant when it is
consumed. Our results show that above some critical AP density, considerably
lower than that required for continuous coverage, services start to perform well.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Managing a wireless system and offering access services to consumers is a highly
complex task that requires technological, regulatory, as well as economical
insights. One part is to, given a set of exogenous constraints, ensure that
resources are utilized efficiently so that user demand can be met at reasonable
costs. Some of the related questions, such as finding an appropriate technology
mix, deployment strategy, etc., are decided with respect to a long time-horizon.
Others take place on a much more dynamic basis (see Figure 1.1). We will refer
to the latter as being a part of radio resource management (RRM).
One component of RRM is to, given a technology mix, deployment, etc.,
assign active users to the adequate “access points” (APs)1 and that is the point
of departure for this thesis. More specifically we, at a general level, analyze
• To what extent, and in what contexts, system and user throughput can
be improved by utilizing criteria that in addition to path-loss and system
bandwidth takes into account the current load, and
• If decentralized access selection (where the responsibility of prioritizing
between APs is delegated to self-interested users) can perform as well as
centralized assignment.
An overview of the problem area is presented in Figure 1.1 and the remaining
part of this chapter provides (to a large extent non-technical) background along
with a delineation of the scope of the thesis, as well as discusses some of the
current industrial trends. More detailed problem definitions, including reviews
of related literature, are presented in Chapter 2 – Chapter 4.
1 By AP we throughout the thesis refer to a generic radio access port, i.e. both base stations
in a cellular network and wireless routers (wireless local area network APs) are encompassed
by the term.
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Economic constraints
Wireless systems

Power control

Dynamic channel
allocation

Access selection

Dynamic pricing

Pricing strategy

Channel allocation

Technology mix

Deployement strategy

Radio Resource
Management

Regulatory constraints

User requirements

Radio Network Planning

Technical constraints

Figure 1.1: Overview of the problem area. Within the thesis we focus on how
user and system performance can be improved by means of access selection and
dynamic pricing.

1.1

Background

Originating from a non-existing customer base, the first generation of analogue
cellular systems (1G) were launched in the beginning of the 1980s. More than a
decade later, penetration rates in Western Europe were still below four percent
and offerings were exclusively targeted towards business users. However, with the
introduction of the second generation of mobile telephony systems (2G) demand
virtually exploded. Within the literature, this growth has mainly been ascribed
to international compatibility and the liberalization of the telecommunications
market wherein the state-owned monopolies were privatized and opened up to
competition [1, 2]. The latter played an important role in lowering retail prices 2
and before long, mobile telephony had become a commodity with penetration
rates close to envisioned saturation levels.3
Alongside mobile telephony, internet reached consumers and somewhere in
the late 1990s the two businesses merged into the common vision of the wireless
internet [3]. Being a collision of two highly promising sectors, the concept was
incredibly hyped and for most analysts the business logic seemed obvious and
success inevitable.4 However despite all industry efforts, provisioning of data
2 Retail

price is the price that consumers are charged when they purchase a good or service.
These are usually distinguished from wholesale prices at which other operators can purchase
capacity for resale purposes.
3 Current worldwide penetration levels for mobile terminals exceed 15 percent. In Western
Europe, and many of the other industrialized countries penetration rates are, however, in the
order of 90 percent [1]. Luxembourg and Italy are the most highly penetrated markets with
rates above 100 percent.
4 Wireless internet gave mobile network operators the opportunity to access data services
and consequently surging traffic volumes, while internet service providers at the same time
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3

Bandwidth demanding data services
Messaging

Voice

Figure 1.2: Summary of the revenue a typical mobile network operator in
Western Europe 2005 [5].
services in cellular systems has proven to be a very difficult task and by 2005
mobile data services (excluding SMS) constituted less than five percent of the
revenue for a typical European mobile network operator [4]. This may to some
extent be explained by basic usage, and demand, for internet and telephony
services, respectively. But also, the market structure and regulatory policies
have influenced the development. Below we will give an overview of the trends
in the wireless industry so as to position and motivate the scope of the thesis.

1.1.1

Demand and Supply for Wireless Access

Mobile telephony is characterized by a so called option demand where the
ability to communication generally exceeds the utility accrued from the actual
communications. As the market is influenced by sizeable bandwagon effects 5 [1],
consumer offerings for mobile voice and messaging services have been, are, and
will most likely continue to be, tightly coupled to coverage as well as support
for mobility.
Since 2000 the average revenue per user has been fairly stable around e30
per month although this has been sustained through increased traffic volumes
were given the opportunity to get hold of some of the wireless profits.
5 A bandwagon effect exists if consumers’ value of the service increases when others start to
consume the same product or service. Direct bandwagon effects are external economies of scale
in the demand-side and Metcalfe’s law, which suggests that the value of a telecommunication
network increases quadratically with its set of users, is one example. Complementary, or
indirect bandwagon effects instead originate from internal supply-side scale economies, e.g.,
cost saving from automation [2].
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as a part of the fixed voice minutes has migrated to cellular systems [5].6 Also
the total spending on electronic communications in relation to the purchasing
power parity adjusted gross domestic product7 (GDP) has been stable in spite
of both considerable price declines and the introduction of new fixed and mobile
broadband access services. This indicates, as highlighted in [5], that the wireless
access provisioning industry should be viewed as a mature (as opposed to high
growth) industry where change, or development, first and foremost is driven by
substitution between different access services.
As already indicated, mobile bandwidth data services have up until today
been a disappointment.8 Even though some estimates suggest that the revenue
from bandwidth demanding data services will be roughly 15 percent in 2010
[4], cost efficient provisioning of wireless broadband access is an acute problem
since the number of required APs grows, roughly, linearly with the offered datarate [6]. On the whole it thus seems like mobile network operators mainly will
offer data access services as a means to increase customer loyalty and retain, or
possibly grow, voice traffic.9

1.1.2

Telecommunication Regulation

Just as the demand and supply of wireless access has evolved, the regulatory
environment surrounding network providers has also evolved considerably during
the last decade. Below we present an overview of some regulatory trends relevant
for the provisioning of wireless access.
6 Since

2000 the cumulative annual growth rate of the number of mobile voice minutes per
user has been approximately 15 percent.
7 The purchasing power parity is used to make spending in different currencies, and markets,
comparable. This is achieved by relating them to a predefined basket of goods. The main
weakness when using the purchasing power parity is that it is difficult to find comparable
baskets, e.g., in terms of quality in the different countries.
8 There are, however, solutions for offering mobile data services that have been successful.
Perhaps the most common example is i-mode, which is a wireless internet service that was
launched by NTT DoCoMo in 1999. Today more than 60 million, or 40 percent of the Japanese
subscribe to i-mode (other Japanese operators utilize other solutions for providing mobile
internet). With i-mode, handset vendors and content providers cooperate and the operator
has a strong influence on editorial and usability rules of the content providers. The users can
then, via their content portal, add so-called listed content providers (that fulfill the operator
requirements), which obtain shares of the subscription fees paid by the consumer. Although
users also can obtain “open access” to nonofficial sites these content providers do not get
anything from the subscriber revenue. This business model is sometimes referred to as “walled
garden”.
9 There are currently large structural changes in the market for access services. One trend
is a general consolidation process where several fixed network operators are acquiring, or being
merged with, mobile network operators. Besides opening up for economies of scope, this allow
operators to offer bundled services (cf. “Triple play”) and thereby increase the subscribers’
switching cost as well as increase customer loyalty. Another synergy that is being harnessed is
that the fixed networks can be reused to offer indoor coverage for broadband wireless access.
Stand-alone mobile network operators, have as an alternative exploited “cheap” APs (wireless
routers) that can be given, or at least heavily subsidized, to their subscribers demanding indoor
coverage. These would typically combine multiple RATs such as HSPA, and WLAN.

1.1. Background
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The Regulatory Framework
After the liberalization of the telecommunication markets a “new” regulatory
framework with the purpose of (further) increasing competitiveness and innovation has been issued by the European Commission. While maintaining the social
objective of universal service 10 the framework aims to bring telecommunication
regulation closer inline with competition law and it represents a shift towards
ex-post supervision (as opposed to traditional ex-ante regulation 11 ). As a
matter of fact, only markets characterized by high entry-barriers, absence of
effective competition and where existing competition law is insufficient for
addressing the market failure are relevant for ex-ante regulation [8]. In total the
European Commission has suggested just under 20 relevant markets at retail and
wholesale level. Four of these address mobile communications and of particular
interest are those discussing access and interconnection on a wholesale level12 .
Although the new framework currently requires a heavily regulated wholesale
market for mobile telephony it should be mentioned that this is viewed (by the
European Commission) as a temporary intervention caused by the inheritance
of governmental monopolies [1].13
Access Pricing and Interconnection Regulation
To lower entry barriers the framework requires that network owners, i.e.
mobile network operators, allow other, possibly virtual, operators to purchase
capacity at reasonable wholesale prices.14 Regulatory authorities are moreover
investigating international roaming charges. Their main concern has been
collusively increased interconnection prices and for mobile telephony some
10 The universal service obligation (USO) is the obligation put on operators to provide basic
telecommunication services in certain areas, often rural, at affordable retail prices and from a
general standpoint, the USO can be viewed as a tax paid by the telecommunication operators.
Traditionally this has been implemented through cross-subsidies where consumers living in
dense areas have to pay, an economically unmotivated high price [7].
11 Ex-ante regulation is a form of anticipatory intervention that originates from the potential
effects that certain market structures may have. Within the “new” regulatory framework
issued by the European Commission ex-ante regulation is only permitted in so-called relevant
markets characterized by significant market power (loosely speaking this means that one or a
few firms enjoy a position to behave independent of competitors, customers, and consumers).
Ex-post regulation instead addresses de facto allegations of market abuse (anti-competitive
behavior) by imposing a range of enforcement options, such as fines.
12 The European Commission is only responsible for identifying candidate (relevant) markets.
National regulatory authorities are those that are responsible to evaluate and, if found
necessary, implement the required measures for measuring, e.g., market power [8].
13 Several researchers have, however, failed to quantitatively verify the hypothesis that the
previously state-owned monopoly companies encompass competitive advantages [2].
14 These are implemented as price-caps determined by the so-called efficient component price
rule according to which the wholesale price should mimic the opportunity cost (including
forgone revenues) and it belongs to incentive-based, ex-ante regulation. For voice services the
mobile termination rate, generating just under 20 percent of the total revenue, is of particular
interest. Several national regulatory authorities have stated that these fees will be halved
within the next five years [4].
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Typical spectrum allocation between 0 and 3 GHz
National defense

Other use

Analogue TV

2G and 3G systems

Unlicensed allocation

Figure 1.3: Typical spectrum allocation between 0 and 3 GHz for a West
European country. It should be highlighted that during 2008-2012 the analogue
TV broadcasting will be replaced by digital successors. This is expected to free
up 300 MHz of spectrum below 1 GHz [2]. It is furthermore noteworthy that only
3 percent of the spectrum is allocated to unlicensed operation whereas more than
20 percent is allocated to national defense! This could be leased to secondary
users both on a long-term, medium, or short term basis (as small as, roughly,
100 ms) [9].
“empirical evidence” exists. According to [2], for example, roaming calls has
traditionally been between 2-10 times more expensive than a corresponding call
made from a domestic network and, in total, around 15 percent of aggregated
mobile network operator revenue is generated by roaming customers [4]. The
high profit margins are usually ascribed to a combination of traveling (roaming)
consumers lacking price information and because they are relatively price
insensitive (as the cost of their travel and accommodation greatly exceeds the
cost of their calls).
Spectrum Regulation
Radio frequency spectrum is the fundamental resource in wireless communications, and the bandwidth together with the carrier frequency and power confine
the achievable peak data-rates at a given distance. As lower frequencies are
associated with smaller path-loss they are generally viewed as superior for widearea communication and a typical allocation is depicted in Figure 1.3 [1]. In
principle there are three approaches for managing spectrum [10]:
• command and control in which frequency bands are allocated to a
particular service, technology, and firm based on an administrative process
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(comparative hearings, lotteries, etc.),
• market instruments such as spectrum auctions and secondary trading, and
• unlicensed operation wherein any user-equipment satisfying certain prespecified conditions can be active.
Traditionally, national regulatory authorities have used the “command and
control” approach. However, today it is clear that most individual spectrum
grants will be abandoned for market-based, and to some extent unlicensed
operation, in a longer term perspective. Principle in this development is
the opportunity to use any technology in a given spectrum band (technology
neutrality), the possibility to use any spectrum to offer a particular service
(service neutrality), and the ability for operators to trade spectrum in a
secondary market. From a purely economic point of view this type of spectrum
management policy would be superior since a free market where resources can
be traded are bound to yield an efficient allocation. In fact, this approach was
originally proposed almost 50 years ago [11].15 With increasing substitution
effects between fixed and cellular networks this may furthermore be a necessity
so as to maintain competitiveness for the wireless industry as a whole.
As a final point we highlight that the aforementioned line of reasoning has
been extended to radio resource management. Here spectrum trading, as well as
opportunistic dynamic spectrum allocation in which APs and user-devices, can
vary their spectrum utilization depending on current network conditions such as
load, needs etc. has been proposed in [12, 13].

1.1.3

Characterization of Services and Radio Access Technologies

The first two generations of mobile communications were designed and dimensioned for voice services and only offered low data-rate access services.
Since consumer value for voice services is tightly linked with coverage it
has been natural to deploy networks with wide-area coverage and mobility
support. Current systems use packet-switching technologies that allow always
on connectivity, offer considerably higher peak data rates, and in addition to
voice also support data access.
Compared to voice, data services have a few characterizing features. First,
they are generally dependent on users experiencing a short latency per message,
file, etc. For real-time data services, this requires considerable peak data-rates
relative to the low (on average) session throughput. Second, unlike voice services,
some of the material in data services is based on information that remains
15 The first theorem of welfare economics states that any competitive equilibrium leads to
an efficient allocation of resources and it is similar to the hypothesis of the “invisible hand”,
which states that competitive markets tend towards an efficient resource allocation. Notice,
however, that the theorem is based on several underlying assumptions, such as that everyone
are price takers, perfect and complete information, free entry of new actors, etc.
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unmodified (and thus relevant) for rather long time-durations. This opens up
for opportunistic resource management, both on a micro (during the transfer of
message) and macro-scale (opportunistic pre-fetching of information that users
potentially may request).
One way to classify a wireless network is based on whether it supports
high bandwidth16 , mobility, wide-area coverage, and service quality (reliable
communications). As noted in [14], it seems to be difficult to integrate
all these characteristics into a single radio access technology (RAT) for a
reasonable cost.17 Although there will remain specific markets for both fixed and
cellular networks (with wide-area coverage and mobility support) a considerable
proportion of access services, including broadband data access, can be offered via
fixed digital subscriber lines (DSL), cables, fibers, as well as several RATs. As the
same terminals will be used at home and on the move, we are experiencing a fixedmobile convergence (at both the network and terminal side), which ultimately
could lead to increased competition between different network providers [2], or
the access network neutrality of operators with both fixed and mobile systems.
To benefit from these trends, user devices are being equipped with multimode
capabilities and already today there exist handhelds that offer UMTS, GSM, and
WLAN interfaces. For users with multimode terminals a multi-access system can
thus be used to obtain cheap, reliable, and high-speed access [15].

1.1.4

Resource Management in Heterogeneous Wireless
Systems

In this thesis we distinguish between:
• closed systems where both the terminals and, possibly multi-access,
network are controlled by a single entity (operator) whose aim is to
maximize some network-centric criterion (e.g. “capacity”), and
• open systems wherein the subsystems are managed by different providers
and users can access any available subsystems (similar to a common
marketplace where consumers can purchase their services from different
providers).
16 In

this thesis the term bandwidth will be used interchangeably for describing the data-rate
experienced by users, and the amount of spectrum that a certain system is using. When there
is a risk for unclarities we will use system bandwidth to describe the latter.
17 It should be noted that for many data services the RAT does not need to integrate mobility
and service quality since they can be provided by the application itself, or higher layers of the
protocol stack, e.g., Differentiated or Integrated Services. For the sake of the argument, we note
that even without mobility management and service quality guarantees, a system that only
was composed of a single RAT most likely would result in too high costs if a high bandwidth
should be provided with wide area coverage.
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Closed Systems
Most existing networks, including mobile network operators’ multi-access systems, belong to the class of closed systems. These support both centralized and
distributed18 RRM. Typically, distributed implementations are preferred since
they require lower complexity, less signaling, increase robustness, scalability,
etc., and centralized solutions are only used when the gains from coordination
are significant and can not be captured with distributed implementations.
Open Systems
In open systems users can choose from RATs managed by different providers,
which compete with each other from a short-term perspective. For this type
of systems, network centric criteria may be infeasible since a user that obtains
a small part of the resource simply may leave the system and try an other.
An alternative way of managing the resource would then be to delegate the
responsibility to the individual subsystems, or user terminals. It should be
stressed that open systems up until recently have been unusual and only existed
specific situations, such as international roaming. However, with the increasing
popularity of wireless LAN (WLAN), public networks in which the users
themselves prioritize between the APs, as well as community-based networks,
e.g., FON, more open systems has developed.
A significant difference between closed and open systems is that users, in
the latter, have the possibility to act selfishly since they are in control of which
subsystem, and AP, they should select. This, together with the lack of necessity
for coordination can result in open systems making inefficient utilization of
resources (cf. “tragedy of commons”19 ). Hence an important question for open
networks is whether wireless resources still can be controlled, efficiently, in a
decentralized manner and a second question is if they need to be controlled in
an efficient manner.

1.2

Scope of Thesis

In this thesis we study how users should be assigned to existing RATs, and APs,
in wireless systems. Figure 1.4 presents the concept-space for the AP selection
problem and it is described by three dimensions, namely:
18 Notice that we distinguish between distributed and decentralized RRM. For both, the
decision process is divided into subproblems that are distributed to multiple, relatively
independent, entities. While the entities, or stakeholders, are assumed to be self-interested
(“selfish”) in the case of decentralized control they are instead interested in the overall network
performance for distributed solutions.
19 The “tragedy of commons” refers to the fact that free access and unrestricted demand for
finite resources ultimately will lead to these resources being overexploited. This occurs since
the benefits of utilizing the resources accrue to an individual actor while the costs have to be
born by everyone to whom the resource is available [7]. Within wireless systems this discussion
has been applied for analyzing the efficiency of unlicensed operation of frequency spectrum.
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1. Number of available RATs,
2. Number of available operators, and
3. Whether the assignment is conducted in a cooperative or competitive
context.
Notice that RRM for wireless systems traditionally has focused on how a single
operator should manage its resources in a closed network consisting of a single
RAT to, e.g., minimize blocking or dropping (cf. bottom/left/front corner
in Figure 1.4). Although attention also has, with the development of 3G,
WLAN, etc., been devoted to closed multi-access systems, both research and
standardization efforts have targeted situations where a central unit assigns
resources, and users, to the different subsystems [16].
The first topic of the thesis concerns centralized schemes for assigning users;
it will be discussed in Chapter 2 where we study access selection in cooperative
contexts for which the involved subsystems have a common objective, e.g.,
maximize “capacity” or offer a minimum data-rate as high as possible.
However, the selection of access can also be controlled by the users, or rather
autonomous software agents acting on behalf of the users, in a decentralized
manner. There users, and possibly also networks, also compete with each other
in the short run. As previously highlighted in, e.g., [14, 17] this scenario, which
targets open system and corresponds to the upper portion of the concept-space
(Figure 1.4), has only been sparsely covered; this is the focus of Chapter 3. A
reoccurring theme throughout this chapter is to determine the efficiency loss
associated with decentralized access selection (“price of anarchy”).
As a final contribution we will, in Chapter 4, examine whether it is feasible
to offer data services (including web browsing) with a network architecture that
offers discontinuous, high-speed wireless access.

1.2.1

Contributions

This thesis is a compilation of conference papers and it consists of three
main chapters summarizing, and occasionally expanding upon, the included
contributions.
1.2.1.1

Chapter 2: Access Selection in Cooperative Contexts

Chapter 2 quantifies potential benefits of centralized user assignment in closed
networks. Both cellular multi-access networks deployed for wide-area coverage,
and hot-spot WLAN networks with limited backhaul capacity are discussed. The
following conference papers have been written on the subject:
1. Johan Hultell, Klas Johansson, and Jan Markendahl, “Business Models
and resource management for shared wireless networks”, In Proceedings of
IEEE Vehicular Technology Conference, Los Angeles, September 2004 [18].
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Paper 6
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(“Closed Systems”)
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Figure 1.4: Concept-space describing the problem area of access selection in
multi-operator, multi-RAT contexts. In this thesis we deal with access selection
in cooperative and competitive contexts.
2. Johan Hultell and Klas Johansson, “Performance Analysis of Non-Cosited
Evolved 2G and 3G Multi-Access Systems”, In Proceedings of IEEE International Symposium on Personal and Indoor Communications, Helsinki,
September 2006 [19].
3. Miguel Berg and Johan Hultell, “Access Selection in Partially BackhaulLimited Multi-Operator IEEE Networks”, In Proceedings of IEEE International Symposium on Personal and Indoor Communications, Helsinki,
September 2006 [20].
The first of these papers is a position paper discussing research areas for resource
management in shared wireless networks. It arose through discussions between
the author of this thesis and Klas Johansson. Jan Markendahl contributed with
valuable feedback on a draft version of this paper and was hence included as a
co-author. The second paper was a result of joint work with Klas Johansson and
both authors contributed equally to this paper. For the third and final paper
of the chapter, the author of the thesis acted as leading author although the
original ideas, as well as the numerical example, was developed together with
Miguel Berg.
1.2.1.2

Chapter 3: Access Selection in Competitive Contexts

The second area treated in the thesis deals with decentralized access selection
in open wireless networks. In order to study this problem we have relied on a
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game-theoretic approach. In contrast to Chapter 2, where there is a central unit
with the possibility to coordinate usage, in this chapter we rely upon the users,
or rather agents residing in the user-terminals, to take a more active role in the
prioritization between the available APs. Three conference papers have been
written concerning this area:
4. Miguel Berg, and Johan Hultell, “On Selfish Distributed Access Selection
Algorithms in IEEE 802.11 Networks”, In Proceedings of IEEE Vehicular
Technology Conference, Montreal, September 2006 [21].
5. Mats Blomgren and Johan Hultell, “Decentralized Market-Based Radio
Resource Management in Multi-Network Environments”, In Proceedings
of IEEE Vehicular Technology Conference, Dublin, May 2007 [22].
6. Mats Blomgren and Johan Hultell, “Demand Responsive Pricing in Open
Wireless Access Markets”, In Proceedings of IEEE Vehicular Technology
Conference, Dublin, May 2007 [23].
In the first paper of these three, the author of this thesis proposed the problem
statement and acted as lead author. However, the numerical examples were
developed jointly with Miguel Berg. The second and third of these papers were
based on ideas originally developed by the author of this thesis who also acted
as the lead author. However, these ideas were refined in collaboration with Mats
Blomgren. Together we produced the numeric examples.
1.2.1.3
Chapter 4: Data Service Provisioning with Discontinuous
Coverage
The third and final chapter revisits the underlying assumption that continuous
coverage is necessary and examines whether it is possible to offer data services,
with acceptable quality, by means of discontinuous high-capacity pockets of
coverage. One conference paper has been written and it is summarized in
Chapter 4:
7. Johan Hultell, Pietro Lungaro, and Jens Zander, “Service Provisioning
with Ad-Hoc Deployed High-Speed Access Points in Urban Environments”,
In Proceedings of IEEE International Symposium on Personal and Indoor
Communications, Berlin, September 2005 [24].
The original ideas, including the service model, were developed jointly by the
author of this thesis and Pietro Lungaro; together we also wrote the paper. Jens
Zander contributed in fruitful discussions that improved the quality of the paper.
Finally it should be mentioned that even though not always included as an
author, Jens Zander has been main advisor and has continuously offered precise
and valuable feedback that has significantly improved the quality of all of the
above papers.
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Other Related Papers
The following publications, although not included in this thesis, contain material
that is similar or related to the aforementioned conference publications:
1. Ramón Agüero, Miguel Berg, Johny Choque, Johan Hultell, Ralf Jennen,
Jan Markendahl, Luis Muñoz, and Ove Strandberg, “RRM Challanges
for Non-Conventional and Low-Cost Networks in Ambient Networks”, In
Proceedings of International Symposium on Wireless Personal Multimedia
Communications, Aalborg, September 2005 [25].
2. Catarina Cedervall, Peter Karlsson, Mikael Prytz, Johan Hultell, Jan
Markendahl, Aurelian Bria, Oscar Rietkerk, and Ingo Karla, “Initial
Findings on Business Roles, Relations and Cost Savings Enabled by MultiRadio Access Architechture in Ambient Networks”, In Proceedings of
Wireless World Research Forum (WWRF) Meeting #14, San Diego, July
2005 [26].
3. Miguel Berg, and Johan Hultell, “Generalized Roaming and Access Selection in Multi-Operator Environments”, In Proceedings of Radiovetenskap
och Kommunikation (RVK), Linköping, June 2005 [27].
4. Klas Johansson, Jonas Lind, Miguel Berg, Johan Hultell, Niklas Kviselius,
Jan Markendahl, and Mikael Prytz, “Integrating User-Deployed Access
Points in a Mobile Operator’s Network”, In Proceedings of Wireless World
Research Forum (WWRF) Meeting #12, Toronto, November 2004 [28].
5. Pablo Valiente and Johan Hultell, “Novel Access Provisioning Viability
Evaluation”, In Proceedings of Hongkong Mobility Roundtable, Hongkong,
June 2005 [29].
6. Johan Hultell (Editor), Ingo Karla, Mikael Prytz, Oscar Rietkerk, Catarina
Cedervall, Peter Karlsson, Jan Markendahl, and Aurelian Bria, “Economic
Feasibility”, IST2002-507134-AN/WP/R26, June 2006.
7. Jan Markendahl, Johan Hultell, Mats Blomgren, Östen Mäkitalo, Pablo
Valiente, Bertil Thorngren, and Jan Werding “Final Report: Novel Access
Provisioning”, available at: www.wireless.kth.se/projects/NAP, January
2007.

1.3

Thesis Outline

The remaining of this thesis is divided into two parts. The first contains
summaries, and in a few cases expansions, of the included papers, as well as
literature studies. These are presented in Chapters 2 through 4. Conclusions
and suggestions for future work are presented in Chapter 5. The appendix
includes verbatim copies of the included papers.

Chapter 2

Access Selection in
Cooperative Contexts
In this chapter we study the potential benefits that can be captured through
access selection criteria that combine the peak data-rate and load for closed
systems. As we primarily want to determine how large a capacity and wide
a coverage that can be achieved we assume that a central unit, with complete
information, is responsible for assigning users to the appropriate subsystem and
AP. However, finding efficient, preferably distributed, implementations is outside
the scope.
Two scenarios are treated and the first targets a mobile network operator
who is operating a multi-access cellular network, composed of subsystems with
different characteristics, that want to offer data access services with wide-area
coverage. In contrast, the second scenario focuses on two coexisting WLAN
networks in a traffic hot-spot that cooperate by granting access to the other
network’s subscribers. Compared to the first scenario, the subsystems in the
second case have a larger cluster size (reuse factor) which results in a noiselimited system, and the deployment of APs need not be planned. Next we
present an overview of the related literature that has dealt with access selection
in wireless networks. This is followed by summaries of the included papers and
conclusions.

2.1

Related Literature

Multi radio resource management has only recently started to attract attention
from researchers and in this section we present an overview of the existing
literature. Focus is devoted to work that has considered the problem of assigning
users to the appropriate subsystem and AP, respectively. Notice that part of this
literature also is relevant for the work presented in next chapter (in particular
15
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Section 3.4).

2.1.1

Access Selection in Cellular Multi-Access Systems

An early study focusing on potential gains of pooling resources of multiple
subsystems was presented in [30]. Both realtime and non-realtime services were
treated, and the aim was to quantify the capacity gain that could be attained by
reallocating users that initially tried to access a congested subsystem (carrier).
For comparison, throughout the paper the author contrast each alternative
with a policy whereby users were reassigned to a randomly selected subsystem
(carrier).
For realtime data services, e.g., streaming, the integrated multi-carrier
network was modelled as an M/M/c/c queue. With a WCDMA-like multicarrier system they showed that pooling resources typically offered trunking
gains of about 10 percent. It should be noted that the number of parallel
servers for a wireless system, c, is a function of the data-rate requirement and,
as expected, the gain increased with both the number of subsystems and datarate requirements.1 In the case where the traffic instead was composed of nonrealtime (“interactive”) services, the system was assumed to be nonblocking. As
a performance measure, they used the maximum number of users that could
be admitted given that the latency, experienced by the 90th percentile user, for
transferring a packet whose size was described by a Pareto-distribution (with
mean 4.5 kBytes, truncated at 2 MBytes) did not exceed 5 seconds. Their results
showed that the number of admitted users, could be increased by approximately
75 percent if two subsystems were integrated and that the gain, in general,
increased with the stringency of the latency requirement.
These results were latter extended in [31–33] where radio resource management for a heterogeneous multi-access system was studied. Similar to [30], the
subsystems were assumed to be co-located and capable of supporting both data
and voice users. To model the multi-access system a multi-dimensional M/M/c/c
queue was utilized and each dimension corresponded to one particular type of
access service. As above, the aim was to reduce blocking, but contrary to [30]
only a subset of the users had terminals equipped with multimode capabilities.
The authors studied the importance of reallocating the appropriate user, their
results showed that “advanced” methods for prioritizing between users could
1 The Erlang loss-formula describes the probability that a user is blocked from the system
in a situation where users arrive according to a Poisson process with intensity λ, have
exponentially distributed service time µ, and where c servers are available. The blocking
.P
c
ρk
c
probability is then given as Pb (c, ρ) = ρc!
k=0 k! where ρ = cλ/µ. Notice that the formula

assumes that there is no waiting queue and that blocked users do not retry to reenter the
system. At a 5 percent blocking level, and with 10 parallel servers, the maximum offered load
ρ is 6.216 Erlangs. With twice as many servers, the corresponding load is 15.25 Erlangs and we
note that 15.25/6.216=2.45. In other words by doubling the number of servers in the system
we have, more than doubled the offered load and the additional capacity is usually referred to
as trunking gain.
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reduce the necessary penetration rate of multimode terminals significantly. As
a matter of fact it was insinuated that, for most situations, it was sufficient that
25 percent of the users had multimode terminals to exhaust the potential gains
from reduced blocking enabled by multi-access radio resource management.2
A similar approach was adopted in [34] where the capacity of a multi-access
blocking system was evaluated for a traffic-mix consisting of data and voice
users. Contrary to the aforementioned studies, both the trunking gain and
the service-based assignment gain, where the latter arise as an effect of that
different subsystems are optimized for handling access services with certain
characteristics, were considered. As in [30–33] an M/M/c/c queue was used
to model the multi-access blocking system. For a combined GSM/EDGE and
WCDMA-like system it was shown that the trunking gain, which was between
10-15 percent, was insensitive to the traffic-mix while the gain associated with
service-based user assignment depended heavily on it.3
Service-based assignment was also the theme in [35]. Therein a methodology
for evaluating the capacity of multi-access systems was developed. It could
also be used to study how users, requesting different access services, should
be assigned to the available subsystem. As input the capacity regions of the
individual subsystem, which depicts the feasible traffic-mixes given some quality
requirement, was used. In the paper the authors showed that it was beneficial to
mix traffic (i.e. offer multiple access-services) in subsystems with convex capacity
regions, whereas subsystems with concave regions should support a single traffic
type if possible. By assigning users to the adequate subsystem a maximum gain
of roughly 50 percent could be attained (compared to a case with equal trafficmix in all subsystems) for a combined GSM/EDGE and WCDMA multi-access
system.4 We should note that since the proposed methodology used the capacity
regions associated with the individual subsystems, potential gains of increased
trunking efficiency and macroscopic diversity (in case of non co-sited APs) were
ignored.

2 Notice that these results were based on the assumption that half of the remaining terminals
could access one of the subsystems while the other half only could access the other subsystem.
In a scenario where all single-mode terminals are confined to the same RAT, which would
correspond to the typical situation when a new RAT is introduced, the number of terminals
that have to be equipped with multimode capabilities can be expected to increase significantly.
3 For multi-access, multi-service systems and where the capacity regions of the individual
subsystems are linear it is possible to derive an expression of the gain due to service-based
assignment. A more detailed discussion is presented in Appendix A, Theorem II. There we
show that, compared to a distributed service-based RAT selection, the maximum gain, per
service-class, from ideal service-based assignment (which has complete information about the
load per service class in all subsystems) always is smaller than min (n, m) where n is the number
of subsystems and m is the number of service classes. For realistic subsystems, however, the
gain is usually rather limited (around 20 percent) and very sensitive to the service mix.
4 It should be notice that these results assumed that the network knew which service the
user requested as well as the load, per service class, in all available subsystems.
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Access Selection in Cellular and Hot-spot Systems

All aforementioned studies targeted multi-access systems where the individual
subsystems were co-sited and had been deployed to offer wide-area coverage.
There are also studies that have focused on assignment policies in multi-access
systems composed of cellular and hot-spot WLAN systems. For example, [36]
treated a combined IEEE 802.11b and HSDPA system in an environment
with inhomogeneous traffic distribution according to which users were clustered
around certain hot-spots. More precisely the authors evaluated a set of policies
for assigning data users located in the hot-spots to the appropriate subsystem.
In addition to a rudimentary “signal-based” approach, where users simply
were assigned to WLAN if they were within WLAN coverage, one criterion
that balanced the relative load between the subsystems, and one scheme that
instead allocated users to the subsystem that offered highest throughput were
studied. Although minor performance differences between the outlined allocation
policies existed, a general conclusion was that the rudimentary “use WLAN if
coverage exists”-rule worked satisfactory for all studied scenarios since it offered
considerably higher peak data-rates than the cellular technologies.
Access selection between different subsystems was also the subject treated
in [37] where a qualitative analysis concerning technical criteria for access
selection in multi-access systems was presented. Aspects considered included
range, capacity (measured in Mbps/Hz), and setup delay. In the paper, which
discussed WCDMA, GSM/EDGE, WLAN, and Bluethooth in detail, it was
argued that as the technical capabilities offered by GSM/EDGE and WCDMA
were similar (just as the capabilities for the WLAN and Bluetooth were similar),
the effective decision of importance was whether a certain user should be
allocated to cellular or hot-spot technology. As the peak data-rates offered by
the hot-spot technologies was much higher than those offered by the cellular
counterparts it was advocated, as above, that data users always should be
allocated to the WLAN system if possible.

2.1.3

Access Selection in WLAN Systems

An extensive study of user behavior in a WLAN (campus-wide) network was
presented in [38]. The empirical data covered more 7,000 unique devices (wireless
cards) using over 550 APs and it was collected during a 17 week time-period.
As a similar study had been conducted for the same WLAN network in 2001,
the authors were able to compare how users’ behavior had evolved with the
maturity of the technology.5 For example, they identified that the average
traffic volume transferred per day and device, had increased to from 27 to
71 MByte/device/day since their first experiment. Also the traffic-mix had
undergone significant change with the largest change being that the proportion
5 The empirical data presented in [38] was based on a measurement campaign conducted
during 2003/2004. A similar, although less far-reaching, investigation had been performed for
the same location during 2001; see [39].
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of web-traffic had reduced from over 60 percent in 2001, to roughly 25 percent in
2003/04. At the same time both P2P (DirectConnect, Kazaa, and similar traffic)
and file system traffic (Appleshare, AFS) had been growing steadily and, each,
constituted approximately 20 percent of the total traffic volume. Moreover the
measurements showed that the typical session duration was less than 10 minutes,
irrespectively of application, and that users’ mobility, while active, was very low.
In fact the median distance traversed during a session was 27.8, 3.7, and 0 m for
VoIP, P2P, and streaming services respectively.
One radio resource management problem that has been identified in several
studies targeting WLAN networks is that the number of users assigned to the
different APs within a traffic hot-spot can vary if the selection is only based
on the received signal strength (RSS) or minimum path-loss (MPL) criteria.6
In [40] this problem was addressed for a scenario where users demanded QoStraffic characterized by some minimum bandwidth requirement. Two methods
for reallocating users, whose bandwidth requirements could not be supported by
their initial AP selection, were proposed:
• explicit channel switching where users could be reassigned to another AP
within communication range, and
• network directed roaming where the user, whose service requirement could
not be met, instead, were provided with information of another physical
location in the WLAN network where the service requirements could
be met – this presumed that users were willing to change their physical
location.
Both methods relied on a centralized admission control server that was aware
of dynamically changing of assignment of APs per user, along with the AP
information (such as AP load and the path-gain matrix).
To evaluate the performance associated with the assignment methods a
balance index 7 was utilized and a value close to one depicts a well-balanced
network. For their scenario, the rudimentary RSS criterion resulted in an
average balance index that was 0.53, whereas channel switching and network
directed roaming allowed for an improvement to 0.69 and 0.85, respectively.8
The methods also improved the bandwidth utilization and, in the end, translated
into that the network could admit more users and/or give admitted users better
service quality.
Contrary to [40] most other studies targeting the user assignment problem
in WLAN networks have presumed that users are unwilling to change physical
6 Throughout

this thesis we use the MPL and RSS criterion in an interchangeable manner.
`P
´2 ‹ ` P 2 ´
Sm
balance index β was defined as β ,
N
Sm where Sm is the cell
throughput of cell m, and N the number of cells in the WLAN hot-spot. Note that β = 1
corresponds to a perfectly balanced network, with the same throughput in all cells, whereas β
approaches 1/N the more unbalanced the cell throughput becomes.
8 It should be stressed that the results associated with network directed roaming relied on all
users cooperating and changing their physical location according to the network’s suggestion.
7 The
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location and, thus, focused on finding appropriate channel switching schemes. A
thorough study was presented in [41], which developed an assignment algorithm
for obtaining a max-min bandwidth fair allocation for users in a WLAN hotspot. The user assignment was controlled by a central unit, which dynamically
updated the user assignment based on complete knowledge of the peak data-rate
for all user–AP combinations, the AP load, and possible backhaul limitations.9
For a noise-limited system, the authors showed that the solution to the fractional
max-min bandwidth allocation was equivalent to a min-max load assignment.10
To evaluate the efficiency of the max-min bandwidth allocation it was
compared to a case where the assignment was based on the RSS criterion, as
well as a least-load assignment rule. In the latter, arriving users were assigned
to the AP in range with lowest load. Their results indicated that the max-min
bandwidth assignment outperformed the heuristics, not only in terms of fairness
but also in terms of system throughput. In fact, for their studied scenario, the
max-min assignment was associated with an instantaneous system throughput 20
percent higher than that offered by the MPL principle, which in turn performed
better than the least-load selection criterion.
Both [40] and [41] relied on a central unit that was aware of dynamically
varying radio conditions such as the path-gain matrix and AP load. These
measurements can be obtained, e.g., through the IEEE 802.11k standard11
through which terminals, as well as APs, can initiate, measure, and assess
the surrounding radio environment. It should be noted that the standard can
be used both by terminals to take better informed decisions and by APs for
gathering information about the situation experienced by its associated users.
It is noteworthy that neither the measurement procedure that should be used,
nor the measurement duration is specified by the standard. The latter was
discussed in [43] where it is suggested that measuring terminals, besides the
average value, also could report the confidence interval of the estimation.
Several studies, see e.g. [44, 45], have applied the IEEE 802.11k standard
for balancing load between APs in a WLAN network. While [45] approached
the problem by basing the AP selection on a combination of load and signal
strength, a cell-breathing technique was utilized in [44]. In the latter, congested
APs simply reduced their transmit power whereas APs that were under-utilized
increased their power. To determine an appropriate power level the link
9 In the paper, load was defined as the time-duration it would take for the AP to transmit
a packet of fixed size to all users connected to it.
10 With fractional assignments users are allowed to split their time between multiple APs as
long as their total proportion of utilized time is less than one.
11 The IEEE 802.11k standard defines several measurement reports. These include a beacon
report, which provides information about the RSS, signal to noise ratio, number of associated
stations, average access delay, and the antenna used while doing the measurements; channel
load report that contain information about the percentage of time during which the medium
is busy; a noise histogram report that offers information about the proportion of time that
the energy detected is within a certain power range (during the idle periods); location reports
that facilitates the exchange of location information; and neighbor report, which is a list of a
available APs in the neighborhood. [7, 42]
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measurement report; in which terminals measure, and report, how many dB
the AP (to which they were associated) could reduce its transmit power and
still provide the desired data-rate; was used. This mechanism can further be
utilized to reduce potential co-channel interference between adjacent APs.
There has also been work on standardizing methods through which APs in
the same network can exchange information. Besides the IEEE 802.11F recommendation, Inter-Access Point Protocol, which allows distributed information
exchange between APs, there is work ongoing for the IEEE 802.11v standard.
The latter focuses on network management and it is based on the control
and provisioning of wireless APs, CAPWAP, protocol that allow standardized
communication between APs and a centralized controller [46, 47].

2.2

Contributions

As we have seen, there exists a rather impressive body of literature on how a
central unit located within a closed system should allocate users in both cellular
multi-access systems and WLAN networks. Within this chapter we are interested
in determining whether taking criteria, besides path-loss and system bandwidth,
can increase the user and system performance. We divide the problem into the
prioritization between RATs (subsystems), and between APs within a single
subsystem. To study the problem we have relied on computer-based snapshot
simulation experiments.
The first subproblem is treated in Paper 2, which presents an initial
evaluation of the gains that could be expected from RAT selection in cellular
multi-access systems using time-fair, job-conserving MAC protocols. The second
subproblem, i.e., the prioritization between APs within a single subsystems,
is studied in Paper 3. In the paper we target max-min bandwidth fair MAC
protocols (cf. carrier sense multiple access protocols with collision avoidance)
and several assignment criteria are evaluated.12 Special attention is devoted to
quantifying the relation between system throughput and “coverage” associated
with different assignment principles.
The presented results are based on three conference papers; see [18–20]. More
detailed descriptions of the contributions associated with each paper are included
in their corresponding subsections, but in short they are:
Paper 1 [18]: Identifies potential problems and use-cases for wireless networks
that are shared between multiple providers. We highlight the differences
between resource management in open and closed systems.
12 With a time-fair MAC protocols, users connected to an AP obtains an equal proportion of
the transmission time, i.e. if there are N users connected an AP each users obtain the channel
a portion 1/N of the time. With a max-min MAC protocols, users connected to an AP share
the transmission time so that all users experience the same throughput. I.e., if there are N
users connected to an AP, with corresponding
rates Ri”, i = 1 . . . N , then all users obtains a
“

throughput S that is given as

1
S

=

1
N

1
R1

+ ··· +

1
RN

.
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Paper 2 [19]: Evaluation of the importance of RAT selection between potentially non-co-sited cellular subsystems with skew cell throughput. In
particular we target the relation between increased trunking efficiency,
due to a larger resource pool, and improved path-loss statistics, which are
an effect of lower carrier frequency, higher macroscopic diversity order,
smaller channel bandwidth, etc.
Paper 3 [20]: Performance evaluation of advanced (load-aware) assignment
methods for assigning users in WLAN networks wherein part of the APs
are constrained by their wired capacity. Apart from advanced assignment
criteria, meshed cooperation where APs act as wireless relays are discussed.

2.3

Limitations

As we mentioned in the introduction, access selection is one part of RRM
that can be used to improve the resource efficiency, and thereby system and
user performance, in wireless systems. Other alternatives are, e.g., dynamic
channel assignment and power control. Although better performance could be
attained by joint optimizations, we have, in this chapter, confined ourselves
to the user assignment problem and take parameters as network deployment,
channel allocation, technology mix, spectrum sharing policies,..., as exogenous.
Additionally we neglect potential effects of traffic mixes and utilize throughput
at the MAC layer as the performance measure. This means that we do not
account for the effects of transport protocols, etc.
Throughout the chapter we focus on closed systems where there is a fixed
number of subscribers that should be allocated to the appropriate AP. Hence
we assume that both the terminals and networks are controlled by a single
entity who can rely on network-centric criteria when assigning the users. As
we are primarily interested in determining to what extent, and in which
situations, load-aware criteria can improve performance, neither complexity nor
the implementation aspects (which possibly could be distributed) are considered.
It should also be stressed that all our studies have assumed that users are
stationary.
We are aware that multi-access radio resource management across subsystems, especially if they belong to different providers, face numerous challenges
(among them accounting, billing, security, monitoring) that may require new
flexible protocols. Although their importance is acknowledged, they are outside
the scope of this thesis.
Moreover, we neither account for interference when selecting AP nor consider
potential effects of inter-AP scheduling. Hence, allocating a user to another AP
(within the same subsystem) than the one associated with highest peak datarate will result in the wireless channel being occupied a larger proportion of the
time, and consequently there will be a higher interference-level in the system.
Hence we expect that the gains of load-aware access selection would be reduced
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in situations where the system utilizes a low reuse factor and is limited by the
interference as long as one does not apply inter-AP scheduling.

2.4

Business Models and Resource Management
for Shared Wireless Networks (Paper 1)

The first contribution of the thesis, Paper 1, is a concept paper that discusses
challenges associated with RRM for future wireless networks that are shared
between multiple providers. In the paper we identified that shared wireless
infrastructure has both the potential to reduce costs in areas where the networks
are coverage-limited (cf. rural areas with low population density) by building a
common network, and in contexts where the individual subsystems are capacitylimited. For the latter case, the gain is due to more efficient utilization of the
resources (e.g., increased trunking efficiency, or macroscopic diversity order)
and in order to capture them the involved networks may need to, continuously,
exchange status information.
For this purpose we distinguished between closed and open systems 13 . While
the former depicted the situation for a single operator with a multi-access
network, a virtual operator that could purchase wholesale capacity from several
network providers, or the case where two network providers managed their
respective subsystems jointly, the latter instead referred to a scenario similar to
that of a common market place. Therein users, or some autonomous agent acting
on behalf of the users, could purchase wireless access from any available network
and AP. Compared to closed systems one of the predominant differences is that
users have larger responsibility for the resource management and consequently
also the possibility to act selfishly. This selfish behavior could, for example, be a
consequence of limited information of the preference of other users. It should be
noted that open systems also can be viewed as a form of implicit infrastructure
sharing, where aggregation, as well as the decisions, are controlled (selfishly) by
the users’ terminals instead of in the network.

2.5

Performance Analysis of Non-Co-sited Evolved
2G and 3G Multi-Access Systems (Paper 2)

As we saw in [30, 32, 34], the vast majority of existing work evaluating multiaccess radio resource management in cellular multi-access systems has targeted
the trunking gain associated with a larger pool of resources and usually the multiaccess system has been modelled as an M/M/c/c queue. Utilizing an M/M/c/c
queue prohibits the examination of range-limited scenarios, and it does not
distinguish between uplink and downlink transmission. Although a few studies,
13 It should be highlighted that we in Paper 1 neither used these terms, nor had a binary
distinction (as here).
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such as [35], have treated the gain arising from service-based assignment for
different traffic-mixes, we have not found any study that considers the combined
effect of a larger resource pool, increased macroscopic diversity order, as well
as the fact that systems utilizing different carrier frequencies experience varying
propagation losses.
This section summarizes Paper 2 where we evaluated potential synergies
that an incumbent operator could attain by upgrading its legacy infrastructure,
deployed and dimensioned for voice, so as to offer broadband data services with
wide-area coverage. Together the subsystems form a, potentially non-co-sited,
heterogeneous multi-access system with skew capacities and since all subsystems
were examined before a user was denied service, the results can be said to
represent an initial evaluation of the gains enabled from access selection in
heterogeneous multi-access wireless systems. In the following two subsections we
present an overview of the models and main results associated with the paper.

2.5.1

Modelling and Key Assumptions

In this section we introduce the most important modelling assumptions that
have been used in Paper 2. The description is by no means complete and for a
more detailed discussion the reader is referred to the original paper [19].
Examined System Configurations
Table 2.1 summarizes the system configurations as studied. Their common
denominator is that they target potential synergies that a mobile network
operator can capture by upgrading legacy infrastructure that originally has been
deployed for voice services. As reference we utilize a case where the cellular
operator simply relies on a dense high speed packet access (HSPA) network
(deployed for data). It is assumed that two 5 MHz carriers are dedicated for
data services, and that ideal load balancing between the carriers at an AP is
feasible. Notice that all system configurations (except the reference case) use a
total bandwidth of 15 MHz14
In the first alternative the dense HSPA system (reference system) is
complemented with a non-co-sited sparse GPRS network that is upgraded with
EDGE technology. The latter utilizes the 900 MHz band, with 200 kHz channel
bandwidth and unlike the dense HSPA system, antennas are placed above
rooftop. It is further assumed that the entire bandwidth allocated to the EDGE
system is dedicated to data services and that frequency hopping is utilized to
average out interference. Notice that this case depicts a multi-access system
14 In Paper 2 we studied different expansion alternatives for a mobile network operator with
a dense HSPA (with two carriers) already deployed for data services and, consequently, this
was used as reference case. A better choice for the context of this thesis, perhaps would have
been to let the dense HSPA system utilizes three carriers. Note however that this is partly
covered by the third expansion alternative where the incumbent operator complements the
dense HSPA layer with a sparse upgraded WCDMA layer.
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Table 2.1: Examined expansion strategies
Intersite
dist [m]
Dense HSPA
+ Sparse EDGE
+ Dense EDGE
+ Sparse HSPA

500
1000
500
1000

Carrier
freq [MHz]
2000
900
1800
2000

Bandw
[MHz]
10
5
5
5

Antenna
placement15
Below
Above
Below
Above

Pathloss
@1m16 [dB]
48.9
20.4
45.6
35.3

15 We consider two types of antenna place; above and below rooftop. In the former case
the AP height is 30 m while it in the latter case is 17 m. For both cases the height of the
houses is assumed to be 25 m.
16 Note that these numbers assume a street width of 15 m, building separation of 30 m, and
mobile height of 1.5 m. To model the pathloss we have relied on the COST-Walfisch-Ikegami
model; see [48].

where the capacities of the subsystems are highly skewed and that the low
capacity EDGE system is associated with better path-loss characteristics; due
to higher antenna placement, lower carrier frequency, as well as smaller channel
bandwidth resulting in less receiver noise; than the dense HSPA system.
In the second alternative the HSPA network is instead complemented by a
dense layer that consists of EDGE APs. These are co-sited with the reference
HSPA system. Compared to the sparse EDGE system discussed above, it has
a lower antenna placement (below rooftops) and utilizes the 1800 MHz band,
which offers higher isolation between adjacent cells. Unlike the first system
configuration, here the two subsystems are co-sited and utilize comparable carrier
frequencies. Hence the potential gain associated with multi-access radio resource
management is coupled to the trunking gain of a larger pool of resources.
The third and final alterative considers upgrading a sparse WCDMA system
with HSPA technology; this is the only strategy available for greenfield operators.
The additional HSPA network is assumed to use a 5MHz carrier so that the
combined system configuration uses 15MHz in total. It should also be noted
that this alternative also is representative of the situation where two operators,
with the same technology, but different degrees of coverage, decide to cooperate.
User Behavior
Users served by the cellular multi-access systems are uniformly distributed over
the service area, arrive according to a Poisson process, and remain within the
system for a time-duration described by an independent, identically distributed
random variable. This results in a uniform distribution of users with ongoing
sessions ω [active users/km2 ]. During a session, users are stationary and their
behavior is described through an activity factor 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1, which denotes the
proportion of time (within an ongoing session) that they actually are active. In
order to be satisfied, they require an experienced data-rate (while active) R(e)∗ ,
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Active period

Silent period

Active period

Session starts

Silent period

Session ends

Figure 2.1: Description of the used traffic model. In an ongoing session a
proportion 1 − ξ of the time are so-called silent periods during which no new files
are generated. During active periods users require a minimum data-rate R(e)∗ .
This results in that the average session throughput corresponding to ξR(e)∗ ,
(e)
where Rjm ≥ R(e)∗ , ∀m ∈ M, j ∈ Jm .
or equivalently, a session throughput 17
S ∗ , ξR(e)∗ .

(2.1)

The experienced data-rate R(e)∗ describes the throughput that a user with a
packet to transfer will see, while S ∗ corresponds to the amount of data that is
transferred per unit of time, on average, during the entire session. Note that the
latter encompass both active and inactive epochs (see Figure 2.1). Both R(e)∗
and S ∗ is in this section measured in kbit/s.
Experienced Data-Rate
As mentioned above, users with ongoing sessions are modelled through an
activity factor ξ. When users are active, files whose size is described by a
general distribution arrive according to a Poisson process. With a time-fair,
job-conserving, scheduling algorithm we may then write the experienced datarate for user j connected to AP m as18


(e)
(2.2)
Rjm = Rjm 1 − (ρm − ρmj )

where ρmj is the load incurred by user j, ρm the total load at AP m, and Rmj
the peak data-rate19 that user j would obtain if it was connected to AP m. In
contrast to many other approaches Equation 2.2 does not assume full buffers.
Radio Access Technology Selection

When users initiates a session their terminal is at first allocated to the AP
and subsystem associated with highest peak data-rate. For user j the selection
17 Session throughput is here defined as the amount of transferred data per unit of time, on
average, during the session.
18 This model is based on the processor sharing technique described in [49].
19 The peak-data rate is the maximum throughput, i.e., the maximum amount of data that
can be transferred per unit of time. To obtain this data-rate requires that all resources are
allocated to the particular user.
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criterion can be written as
m = arg max Rmj .

(2.3)

m∈M

Here Rmj is the peak data-rate user j would obtain if it was connected to AP m
while M corresponds to the complete set of APs in the multi-access system.20
To admit a new user into the system it is required that
1. The selected AP is able to support the load of the users already admitted,
also after the new user has been admitted, i.e.21
ρm =

∗
1 X
1 X Sjm
≤1
ρmj =
Nm
Nm
Rmj
j∈Jm

(2.4)

j∈Jm

where Nm is the number of carriers used by the AP m, ρmj the load
∗
incurred by user j, Jm is the set of users connected to AP m, and Sjm
is
the requested average session throughput.
2. The experienced data-rate for users admitted in the system also exceeds
the minimum experienced data-rate requirement after after the arriving
(e)
user has been admitted, i.e. Rjm ≥ R(e)∗ , ∀ m ∈ M, j ∈ Jm .
If either of these requirements is violated, then the system tries to reallocate the
arriving user to the AP associated with highest peak data-rate belonging to the
second best subsystem, etc. Finally a user is denied service if the allocation is
infeasible in all available subsystems. It should be stressed that the admission
control presumes perfect knowledge about current loads and peak data-rates of
all cells exposed to its interference, and that admitted users are not reallocated.

2.5.2

Results

To measure the performance of the different system configurations, at a certain
quality level, we utilize the minimum experienced data-rate
R(e)∗ , max (R|P (ω, R) ≤ pass ) .
R

(2.5)

Here P (ω, R) denotes the probability that a randomly selected user, at a given
instant of time, cannot be admitted into the system when the current density of
users that would want to have an ongoing session is ω.
20 It should be noted that the instantaneous peak data-rate is a function of the instantaneous
signal to interference ratio, Γ, and it can be written as S/ (I + N0 ) where both S and I are
random variables. In our simulation experiments we have approximated the expected signal
to interference ratio, E [Γ], as the ratio of the expected signal and interference power, i.e.
E[S]/ (E[In ]). Since E [S/In ] = E [S] E [1/In ]+2Cov (S, 1/In ) ≥ E[S]/E[In] if Cov(S, 1/In ) ≥
0 since f (In ) = 1/In is a convex if In > 0.
21 This assumes ideal load balancing between the carriers at each site.
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Downlink pass=0.05
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+ Sparse EDGE
+ Dense EDGE
+ Sparse HSPA
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Figure 2.2: The minimum experienced data-rate per user R(e)∗ as a function of
user density ω at a 5 percent assignment failure rate. Notice that the average
session throughput equals 12 R(e)∗ and that the area throughput increases with
decreasing R(e)∗ . For example, with ω=100 users/km2 the area throughput
associated with the reference system is 500·100=50 Mbps/km2 whereas it
increases to 200·500=100 Mbps/km2 at ω=500 users/km2 . This occurs because
a lowered per user throughput allows higher load. For the sake of completeness,
we have included included error bars depicting the confidence interval at the 95
percent level.
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Table 2.2: Summary of common system parameters.
description see Paper 2 [19].
Common system parameters
Activity factor ξ
# sectors per BS
Distance attenuation α
Standard deviation shadow fading σ [dB]
Total BS transmit power [W]
Terminal transmit power [W]
Antenna gain [dB]
Assignment Failure Rate pass [%]
Max peak bit-rate (EDGE) [Mbps]
Max peak bit-rate (HSPA) [Mbps]
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For more detailed

0.5
3
3.8
8
20
0.25
18
5

0.47
7.2

Figure 2.2 depicts the minimum data-rate experienced by the users, R(e)∗ ,
as a function of ω at an assignment failure rate of 5 percent for downlink
transmission. We note that, with our deployment, the dense HSPA reference
system is able to support a minimum experienced data-rate above 500 kbps for
up to 300 active users/km2 (for comparison at a session intensity of 50 mE per
user this translates into a subscriber density of 6000 subscribers/km2 ). As the
maximum peak data-rate in the EDGE system is as low as 470 kbps, which in
turn results in a cell throughput that is considerably lower than for the HSPA
system, it is evident that upgrading legacy systems is redundant for downlink
transmission where R(e)∗ is limited by the system load.22 Hence users with
multimode terminals should, as a general rule, be assigned to the HSPA system.
In a similar way, Figure 2.3 presents the minimum experienced datarate R(e)∗ associated with uplink transmission for the different expansion
strategies. When comparing these results with the results obtained for downlink
transmission it is noteworthy that the R(e)∗ is considerably smaller and that,
consequently, legacy systems are of greater importance. Here the maximum peak
data-rate of EDGE is reached already at ω = 25 users/km2 (or equivalently 500
subscribers/km2 ) and upgrading the legacy system can increase R(e)∗ by 15-70
percent at 100 and 200 active users/km2 , respectively. The reason is that, in
uplink transmission we obtain synergies by also utilizing the EDGE system. The
performance is limited by too low peak data-rate, which is an indication that
the system is limited by coverage, unlike the downlink transmission case where
it was limited by load. Besides the obvious gain from using more bandwidth,
the observed improvement arises as a combined effect of greater macroscopic
diversity, lower carrier frequency, higher antenna elevation, and a smaller channel
bandwidth (see Table 2.2).
22 Notice that there may very well be other reasons for upgrading legacy systems. Perhaps
most obvious is the ability to support new services for users with legacy terminals.
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Uplink p =0.05
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Figure 2.3: The minimum experienced data-rate R(e)∗ as a function of user
density ω for uplink transmission. Notice that the average session throughput
equals 12 R(e)∗ . As was the case for the downlink (shown in the previous figure)
the area throughput increases with lowered session throughput requirements.
For the sake of completeness, we have included included error bars depicting the
confidence interval at the 95 percent level.
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We note that although the combined HSPA and EDGE system could increase
the minimum experienced data-rate as compared to only using the HSPA system,
the spectral efficiency23 of the combined system decreas. The number of users
served by the EDGE system is furthermore considerably lower than the number
of users served by the HSPA system. Hence users should, as a general rule,
be assigned to the subsystem (RAT) within range that provides highest peakdata rate (which can be estimated by the terminal through the received signal
strength (RSS)). This indicates that, from a resource efficiency point of view,
the benefits with centralized user assignment strategies between different RATs
may be limited.
Next we turn to the other scenario discussed in this chapter, the case where
two WLAN networks whose APs are limited by either the wireless or wired link,
coexist in a dense urban traffic hot-spot.

2.6

Access Selection in Partially Backhaul-Limited
Multi-Operator IEEE 802.11 Networks (Paper 3)

During the last decade short-range technology, in particular the IEEE 802.11
WLAN family, has experienced a remarkable growth and today APs are
deployed by private persons, mobile network operators, as well as pure WLAN
operators.24 To keep investments at reasonable levels deployment has often
targeted environments where fixed connections and power outlets already are
in place. As a consequence, some of the APs may rely on “low-rate” wired
connections with peak data-rates considerably lower than those offered by the
wireless link.
This section evaluates two methods that can be used to mitigate the effects
of wired capacity limitations in a hot-spot:
1. Advanced assignment policies, which account for dynamically varying
network parameters, as well as potential backhaul limitations, and
2. The formation of a meshed network that allows APs with low wired
capacity to act as wireless relays and reroute traffic.
The methods are evaluated, for an example where two cooperating WLAN
networks, each with half of the subscribers, coexist. Both networks are
characterized by that a fraction 0 ≤ χ ≤ 1 of the APs that have low-speed
wired connections. It should, however, be noticed that the conclusions also are
valid for single WLAN network.
23 By

spectral efficiency we refer to the amount of data transferred per unit of bandwidth.
private persons primarily view them as cable replacements, operators have instead
used them as “gap fillers” for, e.g., indoor coverage or for congestion relief in their cellular
system.
24 While
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In the first approach (advanced assignment policies) all users can connect
to both WLAN networks and we assume that the allocation, similar to that
in [40, 41], is controlled by a central unit. The central unit in each network
(or possibly some trusted third party) is assumed to have complete information
about the load, potential backhaul limitations, as well as the pathgain matrix
in all networks. This could, in turn, be provided by combining the IEEE
802.11k and IEEE 802.11v standard in combination with letting the central
units responsible for the user assignment have read rights to each others status
information.
In the second approach, meshed cooperation, users are only allowed to
connect to the network with whom they have a subscription and APs with lowrate fixed connections act as one-hop wireless relay forwarding traffic25 . Both
a case where the meshed formation is based on advanced criteria (see further
Section 2.6.2) combined with an RSS based user assignment, and a case where
it is the other way around are analyzed. It should be stressed that the latter
approach only presumes that the network have information about the backhaul
capacity associated with the APs (i.e. real-time traffic information).
To some extent the problem of assigning users in a WLAN network was
treated in [41] where a max-min bandwidth fair allocation was analyzed for a
situation where part of the APs were limited by their wired capacity. Here,
however, we study several assignment policies and evaluate how their efficiency
depends on the fraction of APs with limited wired capacity as well as the number
of users per AP. We moreover quantify the trade-off between system throughput
and coverage 26 associated with the different assignment criteria. Neither of
the latter aspects were covered in [41] and to the best of our knowledge these
aspects of the problem have not been treated by the existing literature. Next,
we introduce the most important models and then presents our results.

2.6.1

Multi-Access Scheme and Data-Rate Estimation

The physical layer is assumed to be IEEE 802.11a which uses orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) in the 5 GHz band. The throughput
derivations presented below are based on [50–54] and it should be highlighted
that they treat a single AP with wired capacity B [Mbps] and N users, at
saturation.27 As we focus on the asymptotic user throughput, the system
25 Note that we in this part of the study assumed that each AP had two transceivers and two
nonorthogonal channels. In the case where a meshed networks was formed, we furthermore
assumed that one of them was dedicated to AP–user communication while the other one was
dedicated to AP–AP communication.
26 By coverage we here refer to the throughput that can be guaranteed to the users that are
“worst” of and we utilize the 10th percentile user throughput as measure.
27 The saturation throughput refers to the throughput, i.e. the amount of transferred data
per unit of time, that is obtained in situations where the nodes have full buffers. Notice that the
derivations assume a fixed number of active users, and that neither capture nor hidden nodes
are taken into consideration. Saturation throughput is mainly relevant for systems exposed
to heavy traffic, such as during “busy hour” and assignments that ensure high saturation
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behavior can be completely described by the users’ transmission probability τ ,
which corresponds to the probability that an active user try to transmit in a
randomly chosen slot28 , and their conditional collision probability c. The latter
denotes the probability that a transmitting terminal will experience a collision.
Since terminals have equal long-term probability to access the channel [52]
the resulting net AP saturation throughput can, when the wireless link is limiting
throughput, be expressed as
SAP =

Ps Ptr E[P ]
.
(1 − Ptr ) Tslot + Ptr (Ps E[Ts ] + Pc E[Tc ])

(2.6)

Here the nominator is the payload transferred, on average, in a slot while the
denominator corresponds to its average duration. Furthermore E[P ] denotes the
expected payload size per transmitted packet and Tslot is the duration of an idle
slot, while E[Ts ] and E[Tc ] depict the expected time-duration associated with a
successful transmission and collision respectively. Ptr is the probability that a
packet transmission occurs in a randomly chosen slot and it is given as
Ptr = 1 − (1 − τ )

N

(2.7)

N

where (1 − τ ) is the probability that all users remain silent in a given slot.
Similarly, the probability for a successful transmission Ps can be written as
Ps =

N τ (1 − τ )

N −1

1 − (1 − τ )N

.

(2.8)

Following the approach outlined in [53], τ and c can then be expressed as
τ (c) =
and

2 (1 − 2c)
,
(1 − 2c) (W + 1) + pW (1 − (2c)ν )
c (τ ) = 1 − (1 − τ )N −1 ,

(2.9)

(2.10)

respectively. In Equation 2.9 ν denotes the maximum back-off stage and it
implies that the maximum contention window is 2ν . Together Equation 2.9 and
Equation 2.10 form a system of nonlinear equations that can be solved with
numerical methods. Inserting the result in Equation 2.6 gives the corresponding
saturation throughput.
If instead, the AP is limited by the wired connection feeding it, users obtain
an equal share of the wired capacity. Thus the saturation throughput for user j
connected to AP m becomes


SAP Bm
Sjm = min
(2.11)
,
Nm Nm
throughput may, besides avoiding “over-crowded” traffic situations, also reduce the time that
is required until the system can return to stable operations.
28 A slot is defined as the duration between two adjacent time-instants where users are given
the opportunity to start transmitting.
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where SAP is given by Equation 2.6 and Bm denotes the wired peak datarate associated with AP m. Finally notice that the supportable peak data-rate
varies between 6 and 54 Mbit/s (obtained for a sensitivity -82 and -65 dBm,
respectively).

2.6.2

User Assignment Policies

Several assignment policies for assigning users to the appropriate AP were
studied in Paper 3. All of them are subject to the same set of constraints
and they can be formulated as nonlinear integer problems. Letting the elements
in the |J |×|M| matrix F = [fjm ] denote the set of infeasible allocations, i.e.
fjm = {0, 1} takes on the value 1 if AP m cannot support the minimum peak
data-rate (determined by coding and modulation, i.e, 6Mbit/s) for user j and
zero otherwise, our general maximization problem can be written as
maximize v (b)

b∈M
diag XX T = [1 . . . 1]T
.
F ◦X =0
xjm ∈ {0, 1}

(2.12)

Here X = [xjm ] is the allocation matrix with elements xjm ∈ {0, 1} and xjm = 1
denotes that user j is assigned to AP m. The function v (b) is the objective
function whose shape depends on the used assignment criteria. In the equation
above XT is the transposed allocation matrix, F ◦X ≡ [fjm xjm ] denotes the
Hadamard product (elementwise multiplication), and b is a 1×|J | vector that
describes to which AP active users are assigned (if user j is assigned to AP m,
bj = m). The first and third constraint imply that terminals can only connect to
one AP, i.e. soft handover (fractional allocations) are not allowed. The second
constraint states that terminals can only be assigned to the set of feasible APs.
Three assignment policies are considered:
1. The max-sum backhaul aware criterion that allocates users so that the
instantaneous system throughput 29 is maximized. The corresponding
objective function can be written as
v (b) =

X X

xjm Sjm (X)

(2.13)

j∈J m∈M

where Sjm denotes the throughput that user j would obtain if it was
connected to AP m given the allocation X; see Equation 2.11; and xjm = 1
if user j is connected to AP m (i.e. bj = m). It should be highlighted that
Equation 2.13 does not take fairness between users into account.
29 The

system throughput is defined as the sum of all user throughput in the system.
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Table 2.3: Summary of the system parameters used.
System parameter
Packet payload P [byte]
Transmit power Ptx [W]
AP deployment
Minimum contention window
Maximum back-off stage
Noise figure [dB]
Packet error rate (PER) [%]
AP density [AP/km2 /operator]
#users per AP (average) [user/AP]
#coexisting networks

1000
0.1
Random
16
6
10
10
120
1
2

2. The max-min bandwidth fair backhaul aware principle wherein users are
assigned to APs so that the minimum user throughput is maximized, i.e.
v (b) = min
j∈J

X

xjm Sjm (X) .

(2.14)

m∈M

The “cost” for obtaining bandwidth fair assignments is that most resources
are spent on users in unfavorable positions, which in our case translates into
allowing them so that they are alone at their assigned AP. This, naturally,
results in lowered system efficiency (throughput).
3. The proportional fair backhaul aware criterion. In contrast to the previous
two schemes this approach tries to balance fairness and system efficiency.
It is described through following objective function
v (b) =

X

j∈J

log

X

m∈M

!

xjm Sjm (X) .

(2.15)

Notice that all other feasible allocations, result in the sum of relative dataP
Sj0 −Sj
rate changes for the users being negative, i.e.
≤ 0 where
j∈J
Sj
Sj , here, is the data-rate that users j obtains with the proportionally fair
allocation. The fact that Equation 2.15 results in a proportionally fair
allocation is shown in Appendix A, Theorem VI.

2.6.3

Results

To evaluate the potential gains of advanced user assignment policies in hot-spot
WLAN networks we have examined both the average user throughput S ∗ (or
equivalently system throughput) and the throughput experienced by the 10th
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Figure 2.4: The average throughput (system throughput) gain associated with
macroscopic diversity and advanced assignment policies for a few user and
AP density. It should be noticed that these results are based on the maxsum criterion and that we, as a reference case, have relied on the case where
users connect to APs in the network to which they subscribe and base their
prioritization strictly on RSS.
percentile of users S10 . These are defined as
 
S ∗ , E Se

and



S10 , max P r Se ≥ S ≥ 0.9,
S

(2.16)

(2.17)

where Se is a random variable describing users’ experienced throughput (which
depends on the assignment policy). It should be noted that we, contrary to
the previous section, study a nonblocking system where all users arriving to the
system are admitted and that we have focused on a noise-limited scenario.
Figure 2.4(a) shows the improvement in system throughput that can be
obtained with unlimited wired AP capacity for a few different users densities.
The gain peaks when there is, on average, one user per AP and compared to the
reference case (where users can only connect to the network with whom they
have a subscription) the improvement exceeds 60 percent. While half of this
gain is an effect of increased macroscopic diversity order, the other half arises as
an effect of load-aware access selection.
Figure 2.4(b) instead presents the gain, when there is on average one user
per AP, for a few different AP densities. For the cases studied the overall gain
is rather stable, at around 65 percent. It is however evident that the component
related with macroscopic diversity reduces with AP density, whereas the gains
associated with load-aware assignment instead becomes more pronounced.
Hence we can conclude that the benefits, in terms of system throughput, by
utilizing load-aware criteria is largest when there is approximately one user per
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Average user throughput [Mbit/s]

One user/AP (avg), backbone: Unlimited = 100 Mbit/s, Limited = 1 Mbit/s
18
Max−Sum BA
16
Prop−Fair BA
Max−Min BA
14
MPL
95th percentile
12
10
8
6
4

5th percentile

2
0

0

20
40
60
80
Percentage of APs with limited backbone

100

Figure 2.5: Average user-throughput as a function of the percentage of APs
with limited backhaul capacity for a few allocation principles. In total 80,000
realization have been studied for each assignment principle and each χ and the
confidence interval at 99 percent level has been included for the average values
(this is however very tight and inside the markers). The thin lines corresponds
to the 5th and 95th percentile of user throughput.
AP, and increase with the AP density in scenarios where the wired capacity is
“unlimited”.
Advanced User Assignment
Figure 2.5 presents the average user throughput S ∗ as a function of the fraction
of APs that are limited by the wired link χ for the different assignment strategies.
It is evident that average throughput, compared to an MPL assignment, can be
increased by up to 65 percent by utilizing load sensitive backhaul aware metrics.
As expected the max-sum assignment policy, which explicitly tries to maximize
system throughput resulted in largest gains, closely followed by the proportional
fair criterion.30 To that end we also note that the relative gains in average user
throughput, compared with the MPL criterion, increase with χ and that they
are between 30 and 65 percent.
Figure 2.6 instead depicts the throughput experienced by the 10th percentile
of users for the different assignment criteria and it is noteworthy that the gains
associated with advanced backhaul aware principles are more pronounced at the
30 The results assume that a reallocation is performed whenever the system condition change.
This means that a reallocation could, for example, be initiated every time a user arrive or leave
the system.
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Figure 2.6: The 10th percentile user throughput as a function of the percentage
of APs with limited backhaul capacity for a few allocation principles. Note that
each point in the figure is based on 80,000 realization.
percentile. Here the max-min and proportional fair criteria outperforms the
other schemes. Finally notice that unlike in Figure 2.4, we have in Figure 2.5
and Figure 2.6 assumed that users can connect to all APs.
Meshed AP Cooperation
The other studied approach for circumventing wired AP limitations is to form
a partial mesh so that traffic can be, wirelessly, rerouted from low-rate APs. If
APs are placed in good locations, use directional antennas, etc., when forming
the mesh network we could expect a significantly better link budget between APs
than between users and APs. Since AP-AP communication further is assumed
to occur on a different channel than the AP-user traffic, all APs must utilize two
transceivers. To make a fair comparison, the backhaul aware schemes therefore
also have two channels per AP, which in our case effectively means that we place
two APs at every location.
Table 2.4 presents the ratio between the performance obtained with the
meshed cooperation, and the backhaul aware assignment policies on average,
as well as the 10th percentile of user throughput. We notice that for the case
where the mesh formation is based on the RSS criterion and users are assigned to
their subsystem’s APs according to the advanced criteria, the max-min and maxsum criteria give similar performance as the backhaul aware schemes. For the
case where user-assignment instead is based on the proportional fair assignment
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Table 2.4: Relative change in throughput with meshed cooperation as compared
with backhaul aware assignment utilizing the same assignment strategy. The
notation ’xx/yy’ means that the minimum guaranteed data-rate is a factor ’xx’
higher than the one that is obtained with backhaul aware assignment whereas
the corresponding change in system throughput is ’yy’.
Mesh link-budget advantage
0 dB
10 dB
20 dB
Advanced Mesh + RSS User Assignment
Max-sum
Prop Fair
Max-min
RSS Mesh + Advanced User Assignment
Max-sum
Proportional Fair
Max-min



0.5 0.84
10.90
1 0.75



1 0.86
1.4 0.91
1 0.75



1.7 0.98
2 1.04
1.5 0.87



2 
0.93
2.75
 0.98
2 0.80



2 1.12
2.2 1.16
1.95 0.95



2.50.96
3.30.99
2.6 0.81

rule, gains of roughly 40 percent are attained. If the wireless link between
APs is favorable, however, the performance associated with the meshed network
improves considerably. On average however, the dual-channel backhaul aware
assignment policy performs slightly better than when the APs forms a meshed
network even when the latter has high link budget advantages. Finally we
also note that in terms of minimum guaranteed data-rate (“coverage”) the
combinations of a mesh formation based on the RSS criterion, together with
advanced user assignment within the corresponding subsystem performs slightly
better than the opposite composition.

2.7

Conclusions

In this chapter we have evaluated potential benefits associated with centralized
access selection in cooperative contexts for closed systems where the user
assignment is conducted with complete knowledge of the subsystems’ status
information. More specifically we studied
1. Synergies that a mobile network operator could obtain by upgrading
2G legacy systems (dimensioned for voice) when offering broadband
(bandwidth demanding) data services with wide-area coverage, and
2. The efficiency of advanced assignment policies in WLAN networks that
besides path-loss also accounts for load, and potential capacity constraints
in the wired link, when assigning users.
The chapter, however, started off with a rather general discussion about future
requirements on resource management in wireless systems composed of multiple
subsystems that were controlled by different, possibly competing, actors. We
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distinguished between closed and open systems and while the former referred to
situations where a single entity controlled both the network and terminals (as for
current mobile network operator) the latter instead depicted situations where the
subsystems were managed by different providers and user-terminals were “free”
to use any AP and subsystem. Our most important conclusion was that the
subsystems generally should share as little information as possible, especially in
contexts where the involved subsystems were managed by different providers.

User Assignment in Heterogenous Multi-Access Systems
To offer bandwidth demanding access services, e.g., internet access or gaming,
with wide-area coverage, mobile network operators are in the process of
upgrading their existing multi-carrier 3G networks with high speed packet access
(HSPA) technology. In order to support legacy terminals, or simply to increase
coverage and capacity, an mobile network operators could furthermore choose
to also upgrade legacy 2G systems that originally have been deployed for voice
traffic. Together the 2G and 3G networks form a multi-access network where
the HSPA system has considerably higher cell throughput than the 2G legacy
system, which, on the other hand, has better path-loss characteristics. A relevant
question then becomes to what extent an operator could use legacy 2G systems
for offering bandwidth demanding services and further to what extent centralized
access selection can increase the coverage and capacity offered by the multi-access
network.
We showed that multi-access radio resources management between subsystems with skew capacities (“cell throughput”) is redundant for downlink
transmission where performance, typically, is limited by too high cell load.
This means that users, in general, should be allocated to the subsystem offering
highest peak data-rate. It should however be noted that coordination, e.g., load
balancing between carriers and APs within a single subsystem (RAT) still can
be important in situations where users require high data-rates and the number
of supported users per AP, consequently, is low.
For uplink transmission the supportable data-rates are in the order of 1/3
of those offered in downlink and in most cases performance is restricted by
too low peak data-rates, or equivalently a poor link budget. Hence, upgraded
legacy systems are of greater importance and can increase the offered data-rates
by up to 50 percent. The gain is a combined effect of increased macroscopic
diversity order, higher antenna placement, and lower carrier frequency, which all
contribute to improving the path-loss statistics.
Our results can be said to support existing research wherein it has been
argued that, when only technical parameters are considered, data users should
as a general rule be assigned to the subsystem offering highest peak data-rate.
As the different subsystems’ peak data-rate differ considerably, the selection can
be policy-based and there does not seem to, with respect to access selection,
exist a need for centralized coordination between heterogeneous subsystems.
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Advanced User Assignment in WLAN networks
The last part of the chapter studied methods that could be used to mitigate the
potential effects of wired capacity limitations in a traffic hot-spot. Two methods
were treated; advanced user assignment, and meshed AP cooperation. These
could, e.g., be supported by the currently developed IEEE 802.11k, and IEEE
802 802.11v standards that supports information exchange between terminals
and an AP, or between APs. The methods were evaluated for an example where
two coexisting WLAN networks, each with half of the subscribers, cooperated.
Compared to a load oblivious criterion based only on the received signal
strength, our results indicate that the instantaneous system throughput can be
increased by up to 60 percent when a max-sum, or proportionally fair assignment
is used. This gain is attained when there is, on average, one user per AP
and it is noteworthy that the system throughput gain reduces significantly
for both higher and lower occupancy, e.g., 0.2 or 5 users/AP (especially in
situations where the wireless link is limiting). The minimum guaranteed datarate (“coverage”) can be increased by up to 100-200 percent and, as above, the
maximum gain was attained when there was one user per AP even though these
results were less sensitive to the user occupancy. Finally our results indicated
that the proportional fair bandwidth assignment criteria offered a desirable
tradeoff between system throughput and coverage.
Using the other method, meshed cooperation, users were only allowed to
connect to the network with whom they had a subscription and APs acted as
wireless (one-hop) relays and wirelessly rerouted traffic so that wired capacity
constraints could be circumvented. Two subcases were treated. In the first
the meshed formation was based on the RSS criterion, which allowed a loose
network integration, while the user assignment in each subsystem was based on
advanced load-aware assignment principles. The other subcase, instead, based
the mesh formation on the advanced assignment principles, whereas the users
were allocated to the APs in their respective subsystem according to the received
signal strength. For a scenario where half of the APs are restricted by their
wired capacity our results indicate that, compared to advanced access selection,
meshed cooperation can improve the minimum guaranteed data-rate even further
and that it, generally, is better to base the mesh formation on the received signal
strength criterion, and assign users by means of the advanced criteria, than the
other way round.

2.7.1

Validity of Results

All the results presented in this chapter are based on Monte Carlo snapshot
simulations where users were uniformly distributed over the system area. Hence
we have implicitly assumed that users’ session duration are described by an
independent, identically distributed, random variable. To study the performance
the system is sampled in a set of random configurations and since the set
is limited, results will be associated with some degree of uncertainty. As we
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furthermore utilized simple, often statistical models and in many cases idealized
assumptions (e.g. perfect load balancing between carriers) the results are marred
by uncertainties, which must be kept in mind. Hence the numerical results
reported may differ from those that would be obtained in a real network.
In Paper 2 we approximated the expected signal to interference ratio, as
the ratio between the expected signal and interference levels and we did not
consider the possibility of reallocating already admitted users to avoid blocking.
Although this could increase performance to some extent, particularly at high
data-rate requirements (low supported number of users per cell), the gains would
probably be rather limited since all cells share the same bandwidth and a user
that lowers its peak data-rate generates more interference (given that the session
duration is determine by a certain number of bits that should be transferred).
To model users’ experienced data-rate we applied a basic processor sharing
model, which allows us to describe the asymptotic throughput. Hence the
accuracy of the model typically increases with the number of users, which in
turn means that the user session throughput should be much smaller than the
cell throughput. Moreover we used an activity factor, which is the ratio between
average session throughput and experienced data-rate while active, of 1/2. This
is a rather high value and in many situations a more realistic value would be
perhaps 1/10 for data traffic. A lower activity factor would typically reduce the
average load per cell, but at the same time make high peak data-rates even more
important. Hence we would expect that the value of legacy systems will be even
smaller and our presented results can, with respect to this be seen as optimistic.
The second study, Paper 3, targeting access selection in partially backhaul
limited WLAN networks, assumed random AP deployment and that the system
was noise-limited. Since the path-loss may be similar for several APs, and there
is not any cost (in terms of increased interference) of changing AP, this scenario
can be said to offer optimistic results. With the current spectrum allocations
for WLAN neglecting interference in scenarios where APs have unlimited wired
capacity may be questionable. It should however have less importance in
situations where a significant proportion of the APs (more than 50 percent)
have low-rate connections.
To assign users to the adequate APs a nonlinear integer problem was solved
by means of either exhaustive search, for “small” systems, or via simulated
annealing, which is a heuristic method for finding an approximative “optimal”
solution. Hence our results should be viewed as a lower bound for how much
performance can be increased. For the meshed cooperation we only studied
one single case where half of the APs had limited wired capacity. We have
furthermore not treated the problem of creating incentives for cooperation
between self-interested networks and this is an interesting topic for future
research.
We have furthermore neglected dynamic effects, such as time-varying
interference or queuing aspects. These will, to a certain degree, however, be
treated in the following chapter. Compared with the results presented here the
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difference between the algorithms in the time-varying case will, on one hand, be
increased since we also account for queuing (i.e. an inefficient system will lead to
larger queues than an efficient one, which effectively reduce users’ experienced
session throughput). To capture these gains, however, we must reallocate users
as the conditions change.

Chapter 3

Access Selection in
Competitive Contexts
This chapter focuses on decentralized access selection 1 for delay-elastic data
services in open networks where users compete with each other for resources, and
where APs (subsystems) compete for wireless traffic that generates revenue. Resources are managed by autonomous agents, residing in the terminal, which act
on behalf of the users and base their decisions on locally available information.
Apart from the commonly mentioned advantages (reduced signalling, simpler
architecture, scalability, robustness, etc.) decentralized control in multi-access
networks enables a looser coupling between the subsystems since aggregation
is conducted at the terminal, rather than in the network, which we previously
noted in Paper 1.2
Decentralized access selection in open systems combined with increased
terminal programmability may, however, at some point in time, result in that
agents start to act selfishly and maximize their own utility3 without considering
how their decisions affect other users in the system. This selfish behavior could
also be a consequence of limited information about the preference of other users.
As well-known from economic theory (cf. “tragedy of the commons”), and as
mentioned in the introduction, decentralized decisions may result in systems
1 We refer to a decision process as decentralized if the decision is divided into smaller parts,
subproblems, that are distributed to multiple, relatively independent, entities with incomplete
information that act in a selfish fashion.
2 The latter could, e.g., be important in situations where the subsystems delivering an access
service are managed by competing operators since less information has to be shared.
3 We define utility as a measure of the relative happiness, or satisfaction that a stakeholder
gains by consuming a service. The concept of utility was originally developed within
microeconomics and it can be used to explain economic behavior in terms of attempts to
increase one’s utility. Literature usually distinguishes between ordinal and cardinal utility.
While ordinal utility only captures the ranking (and not strength) of preferences the latter,
which is the one used in the thesis, treat differences in utilities associated with two alternatives
as a behaviorally significant quantity [7].
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making inefficient use of resources. It is therefore important to determine the
efficiency, or ultimately the feasibility, of decentralized access selection and that
is the underlying problem in this chapter.
We adopt a game-theoretic approach where the problem of managing network
resources is viewed as a noncooperative game between self-interested actors.
More specifically, we consider two flavors of decentralized AP selection where
1. Terminals gather, or estimate, information concerning its surrounding
environment by themselves in order to take better “informed” decisions.
2. APs assist users by gathering status information and translating it into a
price of which the user trade-agents are informed and, subsequently, can
act upon.
The latter facilitates price-based RRM and it has previously been suggested as
a means to increase efficiency in multi-service systems.
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1
provides a review of related work that have applied game-theory to resource
management for telecommunication networks in general, and wireless networks
in particular. Based on this review we then, in Section 3.2, describe the
contributions forming the base of the chapter. This is followed by reviews of the
individual contributions in Section 3.4 to Section 3.6. The chapter is concluded
in Section 3.7.

3.1
3.1.1

Related Literature
Game-Theoretical Studies in Telecommunications

Game-theory is useful for tackling problems involving multiple actors with
partially conflicting interests. Although originally developed as a hybrid branch
of applied mathematics and economics for understanding consumer behavior, it
has today found its way into most academic fields, telecommunication included.
In telecommunications it has, above all, been used to implement and evaluate
distributed control of network resources and the objective has often been to
maximize the social value 4 of a common network.
For fixed networks, noncooperative game-theory has been used extensively
to analyze routing, flow, and congestion control; see e.g. [55–59] and already
in the beginning of the 1990s a multi-objective routing problem, where delayinsensitive and delay-sensitive traffic competed for resources in a multi-server
queuing model, was studied by means of game-theory. All these papers focused
on how users (or agents acting on behalf of the users), should manage their
4 The

social value (welfare) refers to the total,
P aggregated, value perceived by the users and
it is defined as the sum of all users’ utilities
j uj . Although the allocation that maximizes
the social welfare is Pareto efficient, it should be noted that the concept of social welfare does
not take fairness between users into account.
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flow (average throughput) and route selection in order to maximize their
satisfaction. An extensive survey discussing the applicability of game-theory in
telecommunications (for fixed networks) can be found in [60] and the references
therein.5
While the aforementioned studies relied on the theory of noncooperative
games there are also a few studies that have borrowed ideas from cooperative
game-theory. Contrary to noncooperative game-theory, which often result
in inefficient resource allocations, cooperative game-theory guarantees that a
Pareto efficient 6 resource allocation is attained (see Figure 3.14 for graphical
illustration). In [61], which is a well-cited paper that is based on the Nash
bargaining solution, rate control in an asynchronous transfer mode (ATM)
network was studied. Besides solving the centralized problem, a decentralized
scheme relying on “greedy” optimization by self-interested users was proposed.
By introducing pricing it was shown that the decentralized method could offer
an optimal, fair (in Nash sense) bandwidth allocation. Also [62] developed a
framework based on cooperative game-theory for studying how network resources
should be shared between users that wanted to transfer bandwidth elastic traffic.
The paper originated from the Nash equilibrium point 7 (NEP), corresponding
to the outcome of a noncooperative game and, subsequently, studied different
types of cooperative equilibriums.

3.1.2

Game-Theory in Wireless Networks

Game-theory has also been used to study radio resource management for wireless
networks. More specifically it has been applied to areas such as:
• Distributed uplink power control in CDMA systems [63–68]
• Noncooperative users sharing a common channel [69–73]
• User collaboration within ad hoc networks [74–76]
• Distributed spectrum management [77, 78]
• Price-based resource management [79–86]
In the following, we will review a sample of the existing work.
5 The

papers presented above focused on existence, uniqueness, and convergence of Nash
equilibrium points (NEPs). In noncooperative game-theory these issues are indeed important.
On the other hand, in order to prove these characteristics, the studies have often been confined
to highly simplified mathematical models.
6 An allocation is said to be Pareto efficient if no single stakeholder can attain higher utility
without that someone else experience a reduced utility. For an N-person game, the Pareto
efficient allocations are in general defined by a hypersurface of (N − 1) dimensions.
7 The NEP is a solution concept for noncooperative games, involving two or more players,
where no individual player can benefit from changing his own strategy unilaterally [7].
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Distributed Uplink Power Control in a CDMA System
In [64] distributed uplink power control was studied for a single-cell code division
multiple access (CDMA) system and the inter-cell interference was modeled as
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). As net utility function the difference
between a strictly concave utility (taking the signal to interference ratio as input
argument) and a price, which increased proportionally with transmit power was
used. To select transmit power, terminals subsequently played a power game
wherein the objective for each terminal was to maximize its net utility. Besides
proving existence and uniqueness of the NEP, considerable effort was spent on
studying the convergence of different updating schemes and both synchronous
and asynchronous updates were shown to converge. A similar framework was
developed in [66].
Distributed power control in a single-cell CDMA system was also the subject
treated in [65]. Compared with [64], the main difference was the utility function,
which here was formed as the ratio between the peak data-rate and energy
consumption. In the paper it was shown that although the power game converges
to a unique NEP, this is Pareto inefficient. By introducing a linear pricing scheme
(with respect to transmit power), however, the authors showed that a Pareto
dominant 8 NEP could be obtained, although neither this was Pareto efficient.
An extension of [65] that considered the combined problem of selecting AP
and transmit power in a multi-cell system was provided in [67]. They showed
that, with their utility function, the two problems could be decoupled and
that the optimal AP assignment was obtained through a maximum signal to
interference ratio allocation policy. As in [64–66], a linear usage pricing scheme
was used to improve performance. Global pricing, where all cells had the same
price, as well as local pricing wherein each cell used a price proportional to
the number of users were studied and both schemes were shown to improve the
efficiency. Also [68] treated distributed uplink power control for a single-cell
using CDMA. Contrary to [64, 65], which both accounted for energy limitations
in the terminal, throughput was used as utility function (i.e. potential energy
limitations were not taken into consideration).
Noncooperative Users Sharing a Common Channel
Game-theory has also been used to evaluate the efficiency and robustness of
existing, and new, MAC protocols. An early study focusing on selfish users in
a slotted Aloha system (without capture) was presented in [69]. Therein, users
each slot had to determine whether or not they should attempt to transfer a
packet. If only one user attempted to transmit, it received a positive payoff
equalling 1 − y, where 0 < y < 1 corresponded to an energy expenditure
8A

solution s0 is said to be Pareto dominant with respect to another s∗ if at least one user
obtains a strictly higher utility while no other player obtains a reduced utility, i.e. u(s0j ) ≥
u(s∗j ) ∀ j.
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associated with transmission. If multiple users attempted to access the channel,
however, all of them attained a negative utility −y while users that chose to
refrain from transmission obtained a zero payoff. Throughout the paper it
was assumed that all users connected to a particular AP knew the number
of users that had a packet to transmit. Given this, the paper studied with
which probability selfish users seeking to maximize their utility should transmit
in each slot. The problem was modelled as a noncooperative stochastic game 9
where the number of competing users constituted the system state. Since all
users were identical, the NEP corresponded to a vector specifying the probability
with which users should transmit in each state. This solution was subsequently
compared with the cooperative (but still distributed) solution where each of
the N competing users transmitted a packet with a probability 1/N and it
was shown that the maximum supported arrival rate with selfish users in many
circumstances was comparable to the cooperative one. It should however be
mentioned that for the special case where the energy expenditure y approaches
zero and terminal standby time is not an issue, the supportable packet arrival
rate approached zero when selfish terminals competed.
A similar study was performed in [70] where a slotted Aloha system, still
without capture was studied. Compared with the approach taken in [69] the
main difference was that users did not, a priori, know the number of competing
users that wanted to transmit in the slot. Both a team-problem where the
objective was to maximize system throughput (or equivalently social welfare)
and a noncooperative setting wherein each terminal tried to maximize its
own throughput were treated. Similarly as above, their results indicated that
without a cost for transmitting users became increasingly aggressive and the
corresponding system throughput was significantly lower than the one associated
with the team-problem. However, by introducing a cost for transmission
that could be interpreted as, e.g., an energy expenditure they showed that
the throughput associated with the team-problem also could be attained with
noncooperative users. We may thus conclude that the results in [70] support
those presented in [69].
A thorough analysis of how selfish users affect the performance in a carrier
sense multiple access with collision avoidance MAC protocol was presented in [71]
where the basic mode of the IEEE 802.11 distributed coordination function
was studied. Throughout the investigation it was assumed that users had full
buffers and wanted to maximize their throughput, i.e., potential effects of energy
expenditures were not taken into account. The paper demonstrated that in
situations where users are well-behaved and comply with the rules specified by
MAC protocol, there always existed incentives for an individual user to infringe
the rules and reduce its contention window. Also this paper supports the results
presented in [69, 70] and it was shown that in the occurrence of multiple selfish
cheating users, there only exist two types of NEPs. In the first type, one of
9 A stochastic, or Markov, game is a subclass of games in which the history at each decision
point can be summarized by the state.
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the cheaters reduced its contention window to one and simply monopolized the
channel. For the second family of equilibriums two or more cheating users
utilized a contention window equal to one, which resulted in that all users
obtained zero throughput. However, if the selfish users cooperated (within the
framework offered by cooperative game theory), a Pareto optimal selection could
be reached in a distributed fashion. It should be noted that the potential effects
of capture were not taken into account. Also [72] studied user misbehavior in an
IEEE 802.11 system utilizing the distributed coordination function. Although
the study originated from users tampering with their contention window, focus
was primarily on designing methods that allowed easy diagnosis of misbehaving
nodes. In the paper the authors proposed that the receiver of the packet should
select the contention window for the next packet and include it in the the clearto-send, or alternatively, the acknowledgement.
User-Collaboration in Ad Hoc Networks
Game-theory have also been used to study user-collaboration in wireless, multihop networks where selfish nodes may choose to not forward other users’ packets
in order to save its own resources. Several papers, e.g. [74, 75], have proposed
incentive mechanisms so as to motivate cooperation between nodes (users), while
some; see e.g. [76] have studied whether cooperation between nodes can emerge in
the absence of it. The studies show that incentive-based cooperating mechanisms
can improve the efficiency, and performance, significantly, although it is not
necessary if the game is viewed as dynamic and the topology is slowly changing.
Dynamic Spectrum Management
Demand-responsive pricing and spectrum allocation through a centralized
spectrum server was studied in [78] for a one-dimensional highway scenario.
Therein operators competed for customers, as well as portions of the available
spectrum, which was managed by a spectrum policy server. To attract users, the
operators purchased spectrum (for resale purposes) from the spectrum policy
server, and offered a bandwidth at a certain price (with a reasonable profit
margin) to user that arrived to the system. Subsequent to receiving offerings
from the networks, users connected to the AP resulting in highest utility (given
that it chose to enter).
The competition between operators was formulated as a noncooperative game
and the authors showed that operator competition, in general, transfers welfare
from the operators, whose profits are reduced, to the users. Compared with
a case where the entire bandwidth is equally shared between all user-operator
pairs, it was furthermore shown that dynamic spectrum access increases the
spectrum efficiency. It should however be noticed that the studied system was
noise-limited and that users only were able to connect to one of the APs.
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In [77] share auctions10 were proposed as a mechanism for sharing bandwidth
in a spread spectrum system. In the paper a primary license holder auctioned
out spectrum to secondary license holders, which bought the opportunity to
transmit with a certain power that varied with the amount that they where
willing to pay.
Price-Based Resource Management
The aforementioned work has used game-theory to study the efficiency of
distributed selection (power, transmit probability, etc.) and although several
studies, e.g., [65] used “pricing” as an instrument for ensuring efficiency it has
usually not referred to monetary incentives (with the exception of [78]). Rather
it has alluded on some ”control signal” that motivates users to adopt a certain
social behavior. Nevertheless, there are studies that have attacked the relation
between user behavior, monetary compensations, and resource management, and
a subset of these studies are presented next.
A pioneering paper, strongly advocating the usage of game-theory in
telecommunication was [87]. It originated from the observation that service
sensitive pricing will become a fundamental component in multi-service networks
whenever resource management is not entirely centralized. More specifically, the
paper focused on the intertwining between multi-service networks that, if used
properly, can increase production efficiency, and pricing policies, which could be
used to create the necessary user rationale. Based on this, the authors argued
that with properly designed incentive mechanisms (e.g. pricing schemes) implicit
cooperation between self-interested users could be obtained and the social value
of the network was maximized. These thoughts were latter extended in [88],
which studied whether admission control is socially desirable in data networks.
It was argued that for data applications, whose utility can be characterized as
strictly concave and nondecreasing, admission control reduces the social value
of the network and should thus be avoided. Examples of applications that can
be described by such utility functions mentioned in [88] are file transfer, and
electronic mail. For services that are convex on some interval [0, d) (d > 0
denotes some bandwidth allocation), on the other hand, a maximization of
the social welfare associated with a network require that admission control is
implemented. Notice that hard realtime services, as well as rate and delayadaptive services have these properties.11
Aside from these papers, which all viewed pricing as a means to increase
the social welfare associated with a network there are also some studies that
have adopted a provider-centric perspective and instead focused on maximizing
10 In

a share auction the resource can be divided in an infinitesimal number of parts.
wireless multi-cell networks there is a coupling between different cells since a user’s
resource consumption not only influence the amount of resources available for the other user
in the same cell, but also, through interference, affects how much resources users located in
other cells have access to.
11 In
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the revenue earned by a network by internalizing user-demand into the resource
management.
In [80], a joint admission and rate control was developed. It was based
on technical as well as economical parameters was developed. The purpose
was to determine how strict quality levels a revenue-maximizing network should
offer and the problem was formulated as a noncooperative game between the
network and its users. Too conservative admission principles are likely to
cause unnecessarily low revenue whereas too aggressive rules instead result
in unsatisfied users, and, in the extension, user churn. A similar study was
conducted in [82], which devised a stochastic framework for modelling the
relationship between users’ experienced service quality and their willingnessto-pay (notice that this framework was used in [78]). Also [81] investigated
how pricing could be used as an additional component in a network’s admission
control. Contrary to [80, 82] a dynamic, price-sensitive admission control was
proposed through which operator-driven traffic-shaping could be performed.
Besides reducing the need for overprovisioning, this also increased average
revenue per admitted user. It should however be highlighted that users that,
due to a too high price, did not enter the system were assumed to return at some
later time-instant. To sum up, [80–82] both showed that operators can increase
their revenue by exploiting the user preferences via, e.g., dynamic pricing
and, consequently, it seems reasonable that RRM in future wireless networks
should be dependent on user preferences. One method to implement demandsensitive, time-dynamic pricing is through auctions where users’ aggregated
demand determines the market clearing price for which resources are sold and
the remaining part of this subsection reviews studies that have allocated the
wireless resources by means of auctions.
In [89] a so-called smart market was proposed and within it users informed
the network how much they were willing to pay per transmitted packet.12 To
allocate resources the network relied on a Vickrey auction in which the “winner”
(i.e. the user with highest bid) could transmit a packet at a cost determined
the second highest bid. And although the price vary dynamically, the cost
that a certain user experienced never exceeded his valuation. The primary
purpose with the smart market was to find a pricing scheme that resulted in the
efficient resource utilization that could adapt to the users’ dynamically changing
requirements. A similar approach was used in [83] wherein an allocation method
designed as a series of generalized Vickrey auctions was proposed for a high
speed downlink packet access (HSDPA) setting. The paper focused on data
services and several types of utility functions, suitable for different data services
(e.g. file transfer, streaming, etc.) were proposed. Also here the objective was
to improve resource efficiency by tracking user-demand and thereby increasing
the social welfare in an environment with multiple users who demanded different
types of access service. Similar to [89] the auction relied on trade-agents located
12 Notice that the concept originally was proposed for fixed networks. A similar concept has,
however, later been studied for wireless networks in [83].
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in the networks (APs). In [84] a divisible proportionally fair auction was used
to divide resources in a single server system. In these auctions, each user
obtains a portion of the resource proportional to its bid. Considerable effort
was spent on guaranteeing that the strategies, including, e.g., “minimize cost”
or “maximize throughput”, could be implemented in a decentralized manner
and, amongst other, the authors proved local stability. In [85, 86] aspects such
as user coalition, and revenue maximization for the divisible proportionally fair
auction were treated.

3.2

Contributions

It is evident from previous section that there already today exists a considerable
amount of work that have applied game-theory to resource management.
Although the overall problem studied here still is to achieve an efficient user
assignment we, contrary to Chapter 2, focus on open systems where selfinterested users can connect to any AP within coverage. More specifically, we
are interested in determining how decentralized access selection in open networks
influences the performance experienced by users and network providers.
In Paper 4 we target the efficiency of decentralized load-aware AP selection in
a public WLAN network and it is related to, e.g., [69–72], which all studied the
potential efficiency loss (in terms of user throughput) associated with selfish users
tampering with a max-min bandwidth fair MAC protocol (e.g., WLAN) at a
single AP. Also we are interested to determine the potential efficiency loss (“price
of anarchy”) that arise from selfish behavior in a WLAN network, although at a
slightly higher layer. Our aim is to determine if selfish decentralized load-aware
AP selection can be as efficient as a centralized assignment.
In Paper 5 and Paper 6, we instead study the problem of decentralized access
selection in a network where not only users compete for resources, but where
also APs compete with each other in the shorter term (per session, second,
etc.) for attracting users. Our aim is to determine whether a competitive access
market is sustainable and how it would affect the users and network providers.
While Paper 5 introduces the developed framework, Paper 6 uses it to study
a multi-AP, multi-user scenario. The related work most relevant for ours are
[77, 83, 84, 89], which all have used auction as a means to increase the resource
utilization in telecommunication networks (cf. Paper 5), and [78] that studied
how a competitive access market affects user and network performance. To some
extent also [80, 82] are related since the papers devise models for describing the
interaction between price, service quality, and user satisfaction.
The presented results are based on three conference papers. More detailed
descriptions of the contributions associated with each paper are included in their
corresponding subsections but in short they are:
Paper4 [21]: A distributed load-aware access selection algorithm for selfish
users in WLAN networks is devised and its performance is compared with
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centralized allocation schemes found in literature. For the studied scenario
the algorithm is shown to offer similar performance as, considerably more
complicated, centralized schemes (that require global network information)
both in terms of throughput and “fairness”.
Paper5 [22]: A framework for studying decentralized price-based access selection, and flow control, in open systems is developed. The framework
is shown to offer comparable performance as a centralized method that
minimizes the average “cost” and requires knowledge of the peak datarates, user preferences, as well as queue sizes for all users in the system.
Paper 6 [23]: The framework developed in Paper 5 is refined and applied
to a context where users compete for wireless resources, concurrently as
APs compete for customers. In particular, a stochastic demand model
describing the relationship between price and aggregated (total) requested
quantity is developed. Several types of demand functions are evaluated
and we show that the efficiency with noncooperative AP pricing increases
with the concavity of the demand function.

3.3

Limitations

Decentralized management of network resources in open networks may, compared to closed systems, put harder requirements on terminals and one of
their central tasks will be to discover, and evaluate, the set of candidate APs.
Compared to closed systems (where the users are confined to one network
provider) open systems will offer a larger set of potential candidate APs. As
more APs have to be evaluated within the same time-duration, the metrics on
which selection is based will be associated with larger uncertainty. This effect
is however only treated in one of the contributions and, generally, we assume
that terminal measurements are ideal. Increased terminal functionalities may
moreover cause higher terminal power consumption and consequently efficient
mechanisms for determining when, and how, to conduct measurements are
important. These aspects are however not included here.
To supervise and coordinate the tasks, terminals will have to be equipped
with software agents that require more computational power as well as more
memory. With current development, continuously accelerated by Moore’s law,
this seems to be a reasonable development to expect.
Throughout the chapter we have assumed that the systems are nonblocking,
and that the channel plan, deployment, etc. is fixed. As in Chapter 2, focus is
on the AP selection problem although we, in Section 3.5 and Section 3.6 extend
the problem to also incorporate rate selection. Moreover, it is assumed that user
agents behave rationally and that they all use the same AP selection algorithm.
All results are based on time-dynamic Monte Carlo simulations in which
users want to transfer files at a fixed that arrive according to a Poisson process
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(i.e. the studies are confined to delay-elastic elastic data traffic). To describe the
physical environment and user behavior we have further used simple, statistical,
models. Yet the reported trends are likely to hold also for real networks.

3.4

On Selfish Distributed Access Selection Algorithms in IEEE 802.11 Networks (Paper
4)

In the fourth paper of this thesis we evaluate the efficiency of decentralized AP
selection algorithms. These are characterized by that the terminal is responsible
for gathering locally available information, as well as for the AP prioritization.
The study is conducted for a geographically restricted WLAN traffic hot-spot
and in particular we are interested in establishing whether selfish decentralized
algorithms (where users try to maximize their own expected throughput without
accounting for how their decisions affect other users) can perform as well as
centralized schemes. Notice that we, contrary to [71], assume that terminals
comply with the rules specified by the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol and that we
limit ourselves to scenarios where the wireless link is the bottleneck. Next we
present the most important modelling assumptions, and results, associated with
Paper 4. For a more detailed description the reader is referred to the original
version.

3.4.1

User Behavior

Users arrive at the WLAN hot-spot according to a Poisson process. Each user
wants to transfer a file of fixed size and, while active, they are stationary. Once
their transfer is completed they leave the system. Users are selfish, and use
the expected session throughput as utility (objective) function when prioritizing
between APs.

3.4.2

Access Selection Strategies

Consider a network with j − 1 active users and let their allocation be described
by the vector b−j = [b1 , b2 , . . . , bj−1 ] where bj ∈ M as in Chapter 2 describes to
which AP user j is connected (i.e. if user j is connected to AP m, then bj = m).
The net change in system throughput13 when user j enters the system can be
written as
vj (bj , b−j ) = uj (bj , b−j ) − cj (bj , b−j ) .
(3.1)

Here uj (bj , b−j ) corresponds to the throughput that user j obtains if it connects
to AP bj while cj (bj , b−j ) represents an associated ”cost” that arises since users
13 As in Chapter 2 we define user throughput as the amount of information that is delivered
per unit of time from a network node to another (e.g. from a terminal to the AP). By system
throughput we refer to the sum of of throughput delivered by all nodes in the network [7].
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have adverse effects, e.g., in the shape of congestion, on each other. This means
that the throughput of the j − 1 users already in the network may reduce as an
effect of that user j entered the system. We say that a user is selfish if the user
ignores the “cost” that its behavior have on other users, i.e. cj (bj , b−j ) ≡ 0. Such
users will always connect to the AP maximizing their individual throughput. I.e.,
if user j is selfish, then the selection criterion becomes
arg max vj (bj , b−j ) = arg max uj (bj , b−j ) .

(3.2)

bj

bj

In the following, we describe the studied AP selection algorithms and it should
be stressed that users with ongoing sessions do not change AP.
To evaluate the performance of the selfish access selection strategy we utilize
a set of reference criteria. Besides the RSS criterion, we consider the max-sum,
max-min, and proportionally fair principles in which the arriving user is assigned
to the AP maximizing Equation 2.13 to 2.15. respectively.14 As an additional
reference strategy, we consider a criterion that minimizes the average file transfer
latency and its objective function is given as
vj (bj ; b−j ) = −

X

j∈J

X

!−1

xjm Sjm (X)

m∈M

(3.3)

where, as in Chapter 2, J is the set of users in the system, M the set of APs,
the |J |×|M| allocation matrix X denotes to which AP the users are connected
(xjm is one if user j is connected to AP m and zero otherwise). Sjm (X) is the
throughput that user j would obtain if it was connected to AP m (given the
user assignment X) and it is given by Equation 2.6. Furthermore note that
1
1
=
x
S
(X)
S
jm
jm
jb
j (X)
m∈M

P

(3.4)

corresponds to the time-duration that user j needs in order to transfer one bit.
Decentralized Load-Aware Selection
An inherent property of the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol is that all users
connected to a particular AP obtain identical throughput at saturation [52].
Hence by avoiding APs serving several low-rate customers, users could avoid
collisions as well as obtain the channel more frequently and, therefore, increase
their experienced throughput. This is the starting point for the decentralized
load-aware (DLA) algorithm according to which terminals base their AP
selection on a combination of received signal strength and the expected AP
14 Notice

that we use the same constraints as before in Section 2.6, i.e. terminals can only
be connected to one AP, and that the specific AP must be capable of providing a nonzero
peak data-rate. It should furthermore be highlighted that we do not reallocate users who are
already admitted into the system.
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load. The latter is here defined as the time-duration it would take for the
AP to transmit one packet (of equal size) to all of its associated users and it
is similar to the definition used in Paper 3. Since we assume that the user
terminal is unaware of the other users’ path-loss, this translates into estimating
the number of competing users N connected to the AP. The latter has previously
been derived in [90] as
N (c) = 1 +


log 1 −

log (1 − c)

2(1−2c)
(1−2c)(W +1)+cW (1−(2c)v )



(3.5)

where the conditional collision probability, c, is the only unknown parameter.
By observing the channel, user j can however estimate it as
ĉ =

# busy slots
# observed slots

(3.6)

where a slot is interpreted as busy if a collision or transmission is detected on
the channel.15 Inserting Equation 3.6 into Equation 3.5, user j can attain an
estimate of the number of terminals, N̂ = N (ĉ), competing for transmission
time at the AP. The expected user throughput can then be estimated as
 
SAP N̂
vj (bj , b−j ) = uj (bj , b−j ) =
(3.7)
N̂
and for a given a set of candidate APs the terminal simply selects the one offering
highest expected throughput.
Notice that we assume that users are able to estimate their own path-loss
perfectly and that the AP load remains constant during ongoing estimations.16
Finally we also stress that since the distributed load-aware algorithm is loadsensitive, users may, if fast AP reselection is supported, conduct handoff during
ongoing sessions even though they are stationary.

3.4.3

Results

In the following section we evaluate the performance of the distributed loadaware algorithm. As performance measure we utilize the file transfer delay
(latency) T as well as the offered load D0 [Mbit/AP/s] at some maximum
tolerable delay. A total of 19 APs are randomly deployed in a 250m×250m
15 Notice that ĉ is a Bernoulli random variable, with expectation c, and variance c (1 − c).
With independent events, the variance of the estimation is inversely proportional with the
number of samples.
16 The latter is, as will become apparent in the following sections, a reasonable assumption
since the required measurement time per AP, ∆T , typically is on the order of 10 ms. Also
the assumption that the terminal can estimate its path-loss perfectly is reasonable since there
only are a few modulation levels and the effects of potential measurement errors therefore is
small.
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Table 3.1: Summary of the simulation parameters utilized
Parameter
Channel bandwidth [MHz]
Thermal noise floor [dBm]
Minimum contention window W
File size [MByte]
Maximum back-off stage v
AP deployment

Value
20
-91
16
4
6
Random

area and a summary of the used simulation parameters is presented in Table
3.1. For each offered load, and algorithm we have studied at least 80,000 users
(excluding those that enter during the “warmup period”).

Average File Latency
Figure 3.1 depicts the average file latency, T , associated with the different
algorithms as a function of the offered load D0 [Mbit/AP/s] for a noise-limited
system.17 For low D0 APs are empty most of the time and the difference between
the algorithms is diminutive. As the load increases, however, the gap becomes
increasingly pronounced and compared with the MPL criterion the maximum
supported load (“system capacity”) can be increased by approximately 200
percent by utilizing load-aware assignment principles. We also see that an
ideal distributed load-aware algorithm18 offers similar average latency as the
centralized schemes even though users act selfishly, and only base their decisions
on local information that can be estimated by the individual terminals.
Table 3.2 complements the results in Figure 3.1 by presenting the file transfer
delay, T , associated with a low, a median, and a high percentile user for a
few loads (arrival rates). We notice that both the MPL and max-sum criteria
result in low file latency for the users that are best off (low percentiles). At the
same time, though, they are the algorithms with largest transfer delay for high
percentile users and this indicates that they are (under our assumptions) less
fair than the other criteria, which all have comparable delay distributions.
In the following section we study how sensitive the performance reported here
is with respect to load estimation errors, the fact that some users may utilize
other access selection algorithms, as well as interference.
17 The latter is a reasonable assumption in situations where numerous orthogonal channels
exist and/or a distributed channel allocation scheme is employed. The IEEE 802.11a standard,
which is the one studied here, has 12 non-overlapping channels [7].
18 Here we refer to a case wherein the terminal-based agent has perfect knowledge about the
number of users already connected to the candidate APs (their path-loss is unknown however).
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Figure 3.1: Average file transfer delay for the studied access selection algorithms
as a function of the offered load (user arrival intensity) λ. Notice that all users
utilize the same algorithm and that no reselection during an ongoing session is
possible. For comparison we highlight the file transfer delay that corresponds to
an experienced average throughput equal to 5 Mbit/s.
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Table 3.2: Delay statistics for the algorithms (without reselection) [s].
Offered
load D0
2.56
—
—
2.56
5.6
—
—
5.6
8.8
—
—
8.8

UserPerc.
10th
50th
90th
Avg.
10th
50th
90th
Avg
10th
50th
90th
Avg

MPL

DLA

1.95
3.1
6.6
4
2.2
5.3
 20
 20
2.6
16
 20
 20

1.85
2.2
4.1
2.3
2.10
2.9
5.7
3.85
3.4
6.1
12.1
7.6

Max
Sum
1.85
2.2
4
2.3
2.05
3.2
5.6
4.1
2.5
4.6
 20
 20

Max
Min
1.85
2.2
4
2.3
2.05
3
5.55
3.85
3.3
5.8
12.3
9

Prop
Fair
1.85
2.2
4
2.3
2.05
3
5.6
3.85
3
4.9
10.8
6.5

19

Min
Delay
1.85
2.2
4
2.3
2.05
3
5.55
3.85
3.2
5.1
10.6
6.4

19 It should be noted that the distributions have been obtained through time-dynamic
simulation experiments where the arrival rate of files is modelled by a Poisson process. This
means that the different samples of the same distribution may correspond to scenarios where
the actual number of users in the system is different.

Sensitivity Analysis
Clearly, terminals entering the system must sacrifice potential transmission time
when estimating the current load of the candidate APs and it is therefore
important to establish how much time a terminal, in general, needs to devote to
load estimations. Figure 3.2 illustrates the relative average capacity, compared
to the ideal distributed load-aware algorithm, as a function of the time-duration
∆T [s/AP] that is used for estimating the AP conditions. We see that the
maximum supported load rather quickly approaches the one associated with the
ideal algorithm. As a matter of fact, with a measurement time ∆T equal to 10
ms/AP the difference in supported load is less than 10 percent.
In an open system without control of the terminals, there is no guarantee
that all agents apply the same algorithm for selecting AP and some terminals
may use a rudimentary RSS criterion. It is, thus, important to determine both
at which penetration rates the gains from advanced algorithms saturate, and
how large performance differences there are for agents relying on advanced and
rudimentary criterions (so as to motivate the latter to upgrade their terminalagents). Figure 3.3 shows the average file latency for terminals relying on the
distributed load-aware and RSS criterion as a function of the percentage of
terminals that use the distributed load-aware algorithm. For high loads and
in contexts where the percentage of users relying on the distributed load-aware
algorithm is small, it is evident that terminals utilizing the distributed loadaware algorithm can reduce their average file latency with more than 65 percent,
compared with terminals using the RSS criterion. It is however interesting to
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Figure 3.2: The ratio of the offered load, resulting in a certain file latency T
for the case with estimation, and ideal knowledge, of the load, associated with
the distributed load-aware algorithm as a function of the estimation period ∆T
spent on each AP. All users are assumed to employ the same ∆T for estimation
and that the markers correspond to different file arrival rates (see values within
parenthesis).
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Figure 3.3: Average file latency as a function of the percentage of terminals
that utilize the DLA algorithm for selecting AP. Remaining terminals use the
MPL criterion. Notice that the offered load D0 = 5.92 Mbit/s/AP is a rather
high load that, for example, is not supported if all users utilize the RSS (MPL)
criterion.

note that, even at rather high loads, as long as at least 50 percent of the users
rely on the distributed load-aware criterion their transfer delay is similar to the
one that would have been obtain if all users relied on it.
We finally also briefly discuss the performance in an “interference limited”
scenario for uplink transmission.20 Generally speaking the MPL, or RSS,
criterion is less sensitive to interference than the other criteria. This is expected
since the MPL criterion, which would be similar to the max peak data-rate
criterion, base the AP prioritization on the required transmission time. All other
schemes, however, trade peak data-rate for transmission time on the wireless
channel.

20 We assume that there exist 9 orthogonal channels and that each AP utilize the channel on
which it receives lowest average interference. Note that we do not account for interference when
users select AP. Furthermore notice that use average levels of interference when calculating the
signal to interference ratio values and that users (terminals) remain active even though their
signal to interference ratio is too low to obtain nonzero throughput. The latter is a pessimistic
assumptions since users with zero data-rate are likely to leave the system.
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Decentralized Market-Based Radio Resource
Management in Multi-Network Environments
(Paper 5)

The fifth contribution of the thesis studies an agent-based architecture where
selfish users employ autonomous trade-agents that manage the wireless resources
in a multi-access network in a decentralized fashion. Above all, we develop
a game-theoretic framework for studying a context where users compete for
wireless resources, at the same time as APs compete with each other for traffic
(this is the topic covered in section 3.6).
Compared with the previous section, the largest difference is that we introduce a monetary expenditure for wireless resources, which enables “networkassisted” access selection. More explicitly, trade-agents compete with each other
by bidding for transmission time (“air time”) in an auction at their associated
AP(s) and the system model is depicted in Figure 3.4. As before, users request
delay elastic data services, which here are modelled as file transfers, and the
problem for the user trade-agents is to determine how they should act in order
to maximize their user’s expected utility (“value for money”) associated with the
transfer.
Already in Section 3.1 we saw that several studies have treated decentralized
control of resources by means of game-theory and often price has been used as an
instrument to increase efficiency. While the vast majority of studies, see [63–73],
have viewed price as an exogenous parameter, some of the investigations [81–84]
have internalized demand, e.g., through actions. Our work belongs to the later
type and the studies most similar to ours are [83, 84]. In [83], a method where
users declared their willingness to pay as well as their type of “access service” to
the AP was proposed. Resources were then allocated once every 2 ms by means of
a generalized Vickrey auction and focus was on evaluating the resource efficiency
of different service mixes, such as file transfers and streaming. However, since
revenue seeking APs may have incentives to provide false information, and users
are unable to validate that they have obtained a “fair” proportion of the resource,
Vikrey auctions may be unsuited for the competitive environment associated
with open networks.21 Additionally the study relied on utility functions designed
by the network, to assign resources in each slot and they did not account for
the possibility to, opportunistically, exploit the variations in the wireless system
caused by mobility, fading, etc. As we will see here such opportunistic behavior
21 In a Vickrey auction the user with the highest bid obtains the entire resource at the price
coinciding with the second highest bid. This is however unknown for the users. Due to the lack
of transparency, there are incentives for the auctioneer to charge the “winner” of the auction
a higher price than the second highest bid. As a matter of fact this is a one major reason for
that they seldom are used in reality, see e.g. [91] and reference therein. In the case of share (or
divisible) auctions all users who place a nonzero bid attain a portion of resource according to
some predefined and publicly allocation rule. This enables the auction to validate that their
obtained share corresponds to their bid.
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auctioneer

ε

s1
sj

s2

s3

s j-1

user trade-agent
Figure 3.4: Description of the studied environment (Paper 5). User terminals are
equipped with software trade-agents that bid for resources on behalf of its user.
As users, and consequently trade-agents, are selfish, and their actions interact
they are involved in a noncooperative game.
may yield significant improvement in the utility perceived by users.
Similarly to here, a proportionally fair divisible auction was applied for
dividing resources between competing software agents in [84]. Therein the agents
had several task that they needed to complete (at different servers in a fixed
network). Contrary to our work however, the investigation did not account for
that users could have different rates, that users may obtain service from multiple
APs simultaneously, as well as the fact that load, etc., varied amongst servers and
over time. The latter opens up for opportunistic behavior where trade-agents
try to take advantage from the variations.
Next we introduce and motivate the use of a proportionally fair divisible
auction, and this section is followed by a description of the user-problem as well
as the studied agent-strategies. The section is concluded by a brief description
of our results and it is based on Paper 5.
Proportionally Fair Divisible Auctions
Most of the previous work that have used auctions as a means to allocate
resources have relied on the Vickrey auction, which is a so-called unit auction
wherein an indivisible good, e.g., a time-slot, is sold to highest bidding agent
at the price that the second highest bidder would be willing to pay. Since only
one of the agents obtain the resource in each auction, they have to be held quite
frequently and in [83], for example, a new auction were held every 2 ms. Due
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to the overhead associated with an auction, decentralized implementations may
be prohibited if the frequency with which auctions are held becomes too high.
An alternative would then be to have auctions less frequent, but in each auction
sell transmission rights in multiple slots and allocate shares of the resource to
its bidders.
Here we utilize a so-called proportionally fair divisible auction for allocating
transmission time (“resources”) to the users. The auctions are held every TA
second and in each auction an auctioneer located in the AP gather the tradeagents’ bids and divide resources amongst the competing users according to a
predefined allocation-rule known to all trade-agents.22 Compared with Vickrey
auctions its main advantages are that the auctions can be held more seldom,
and that they allow users to verify that the auctioneer is not malicious [91].
Assuming that there are N competing trade-agents at an AP, and letting
sj ∈ [0, smax ], where 0 < smax < ∞, denote the bid associated with trade-agent
j in auction i, the proportion of the resource allocated to trade-agent j is (with
the proportionally fair divisible auction) given by
xi,j = PN

si,j

k=1 si,k

+ε

=

si,j
∈ [0, 1)
si,j + si,−j

(3.8)

P
where si,−j = m6=j si,m + ε and ε denotes the reservation price associated with
the AP. The latter is a nonzero bid placed by the AP and it can be interpreted
as price floor below which the resource is not sold. It should be noticed that
Equation 3.8 results in an allocation of transmission time that is proportional
fair by weight, i.e. any allocation xi,j given by Equation 3.8 satisfies
N
X
j=1

si,j

x0i,j − xi,j
≤ 0,
xi,j

∀ x0i =

N
X

x0i,j = 1.

(3.9)

j=1

For the sake of completeness this is shown in Appendix A, Theorem VI.

3.5.1

The User Problem

Users desire for cheap and fast file transfers can be described by a utility function,
or equivalently, a cost function. We use a weighted sum of the monetary cost
E [mu/file] and the delay T [s/file] associated with transferring the file as cost
22 Notice

that the granularity with which resources can be divided between users in reality
is determined by the ratio between the slot-time and the duration between two consecutive
auctions TA . Moreover note that there will be a finite number of predefined bids, determined by
the number of bits available for the user trade-agents. For example, if the slot duration is 2ms,
the duration between two consecutive auctions is 1s, and the user trade-agents can use 8 bits to
describe their bid, then the minimum granularity is 2 · 10−3 s and there are 28 = 256 discrete
values available for the bids. It should however be stressed, that, we here have neglected both
these limitations and assume that the resource can be divided into infinitesimal small parts
and that the bids can be perfectly described.
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of the auction procedure associated with a file transfer.
In the example, trade-agent j initiates a file transfer in auction 1. In auction
i user j is allocated a portion xi,j of the total available transmission time TA
and depending on its current peak data-rate Ri,j the trade-agent will be able
to transfer a total of xi,j Ri,j TA bits. After participating in z auctions the file
transfer is completed and consequently the file transfer delay becomes Tj = zTA
in this case.
function.23 Let Ri,j denote the peak data-rate that user j experience between
two consecutive auctions, e.g., auction i and i + 1, and qj [MBit/file] the size of
the file that is to be transferred. Then, we define the file latency for user j, Tj ,
as
n
o
n
X
n ∈ N,
(3.10)
xi,j Ri,j TA ≥ qj
Tj , TA · min (n) :
i=1

where N = {1, 2, . . . } and xi,j Ri,j TA is the number of bits that users j can
transfer during the time-period between auction i and i + 1. It should be noted
q
that Tjj is the average throughput that user j experience during the file transfer,
that we, further, do not take the order of which users are scheduled between
two successive auctions into consideration, and that the peak data-rate Ri,j is
assumed to be constant during the time-period between two consecutive auctions
(the effect of these assumptions will be further discussed in Section 3.7.1). To
characterize the preferences of the users we, as mentioned above, use a cost
function that can be written as
cj = Ej + αj Tj =

z
e
X
i=1

Ei,j + αj zeTA =

z
e
X

ci,j (si,j , si,−j ) ,

(3.11)

i=1

where αj [mu/s] is a parameter describing how sensitive user j is to delays and ze
is an integer random variable corresponding to the number of auctions in which
trade-agent j needs to participate in order to complete the file transfer. Figure
23 Notice

that mu represents monetary units in an arbitrary currency.
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Figure 3.6: Traces of the trade-agents’ bids during one auction. Notice that
we in the example have used a round robin update mechanisms for updating
the trade-agent bids and that the markers denote the order in which each of
the trade-agents get to update their bid. In situations where a trade-agent
participates in several sequential auctions, the agents could use the outcome of
the last auction as initial bid. This could increase the rate of convergence.

3.5 presents an example where trade-agent j initiates a file transfer in auction 1.
Each period, TA , the trade-agent is able to transfer xi,j Ri,j TA bits and in order
to complete the transfer it needs to participate in z auctions. Consequently
the transfer
delay becomes Tj = zTA while the monetary cost is in this case
Pz
Ej = i=1 si,j .
As mentioned, the objective of the trade-agent is to minimize its user’s
expected cost for transferring a file consisting of some amount of data and more
formally the problem at hand for the user trade-agent can be written as

min

si,j ,...,si+z,j
e

E

"

z
e
X
i=1

#

ci,j (si,j , si,−j )

∀ j.

(3.12)

Since the actions of the competing trade-agents are intertwined through, e.g.,
Equation 3.8 the self-interested agents are involved in an interactive decision
process, or a noncooperative game. In fact since trade-agents typically need
to participate in multiple auctions to complete the transfer, Equation 3.12
represents a repeated noncooperative game where the strategy-space for tradeagent j consists of {si,j , . . . , si+ez,j }, i.e., the bids in the auctions that the tradeagent needs to participate in to complete the file transfer.
The optimal trade-agent bidding strategy depends on both the number of
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competitors N and their strategies24, and it is easy to realize that solving
Equation 3.12 in a decentralized fashion is generally very complicated. An
alternative way would be to view Equation 3.12 as a sequence of single-shot
games and use a cost function that tries to approximate Equation 3.11 from the
result of a single auction. This is the approach taken in Paper 5 and henceforth
we refer to these as per-auction based bidding strategies.
It is noteworthy that trade-agents may need to update their bids multiple
times in the same auction to reach an NEP. An example is depicted in Figure
3.6 for a case with five trade-agents. The rate of convergence, at which the NEP
is reached, will depend on the scheme that users rely on for updating their bids,
but this is outside scope of this thesis where we assume that the time required
until the bids have converged is much smaller than TA .25

3.5.2

Per-Auction Based Bidding Strategies

In this subsection we outline the per-auction based agent-strategies utilized in
the thesis. We start by describing them in the context of a single AP as for
Figure 3.4. Towards the end, however, we extend them to also cover the case
where multiple APs with, possibly, different characteristics are available.
A Persistent Agent Bidding Strategy
The first, decentralized trade-agent bidding strategy departs from Equation 3.12
and its derivation is based on the assumptions that
1. The peak data-rate of the particular user, on whose behalf the trade-agent
is acting, remains constant during the entire file transfer, i.e. Rk,j =
Rl,j ∀ k, l, and that
2. The total demand associated with P
the other trade-agents
remains unP
s
∀
k,
l.
s
=
changed during the file transfer, i.e.
i6=j l,i
i6=j k,i

Under these two conditions trade-agent j would place the same bid in all
auctions, i.e. si,j = sj ∀ i, and the delay, and monetary expenditure, associated
with the file transfer would be
Tj =

qj
qj
TA =
,
xj Rj TA
xj Rj

(3.13)

24 In reality trade-agents are likely to use different strategies. Some could, for example, use
a strategy whereby the only try to purchase resources if its bit-rate exceed some predefined
value while others, instead, could use a strategy wherein they only place a bid if the expected
price is lower than some predefined threshold.
25 Numerical studies indicates that if the trade-agents update their bids in a round robin
manner, each agent needs to update its bid roughly 10 times in order to reach the NEP if all
trade-agents start with a zero-bid. If the trade-agents utilize the bids from the last auction as
start bids we would expect that the convergence rate is considerably faster.
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and
Ej = sj

qj
,
xj Rj TA
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(3.14)

q

s

respectively. Here xj = sj +sj −j , xj Rjj TA corresponds to the number of auctions
that trade-agent j would have to participate in so as to complete a file transfer of
size qj . Substituting Equation 3.13 to 3.14 into Equation 3.11, the cost function
becomes



sj qj
s−j
qj
qj
per
cj (sj , s−j ) =
sj + s−j + αj TA 1 +
+ αj
=
xj Rj TA
xj Rj
Rj TA
sj
(3.15)
sj
the
monetary
expenditure
per
where xj Rj is the average throughput, xj R
j
transferred bit, and xj1Rj is the average latency for transferring one bit.
Equivalently, the repeated noncooperative game described by Equation 3.12
simplifies to an one-dimensional optimization problem
min
sj

qj
Rj TA




s−j
sj + s−j + αj TA 1 +
sj

(3.16)

q

and we note that the term TAj does affect the solution and thus can be abolished.
The best response function, which describes how trade-agent j should act given
the behavior of all other trade-agents, can be obtained from the first order
optimality condition, i.e. where
∂cper
(sj , s−j )
j
= 0,
∂sj
and it is straightforward to show that

(sj ,s−j )
∂ 2 cper
j
∂s2j

(3.17)

> 0, which ensures that an

interior minimum exists since the agents’ strategy-space is nonempty, compact
and convex. Solving Equation 3.17 gives following update rule for user j
p
sj = ϕj (s−j ) = αj TA s−j
(3.18)

and as a matter of fact it can be verified that agents updating their bids according
Equation 3.18 always converge to a unique NEP (see Appendix A, Theorem II).
An Opportunistic Agent Bidding Strategy
Two drawbacks with the persistent bidding strategy are that trade-agents bid
more aggressively in situations where the AP is congested; see Equation 3.18;
and that the cost when refraining from transmission in a single auction is infinite,
i.e.
lim cper
(3.19)
i,j (si,j , si,−j ) → ∞,
si,j → 0
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even though the transfer delay only would increase by TA seconds (and which
very well could be compensated by a reduced monetary expenditure). To
mitigate these, undesired, effects it could hence be beneficial to use a modified
cost function according to which users in “unfavorable positions”26 become more
reluctant to transmit. An example of a cost function that tries to mitigate these
effects would be


qj
TA α
sj (s−j − ε)
opp
cj (sj , s−j ) =
sj + s−j +
(3.20)
+κ
Rj TA
xj + ξθj
Rj
where a user-specific parameter θj ,



Rmax −Rj
Rmax

δ√αj Rj

≤ 1 has been

introduced in the denominator of the second term. Notice that θj decreases
monotonously with δ (the number of consecutive auctions in which trade-agentj
has chosen to not transmit), Rj , and αj . This means that trade-agents with
high peak data-rate, and high αj (i.e. delay-sensitive files) will bid more
aggressively and thus become prioritized. We have also added a multiplicative
(s −ε)
cost κsj −j
. As this term increases with (s−j − ε), sj , and decreases with Rj
Rj
it is of advantage for trade-agents that experience high peak data-rate. Moreover,
it ensures that the trade-agents’ bids become relatively smaller in situations
where the AP is congested. ξ and κ are weighting factors and for each offered
load and scenario27 they were determined by minimization of the expected cost
for the file transfer. This showed that
• ξ and κ are independent of the offered load, and that
• the expected file transfer cost cj is fairly insensitive to their values.
For fast moving users the values of ξ ≈ κ ≈ 0.4 minimized the expected cost.
For stationary users, the value of κ was the same as for the fast moving users
while ξ was zero.
The best response function is given as
s
!!
Ta αj Rj3 s−j
1
opp
.
sj = ϕj (sj , s−j ) = max 0,
−ξs−j θj +
2
Rj + ξθj
κ (s−j − ε) + Rj

(3.21)

Since

∂ 2 copp (sj , s−j )
> 0,
∂s2j

(3.22)

and the strategy-space is nonempty, convex and compact we know that there
exists a unique NEP (the proof is analogous with the first part of Theorem
26 By unfavorable positions we mean trade-agents that are connected to a congested AP and
currently experience a low instantaneous peak data-rate.
27 As will become in the following section we study both a scenario stationary users and a
scenario with fast moving users.
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Figure 3.7: An illustration of the persistent and opportunistic per-auction based
(short-term) cost functions and their corresponding best response function for
a case where there are 10 users competing for the P
channel. All users in the
example are characterized by an α = 0.1 and s−j = i6=j si + ε = 20
II, Appendix A). Simulation experiments furthermore suggest that trade-agents
updating their bids according to Equation 3.22 to converge to the NEP, which
therefore is globally stable.
Figure 3.7 presents the cost functions described by Equation 3.15 and
Equation 3.20, as well as their associated best response for aPcase where there
are 10 trade-agents sharing the resources of a single AP and i6=j si + ε = 20.
Multi-AP Assignments

The previous discussion was restricted to situations where only one AP was
available and the problem for the trade-agent was confined to determining how
large bids they should place. When multiple APs are available the problem is
extended to also include prioritization between different APs. As these problems
are intertwined they should be solved jointly.28 For simplicity we will restrict the
discussion to contexts with two APs (possibly with different characteristics) but
it should be mentioned that, at least on a principal level, it is straightforward
to extend the analysis to include more APs.
28 Clearly, which APs that should be selected depends on how much resources, at what price,
the specific trade-agent can purchase at the available APs.
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In situations where two APs are available to the trade-agents (see Figure
3.12), the cost function associated with the persistent agent bidding strategy
can be written as


qj
cj s1j , s2j , s1−j , s2−j = Ej + αj Tj =
s1j + s2j +
(xj1 Rj1 + xj2 Rj2 ) TA

s1j + s2j + αj TA qj
qj
1
+αj
(3.23)
=
xj1 Rj1 + xj2 Rj2
TA s1j R + s2j R
s1j +s1−j

where s1j denotes the bid placed by user j at AP 1, xj1 =
the first order optimality condition, the best
as



0



q
αj TA s1−j
s1j =


q
√
√


Rj1 s1−i Ri2
Ri2 s1−i

2 −

√
+
C
s
 Ri1 +Ri2
−i
Ri1

j1

s2i +s2−j

s1j
.
s1−j +s1j

j2

etc. Exploiting

response function can be obtained

if
if

Rj2 s1−j
2
Rj1 s−j +αj TA +2
Rj1 s2−j
Rj2 s1−j +αj TA +2

(

√

>1

(

√

>1

αj TA s2−j )
αj TA s1−j )

otherwise

(3.24)

2
R
s
j1
−j

√

0
if
>1

Rj2 (s1−j +αj TA +2 αj TA s1−j )


q

1
R
s
j2 −j
√
>1
if
αj TA s2−j
s2j =
Rj1 (s2−j +αj TA +2 αj TA s2−j )



√
√

q
2
2

Rj1 s−j Rj2
Rj1 s


otherwise
s1−j − √ −i + C
 Rj1 +R
j2
R
j2

(3.25)

where

C=

v
q
2
q
u
u (R + R ) α T −
2 −
1
R
s
R
s
j1
j2
j
A
j1
j2
t
−j
−j
Rj1

.

(3.26)

As for a single AP,
notice that trade-agent j only needs to know its peak
P we m
s
data-rates, and
i6=j i + εm for the two APs in order to update its bids
in a decentralized fashion. In Appendix A, Theorem III we show that an
NEP is guaranteed to exist. Extensive computer-based simulation-experiments
furthermore indicate uniqueness as well as global convergence. The opportunistic
agent-strategy can be extended in a similar fashion (see Paper 5).

3.5.3

Centralized Strategies

To evaluate the efficiency of the decentralized trade-agent strategies we also
include two centralized schemes. In the first, users, or trade-agents, connect to
the AP providing highest peak data-rate, which divide its resources so that a
max-min bandwidth fair allocation is obtained (i.e. all users obtains the same
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Table 3.3: Summary of the utilized simulation parameters
Parameter
Pathloss@1m [dB]
Distant dependent attenuation factor
Access point transmit power [W]
Cell radius [m]
File size [Mbit]
Maximum peak bit rate Rmax
Time between auctions TA [s]

Value
-35.5
3.8
20
440
8
7
1

throughput).29 Contrary to the previous strategies where the users purchase
transmission time, users are here charged on a per bit basis. Notice that, for
comparison reasons, the total revenue earned by an AP employing this strategy
coincides to the one that it would earn if all trade-agents would have updated
their bids by means of Equation 3.18.
The second centralized strategy is the weighted shortest expected remaining
processing time first (SERPT/C) criterion, which minimizes the expected
average cost [49]. According to the algorithm the entire channel is allocated
to one trade-agent (user) based on the following rule
arg min
j

∆qj
.
αj Rj

(3.27)

where ∆qj denotes the number of bits that need to be transferred in order for user
j to complete its job. Notice that the SERPT/C allocation requires knowledge
about peak data-rates, queue lengths, as well as preferences α for all users in the
system. As for the max-min bandwidth fair allocation user j is charged the price
corresponding to the one that would have been the outcome if all trade-agents
updated their bids according to the persistent bidding strategy.

3.5.4

Results

Here we analyze the efficiency of the decentralized, per-auction based agentstrategies outlined in the previous section. Throughout the simulation experiments files of size q arrive to the AP according to a Poisson process. Resources
are reallocated once a second and the outcome of each auction corresponds to
the NEP. Note that shadow fading has been neglected and interference has been
modelled as coming from constantly transmitting neighboring APs in a hexagon
cell plan. A truncated version of the Shannon bound has been used for describing
the peak data-rate that can be achieved at a certain signal to interference ratio,
29 As

mentioned before the MAC protocol of the IEEE 802.11 standard is an example of a
max-min bandwidth fair and it ensures that all users obtain the same experienced throughput
at saturation. Also in cellular systems most resources are spent on the users at the cell border
even though it does not have to be as extreme as max-min fair.
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Stationary users in a scenario with one AP
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Figure 3.8: The cumulative distribution function of the file transfer cost
corresponding to the different cost functions for a single AP scenario where
active users are stationary and the offered load is 1.6 Mbit/s. Notice that ’+’
illustrates the average cost associated with the algorithm. We see that both the
persistent and opportunistic strategies are able to offer performance comparable
to the SERPT/C scheme.
i.e.
Ri,j = min (Rmax , 0.7W log2 (1 + Γi,j )) .

(3.28)

Here W = 3.84 MHz and Γi,j is the signal to interference ratio (at the terminal)
that user j experience in auction i and Rmax denotes the maximum supported
peak data-rate. For simplicity reasons we have modelled peak data-rates as
uncorrelated between users.
Throughout the examples studied in this section there are 10 user-classes,
each characterized by a specific α ∈ {0.01, 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2.5, 5, 10}
1
and new users entering the system have the probability 10
to belong to each
class. Remaining simulation parameters are summarized in Table 3.3.
User Performance
Figure 3.8 depicts the cumulative distribution function of the cost cj associated
with the agent strategies in a case where active users are stationary. In
the figure the offered load D0 = 1.6 Mbit/s/AP or, equivalently λ = 0.2
files/s/AP, and it corresponds to an average channel occupancy of 0.45. For the
case with stationary users it is noteworthy that the SERPT/C criterion offers
slightly better performance than the opportunistic agent-strategy described by
Equation 3.20, which in turn is slightly better than the persistent strategy. The
discrepancy between the two latter is an effect of that the opportunistic strategy,
contrary to the persistent, exploits load-variations and that agents purchase,
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Figure 3.9: The cumulative distribution function of the file transfer cost
corresponding to the different cost functions for a single AP scenario where
active users have high mobility and the offered load is 1.6 Mbit/s. Notice that
’+’ illustrates the average cost associated with the algorithms. In this case the
opportunistic strategy is able to capitalize on both load and rate variations and
except for the users that are best off, its performance is similar to the one offered
by the SERPT/C scheme.
relatively, more resources when demand is low. This could be interpreted as a
distributed traffic smoothing since the load (occupancy of the channel) becomes
less varying.
In a similar way Figure 3.9 presents the cumulative distribution function for
a scenario where users are “fast moving”30 and compared to the case where
they are stationary we see that, except for low percentiles (i.e. the users that
are best off), the opportunistic per-auction based bidding strategy offers similar
performance as the SERPT/C scheme. It should be noted that the case with
fast moving users is favorable for the opportunistic agent-strategy since it can
exploit both load, and rate variations. At the same time it is detrimental for
the SERPT/C strategy since the user with the shortest expected remaining
processing time may shift at a high frequency due to the large variations in the
peak data-rate Rj . Hence we may, loosely speaking, say that while the case
with stationary users represents a scenario where we would expect the difference
between SERPT/C and the other strategies to be most pronounced, the one
with fast moving users instead depicts the scenario with smallest difference.31
30 For fast moving users we have modelled the users’ position, and thus also their peak datarates, as an iid random variable with a new realization every auction where the user position
is uniform over the cell area.
31 Notice that the disutility experienced by users decrease with their speed. This is, at least
partially, an effect of that the Shannon bound is convex, which results in that the arithmetic
mean that corresponds to the average peak data-rate that a fast moving user experience,
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From Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 it is clear that decentralized resource
management, in some circumstances, indeed can offer comparable performance
as the centralized counterparts. We have, however, not studied how sensitive
the performance is with respect to the offered load D0 . Figure 3.10 and Figure
3.11 thus show how the different trade-agent strategies perform compared with
the SERPT/C scheme, which minimized the average cost for stationary and
fast moving users, respectively. For stationary users it is evident that the
opportunistic agent-strategy performs better than the other strategies although
it is associated with 10-25 percent higher cost than the SERPT/C assignment.
Figure 3.11 instead illustrate the strategies’ relative performance with fast
moving users. Similar to the case with stationary users we see that the
opportunistic agent-strategy is better than the persistent, which in turn offers
lower cost than the time and bit fair allocations. Compared with the case of
stationary users, it is also clear that the difference between the opportunistic
agent-strategy and the SERPT/C allocation is smaller. As matter of fact, it
never exceeds 10 percent with fast moving users.

3.6

Demand-Responsive Pricing in Open Wireless Access Markets (Paper 6)

This, the last section of the chapter summarizes the Paper 6 and it extends
the framework developed in previous section and applies it to a case where the
two APs compete for wireless users in an open access market. This situation
is depicted in Figure 3.12. To prioritize between the APs, users bid for
resources according to the persistent multi-AP per-auction strategy described
by Equation 3.23 to 3.26. We highlight that our decentralized market-based
solution offers an elegant solution to the problem of how revenues should be
shared in situations where multiple, possibly heterogeneous, APs (providers) are
involved in delivering the service and share their infrastructure implicitly.
Just as trade-agents aim at minimizing their “cost”, c, APs want to earn
as high revenue as possible. In this context the AP problem becomes to select
an appropriate reservation price εm .32 A too high reservation price results in
a high price and consequently low demand, while a too low reservation price
may result in “unnecessarily” low revenues. Since APs are selfish, and do not
account for how their decisions affect the revenue of other APs, the problem of
selecting an appropriate reservation price can be modelled as a noncooperative
game between the competing APs. Our aim is to determine when an open
wireless access market is self-sustained, and to what extent users could benefit
exceeds the harmonic mean. The latter corresponds to the average peak data-rate that a
stationary users entering the system an infinite number of times would obtain on average.
32 It should be noted that we envision that APs change their reservation price on a rather slow
time-basis and here we assume that it varies with the average offered load (cf. “time-of-day”
pricing).
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Figure 3.10: The relative cost E[cmethod ] of utilizing different allocation
methods (as compared to the SERPT/C scheme) for stationary users. Note
that a relative cost for a certain strategy equal to one would indicate that it
was able to offer the same performance as the SERPT/C scheme, while a value
close to zero indicates that the performance of the agent-strategy is considerably
worse.
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Fast moving users
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Figure 3.11: The relative cost E[cmethod ] of utilizing different allocation
methods (as compared to the SERPT/C scheme) for fast moving users. Note
that a relative cost for a certain strategy equal to one would indicate that it
was able to offer the same performance as the SERPT/C scheme, while a value
close to zero indicates that the performance of the agent-strategy is considerably
worse.
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Figure 3.12: Description of the studied environment (Paper 6).
from it. As comparison we include a case where the APs cooperate, within the
framework of the Nash bargaining game, based on cooperative game-theory.
Although similar problems, e.g., how two firms producing goods that are
substitute to one another should price them [92, 93] have been treated in
other areas (primarily within economics) the problem has, with the exception
of [67,78], not been treated within the scope of resource management for wireless
systems up until today. In [67] the impact of local AP pricing was studied for
distributed power control. Therein, however, prices were determined through a
heuristic method and it increased linearly with the number of users connected to
the particular AP. The purpose of introducing local AP pricing was, furthermore,
unlike here, to achieve a more efficient resource utilization and prices was used
as a control signal. Similarly to us, [78] studied how a competitive AP market
affected the perceived user performance and their results indicated that AP
competition could enable better service at a lower cost as well as higher resource
efficiency.
Next we describe how we have modelled user preferences and this is followed
by a more formal description of the AP problem. The section is concluded by a
description of the obtained results.

3.6.1

User Modelling

Since the price at which the wireless resource at an AP is sold depends on the
offered load, it will vary dynamically as users enter and leave the system. Herein,
we assume that all users (trade-agents) have an individual price threshold pth
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[mu/MByte] that is unknown to the APs. If the expected price p for transferring
one MByte of data exceeds this threshold, the trade-agent will refrain from
entering the system.33 For simplicity reasons the expected price is assumed to
be known to the trade-agents and it could, for example, be advertised by the
APs on periodical basis or estimated by the terminal.
We have modelled user’s price threshold as a random variable pth , with a
probability density function fpth (p). Although the price thresholds are private
information that only are known by the individual trade-agents, we assume that
APs have perfect knowledge about the distribution. Using fpth (p) the acceptance
probability PA (p), which describes the probability that a randomly selected user
will enter the system at a certain price p, is defined as
Z p
PA (p) ,
fpth (ψ) dψ.
(3.29)
0

This enables us to write the aggregated demand function as
Z p
D (p) = D0pot PA (p) = D0
fpth (ψ) dψ
[MBytes/AP/s].

(3.30)

0

λq
where D0pot = |M|
[MByte/AP/s] is the potentially offered load per AP and
it corresponds to the offered load if the price is zero. Clearly the demand is
dependent on the distribution of users’ price preferences and here we consider
three distributions. This results in three demand functions: one convex, one
concave, and one linear and as seen from Equation 3.30 the demand functions
are simply scaled versions of the acceptance probability whose shape, in turn,
is determined by the distribution of the users’ price thresholds. For comparison
reasons we have normalized acceptance probability so that
Z ∞
Z ∞Z p
1
PA (p) dp =
fpth (ψ) dψdp ≡ .
(3.31)
β
0
0
0

This normalization ensures that APs able to apply first degree price discrimination 34 will earn equal revenue for all the studied demand functions.
Demand Models
The convex demand function corresponds to a case where price thresholds are
exponentially distributed. This depicts a scenario where the vast majority of
33 Trade-agents

that have initiated a file transfer will remain in the system until their file
transfer is completed. Similarly trade-agents who chose to not enter do not return to the
system later.
34 First degree price discrimination requires that the seller of a good knows the maximum
price threshold that every individual customer would be willing to pay and it can be thought
of as the opposite to a perfectly competitive market. By exploiting the price thresholds, the
seller can capture the entire market surplus. Notice that there is not any deadweight loss (for
society) with first degree price discrimination and, thus, it result in an efficient outcome, from
a social welfare perspective [7].
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Table 3.4: The utilized demand functions and some associated characteristics.
Shape of demand
Acc Prob PA
Price Dist fpth (p) Expectation Variance
1
1
Convex
e−βp
βe−βp
β
β2


β
1
1
Linear
1 − β2 p
2
β
3β 2
r
 2
2 2
32−3π 2
1
√ β π 2p 2 2
p2
Concave
1 − πβ
4
β
3β 2 π 2
4

16−β π p

users have a low price threshold, concurrently as a few other users are highly
insensitive to price and consequently have a high threshold.35 The characteristics
are summarized in Table 3.4 and we notice that the expectation and variance
of the random variable describing users’ thresholds are β1 and β12 , respectively.
The second treated demand function is linear and it corresponds to a scenario
where the user price thresholds are uniformly distributed between 0 and β2 . We
note that also here the expected price threshold is

1
β

whereas the variance has

1
3β 2 .

reduced to
For the third and final demand function, users have similar
preferences with their price thresholds clustered around the same value. One
example of such a distribution is presented in Table 3.4 and we notice that it
translates into a concave demand function. Similarly as for the other cases the
2
expected price threshold is β1 while the variance is given as 32−3π
3β 2 π 2 and we notice
that
1
1
32 − 3π 2
>
>
.
(3.32)
2
2
β
3β
3β 2 π 2
Hence the convex demand function depicts a situation where users have different
price-preferences, whereas the concave function instead describes a case where
preferences are similar for all users.
Figure 3.13 illustrates the acceptance probability functions (“normalized
demand”) as well as their associated price elasticity of demand. The latter
is defined as
ED (p) ,

∂D (p) p
% change in quantity
,
=
∂p D (p)
% change in price

(3.33)

and it is used within economics to measure the rate at which demand varies due
to a price change [94]. If ED (p) < 1 the demand is said to be price-inelastic
while ED (p) > 1 instead is referred to as price-elastic. The special case where
ED (p) = 1 corresponds to the price that a revenue-maximizing AP would utilize
in a monopoly situation [94] as we will see in the following section where we probe
deeper into the AP problem.
35 By price sensitive we here refer to that their price threshold is small. To discuss how a
change in price affects the demand we will use the price elasticity of demand ED (p) [94].
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Figure 3.13: Graphical presentation of the acceptance probability (“normalized”
1
demand) PA (p) and price elasticity ED (p). In the example β = 150
.

3.6.2

The AP Problem – Revenue Maximization

Just as user trade-agents want to minimize their cost function, APs try to
maximize their revenue by selecting an appropriate reservation price. In this
section we analyze the AP problem for the cases with two coexisting APs that
1. Compete for users while trying to maximize their individual revenue, or
2. Cooperate with each other and maximize their total revenue.
While the former case are modelled through noncooperative game-theory, the
latter is treated as a cooperative game where the NEP is used as disagreement
point 36 .
Competing APs – Implicit Infrastructure Sharing
In the studied context, trade-agents tend to associate with the AP with lowest
price. This can be influenced by the AP through the reservation price ε and
the appropriate choice for an AP depends on the reservation price used by the
other APs (as in any marketplace). Since each AP, further, want to maximize
its own expected revenue, the APs are involved in a noncooperative game. The
36 The disagreement point represent the utility that the involved players would obtained if
the bargaining would fail.
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set of possible reservation prices constitutes the strategy-space, and the expected
revenue is the utility (objective) function.
Let Λm (εm , ε−m ) [mu/s] depict the expected revenue per second that AP m
earns if it employs a reservation price εm concurrently as the other APs utilize
reservation prices ε−m = {εi , ∀ i ∈ M \ m}. Then the best response function
for AP m, ϑ (ε−m ), can be written as
ϑ (ε−m ) = arg max Λm (εm , ε−m ) .

(3.34)

εm

Similarly as for the user game, the NEP is obtained when
ε∗m = ϑm ε∗−m



∀m∈M

(3.35)

and it is characterized
 by that no AP, unilaterally, can increase its expected
revenue Λm ε∗m , ε∗−m by deviating from its current reservation price ε∗m . As
APs furthermore are assumed to be identical, we confine ourselves to symmetric
solutions where ε∗k = ε∗l , ∀ k, l ∈ M. It should be noted that even though we
have not been able to show that there exist a NEP analytically all our simulation
experiments indicate that this, indeed is the case.
Cooperating APs – Explicit Infrastructure Sharing
An alternative to competing for the wireless users would be for APs to cooperate
so that higher expeceted revenues can be earned. To model cooperating APs we
utilize the Nash bargaining game37 where the NEP is used as disagreement point
(see Figure 3.14). In our case this translates into the following optimization
problem
X
arg max
Λm (ε)
(3.36)
ε

m∈M

and in Theorem IV, Appendix A, we show that Equation 3.36 indeed corresponds
to the Nash bargaining solution. To find the reservation price that maximize
the APs aggregated expected revenue we utilize Equation 3.30, through which
we may rewrite
X
Λm (ε) = D0 PA (p) p.
(3.37)
m∈M

Consequently, the first order condition becomes
−
37 The

∂PA (p) p
∂D (p) p
=−
= ED (p) = 1
∂p PA (p)
∂p D (p)

(3.38)

Nash bargaining game is a model that describes bargaining between two actors. The
Nash bargaining solution is one solution to such a bargining game. It is defined by four
axioms, namely the Nash bargaining solution should be: Pareto optimal, invariant to affine
transformations, independent of irrelevant alternatives, and symmetric [7].
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Figure 3.14: Illustration of the outcome from a Nash bargaining game
(cooperative game-theory) in a context where the NEP is used as disagreement
point. Notice that the utilities (in our case revenues) of the feasible outcomes
associated with a cooperative game are Pareto dominant with respect to the
NEP. Hence the Nash bargaining solution is, from the perspective of the
cooperating actors, preferable.
where we have used Equation 3.33. From this, the optimal price per MByte is
obtained as
−1
p∗ = ED
(1) ,
(3.39)
and we notice that this corresponds to the monopoly price [94]. We may
furthermore derive the optimal reservation price, measured in monetary per
second, as
N
X X
E −1 (1)
i−
ε∗ = hD
sm
(3.40)
j .
e
E X|M|
m∈M j=1

h
i
e|M| [s/MByte] is the expected transmission time that a randomly
Here E X

selected user, served by |M| APs, needs in order to transfer one MByte.

3.6.3

Results

Below we quantify the performance associated with a competitive access market.
For users we rely on the average session throughput, and the monetary cost per
transferred MByte whereas we, for APs, instead, utilize the average revenue per
second, and AP. For each scenario, and potentially offered load D0 , a timeduration of 40 hours, with a granularity of 1 second, has been simulated. It
should be noted that all the presented results have been evaluated at the NEP of
the two respective games. The APs are identical and associated with a maximum
peak data-rate, Rmax , of 7 Mbit/s and the remaining simulation parameters
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Table 3.5: Summary of the obtained reservation prices for different potentially
offered loads D0 that corresponds to noncooperative AP game.
Potentially offered load D0 [Mbps/AP]
Cooperating APs
Convex
Linear
Concave

0.8

1.6

2.4

3.2

4.8

80
90
95

70
80
90

60
80
85

50
70
80

32
50
60

6
4
2

26
12
6

32
20
12

29
20
16

16
16
16

Competing APs
Convex
Linear
Concave

are summarized in Table 3.3. For the sake of completeness the equilibrium
reservation prices ε∗ of the AP game are presented in Table 3.5.
User Performance
Figure 3.15 and 3.16 depict the average cost per transferred MByte and the
average user session throughput, respectively. Note that we, in both figures,
have omitted the simulated results for the case where the APs cooperate, and
instead relied on validated analytical results. From the figures it is apparent
that an architecture where APs compete for users, and consequently share their
infrastructure implicitly, in combination with trade-agents can reduce the price
and increase session throughput considerably, especially at low loads. More
interestingly the observed difference between the case where APs compete and
cooperate reduces with the “concavity” of user demand. We recall that a
concave demand function corresponded to situations where user demand was
homogeneous and the vast majority of users had a comparable price threshold.
As a matter of fact we may furthermore recall; see Figure 3.13; that the concave
demand function had smallest price elasticity ED as long as the price per
transferred MByte, p, was lower than 125 mu/MByte. This means that an
increase in price only affects the demand marginally, which in turn also implies
that the number of users entering will, in the case where APs cooperate, be
highest for the concave demand function as depicted in Figure 3.18. This
motivates both the higher price, as well as the lower user throughput (since
more users have to share the channel).
Network Performance
While the previous subsection focused on the user performance, this section
targets the AP performance. Figure 3.17 shows the relative revenue-gain for
AP between the case where the APs compete and cooperate, respectively. As
expected we see that competing APs earn less than those who cooperate although
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Figure 3.15: Average monetary expenditure per transferred MByte as a function
of the potentially offered load D0 (file arrival density λ) for the studied demand
functions. Corresponding prices for the case where APs cooperate are included
for comparison. We see that the price per MByte reduce if AP competition is
ensured and that the gain is most pronounced in scenarios where the demand
function is convex. For the sake of completeness we have also included the
95-percent confidence interval for the average values (this is very tight and
within the markers and it should be mentioned that they are based on numerous
independent, time-dynamical, simulation experiments).
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Figure 3.16: Average throughput experienced by users as a function of the
potentially offered load D0 . We see that AP competition can improve the user
throughput considerably and similar to the average price, largest difference is
obtained with the convex demand function. For the sake of completeness we
have also included the 95-percent confidence interval for the average values and
it should be mentioned that they are based on numerous independent, timedynamical, simulation experiments).
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Relative revenue gain for APs in cooperation
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Figure 3.17: Relative revenue gain for cooperating APs as a function of the
potentially offered load D0 . We see that although APs always will benefit from
cooperation the relative gain decreases rather quickly with D0 . This means that,
as long as the system is not overprovisioned (and resource management is not a
problem), an architecture where APs compete for wireless users is feasible. For
the sake of completeness we have also included the 95-percent confidence interval
for the average values (these are very tight and within the markers and it should
be mentioned that they are based on numerous independent, time-dynamical,
simulation experiments).
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Figure 3.18: Average channel occupancy for the different demand functions as
a function of offered load.

the difference between them decrease with D0 . For example when D0 is 3.2
Mbits/s/AP, which corresponds to an average channel occupancy between 0.400.55 (depending on demand function), the relative revenue loss is smaller than
50 percent for all of the studied demand functions and for the concave demand
function the difference is diminutive.
In general, it is evident that the loss in revenue is less pronounced than the
users’ “quality” improvement. This can be ascribed to the fact that scenarios
where APs compete for wireless users will result in a lower price per transferred
MByte p (than the monopoly price) which in turn results in a higher entering
probability.

3.7

Conclusions

In this chapter we have studied open systems where access selection is performed
in a decentralized fashion by autonomous agents, residing in users’ terminals.
The agents compete for wireless transmission time in a wireless system and
continuously try to maximize their own utility. To study the problem we adopted
a game-theoretic approach and next we summarize the key results of our studies.
This is followed by a discussion of their validity.
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Decentralized Access Selection in WLAN Networks
The first part of the chapter proposed a decentralized algorithm in which agents
estimated the current network conditions and then prioritized between the
available access points (APs) in a wireless local area network (WLAN) hotspot. As agents were selfish they connected to the AP that offered them highest
expected throughput. This was determined via estimations of the path-loss and
AP load and it should be noted that we focused on a noise-limited system.
To evaluate its performance we compared it to a received signal strength
(RSS) criterion, as well as to several centralized criteria proposed in the literature
that required knowledge about the pathgain matrix, as well as AP load for all
users in the system.
For the studied configurations, our proposed algorithm offered comparable
performance, both in terms of throughput and fairness, as the centralized
criteria. Typically, the agent needed to spend in the order of 10 ms per AP
to obtain a sufficiently accurate estimate and compared to an RSS criterion, our
proposed algorithm could more than double the supported load (“capacity”)
even after accounting measurement time and estimation errors.
Decentralized Market Based RRM
The second part of the chapter developed a framework for studying decentralized
price-based access selection, and flow control, in contexts where users with delayelastic data traffic competed for wireless resources (transmission time). The
price for the resource was settled through a proportional fair divisible auction
during which the current price, continuously, was advertised to trade-agents in
the AP proximity. For the trade-agents the problem was, partly to prioritize
between the set of available APs, but also to determine how much resources
they should purchase given their selection. The problem was formulated as a
sequence of noncooperative games between selfish trade-agents whose objective
were to minimize their expected “cost” (disutility) for transferring a file. This
was modelled as a weighted sum of the file transfer delay and the monetary
expenditure.
Besides a “persistent” strategy, which was based on the assumption that
current circumstances would remain unchanged during the entire file transfer,
an “opportunistic” strategy that tried to exploit variations in AP load and
peak data-rates was developed. As comparison we used a weighted shortest
expected remaining processing time (SERTP/C) scheduling rule, which requires
knowledge about peak data-rates, queue lengths as well as preferences of all the
users, and given this minimizes the expected average cost per file transfer.
Our results showed that both the persistent and opportunistic agent-strategy
offered performance comparable to the SERPT/C allocation rule for a wide range
of loads. Typically the performance loss was between 10-30 percent although
opportunistic agent-strategies could give similar performance as the SERPT/C
scheme when load and peak data-rates varied significantly. However, when
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comparing to a max-min bandwidth fair allocation (which would be obtained in,
e.g., a WLAN network) or a time-fair allocation the efficiency could be improved
considerably.
At the end we extended the framework to also encompass contexts where
revenue-seeking APs with overlapping coverage competed for the wireless users
(“traffic”). The problem was modelled as two coupled noncooperative games and
it was used for studying an open access market. Our focus was on evaluating
how such a market affected user, and AP, performance and as comparison we
utilized the outcome of a Nash bargaining game.
Our results show that establishing a competitive access market can reduce
the cost per transferred MByte, as well as increase users average throughput,
significantly. Of course this comes at the expense of APs who earn less revenue
than when they cooperate. To some extent, however, the reduced prices
are neutralized by larger traffic volumes. To the end we highlight that the
performance difference between the cooperative, and competitive equilibriums
reduced with the the concavity of the user-demand. The latter corresponded to
situations where the majority of users had similar price preferences.

3.7.1

Validity of Results

The results presented in this chapter are based on time-dynamical Monte Carlo
simulations where users, with a file of fixed size, arrive to the system according
to a Poisson process.
The first contribution of the chapter, Paper 4, targeted on a noise-limited
system for a traffic hot-spot (i.e., a limited geographical area). Hence the
results are only valid in scenarios where there exist several orthogonal channels.
When the system is interference-limited we would expect that the gain in user
throughput from advanced load-aware access selection to reduce. Furthermore
we would expect that selfish algorithms, that only try to maximize the individual
user throughput, are less efficient (compared to the noise-limited scenario) than
their centralized counterparts since users that select to connect to another AP
than the closest would create higher levels of interference.
In contexts where the WLAN networks are planned and deployed for widearea coverage (e.g., municipality networks) we would furthermore expect that
the benefits from load-aware access selection are smaller. This, simply because
the probability that a user is located in a position where two APs can offer
comparable throughput reduces significantly.
For the second part of the chapter, Paper 5 and 6, several assumptions
deserves to be highlighted. First of all we have neglected the increased
overhead caused by the placing of bids in the auction. Moreover we assumed
that interfering APs were transmitting continuously with a fixed power, which
resulted in that the interference level at a given position was constant. With
time-varying interference, however, users’ peak data-rate will be dependent on
the signal to interference ratio. This, on the other hand, depends on the load at
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the APs, which in turn is a function of the outcome of the auction. Hence the
peak data-rate would, in reality, have to be estimated a priori to the auction.
Although this might be feasible for situations where users are stationary and
where APs use time-hopping (to smoothen interference), it is questionable if
it holds for fast moving users. Moreover we assumed that the peak data-rates
were independent, both between users and APs, which could have affected the
performance. Hence our results would need to be validated in a multi-cell
environment.
Moreover we, in Paper 6, assumed that user-demand only was dependent on
price, and that users who rejected an AP offering did not return to the system,
while trade-agents that had commenced a transfer always completed it. While
all these assumptions can be discussed, an even stronger assumption is that the
demand is independent on the expected quality of service (in this case data rate
at the MAC layer) and this is an interesting suggestion for future research.

Chapter 4

High-Speed Data
Provisioning with
Discontinuous Capacity
Regions
The two previous chapters have dealt with the problem of selecting the
appropriate AP in a wireless network composed of multiple subsystems and
an underlying assumption has been that users are covered by multiple APs.
Although this will be the case in certain environments, one could also envision
the situation where high-capacity wireless access is available only sporadically.
An example is community-based (user-deployed) networks based on barter-trade
where a user can gain access to other community-members’ APs if these are
granted access to the particular user’s AP.1
As noted in the introduction of the thesis, data services are often dependent
on the experienced data rate. Moreover part of their content often remains the
same for rather long time-periods. Hence the time-instant when information is
transferred, and the time-instant when it actually is consumed can be decoupled.
This opens up for the possibility of relaxing the requirement of “anytimeanywhere” coverage and it is the starting point of this chapter. Next we present
a review of existing research, and thereafter, position, and briefly summarize our
last contribution of this thesis, Paper 7.
1 An example is FON, which is a community-based network with more than 160,000 members
worldwide that was launched in 2006. Members of the community (“Foneros”) allow each other
to access their respective APs and typically the network available to users, or consumers, will
consist of high-capacity pockets. According to their mission statement; FON is a value-added
service for existing fixed network operators since it enables subscribers of the fixed network
operator a larger footprint. Also users who are not members of the community can utilize the
network, although at a cost of e3/24h.
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4.1

Related Literature

An architecture consisting of high capacity APs (“infostations”) together
forming a network with discontinuous area coverage was originally proposed in
[95]. In addition to reducing terminals’ transmission power, such an architecture
could, compared to a cellular network, increase system throughput and reduce
the production cost of wireless bits significantly.
In [96,97] the infostation concept was outlined and several research questions
were identified. Special attention was devoted to determining whether power
control should be used when the objective was to maximize system throughput
for a scenario in which users traversed along a one-dimensional street. Besides a
rudimentary on/off scheme where APs simply refrained from transmitting if the
signal to noise ratio was too low, a case with variable transmit power was studied.
Given an average power constraint, the authors concluded that the two schemes
offered similar throughput. For the case with variable power, the optimal power
level increased in inverse proportion to the distance between the AP and users.
Hence, they argued, the idea of optimizing system capacity was consistent with
saving power for epochs when the channel conditions were favorable, and users
close to the AP.
The focus in [98, 99] was to minimize file latency and both a linear, onedimensional, as well as two-dimensional system with single-rate APs (which still
depended on the cell size though) were treated. The system was modelled as a
queue with reneging 2 and it was shown that both the system throughput and the
individual file latency, benefited from reduced area coverage. The improvement
in system throughput was motivated by that reduced area coverage allowed a
smaller cluster size (reuse factor), as well as higher modulation order. While
the former results in that each AP can be assigned more spectrum, the latter
enabled a higher spectral efficiency. As furthermore the time between AP visits,
in the one-dimension case, is, almost, independent of their area coverage, delay is
mainly driven by the reneging probability (i.e., that a user is unable to complete
the file transfer at a certain AP) and it is clear that a high system capacity
also promoted a small file latency. In [98], the authors expanded the study to a
two-dimensional case where high-capacity APs were mounted on the sites in the
cellular network. Compared to the one-dimensional case, the two-dimensional
case is more ambiguous since a reduced AP radii allowed higher modulation as
well as smaller cluster size, but at the same time caused larger time-durations
between AP visits. It was shown that, with a planned AP deployment, a
wide area-coverage was preferred for low loads. This since the competition for
resources was small, which also meant that the reneging probability was low,
and file latency mainly was driven by the time it took to enter AP coverage.
As the load increased however, and the wireless channel had to be shared, highlevel modulation combined with small cluster size, was the best design choice.
This supports the results presented in [100] wherein it was argued that the user
2 This

implies that a job can leave the queue before it is completed.
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closest to the AP with data to transfer should be allocated the entire channel.
In [100] they also briefly outlined some potential business models for networks of
infostations and their examples ranged from small local operators that deployed
a set of APs in, e.g., a shopping mall, to store owners cooperating with mobile
network operators through some franchising agreement.
While the previous work started from the assumption that the wireless link
limited performance, both [100,101] concentrated on a scenario where the wired
connections feeding the APs were the bottleneck. As in [98] the aim was
to minimize the file latency and they proposed that the content (which only
change on a slow time-basis) should be pre-fetched (and stored) at the APs. In
circumstances where this was not possible, e.g., when a user requested some new
content this could either be downloaded to the AP at which the user currently
was located or partitioned over several neighboring APs. Their results indicated
that for one-dimensional systems, users’ file transfer latency decreased with their
speed since the wired constraint can be virtually removed by spreading out
communication over several slow links.
While previous studies only relied on fixed APs, [102] expanded the concept
to also encompass users, which were viewed as mobile APs since two users in
the proximity of each other could exchange files. The paper originated from
the observation that multiple users will request the same piece of information
(although potentially not at the same time-instant). More specifically, the
authors studied the dissemination of a movie consisting of several small files
and they included the issue of noncooperation between users. Each user had a
preference list with files that it requested and two users in each others proximity
inspected the files of the other user. If both identified files that they wanted,
an exchange occurred. Their results showed that if users can exchange files
with each other content dissemination becomes more efficient (both in terms
of system throughput and fairness) with increasing number of files that are of
interest for multiple users. Also in [103, 104] the dissemination of data amongst
mobile users that exchanged files was discussed. Amongst other it was shown
that the dissemination efficiency, which was defined as the time-duration until
a certain percentage of the users had obtained their requested file, increased
with the popularity of the data since more users were involved in spreading the
information. Moreover, they showed that transmission power had large impact
on the efficiency, especially in situations where an uncommon data file was
requested. Also mobility increased the efficiency (since the number of encounters
increased) while forwarding of queries, i.e. circumstances where mobile devices
act as proxies and asks their neighbors on account on someone else, only had
marginal impact.
In [105] the problem of how the wireless channel at an infostation should
be shared between users was revisited and a transmission protocol coined
WINMAC was proposed. Contrary to [100], where it was argued that the
channel always should be allocated to the user closest to the AP, the authors
here highlighted that the allocation scheme should differ depending on whether
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users were stationary or moving. The WINMAC protocol therefore combined a
fair allocation scheme, which the authors argued should be used if users were
stationary, and a preemptive scheme where the entire channel was assigned to
one user. The latter, they argued, was suitable for mobile users. They relied
on a packet reservation multiple access scheme in which the mode of operation
could be switched from fair, to preemptive.
Methods for reducing infrastructure related cost for deploying and operating
wireless infrastructure was presented in [106]. Three methods were treated;
one “optimal” which, given a certain service requirement tried to minimize the
number of APs, a “grid installation” that mimicked a rudimentary network plan,
and one method where the APs were deployed by users in an irregular fashion.
It was concluded that irregular (random) AP placement typically double the
required AP density for a given service requirement.

4.2

Contribution

Existing literature has focused evaluating various on design choices for systems
with discontinuous high-capacity pockets where the objective to minimize file
delay. For example, we have observed that there is not any need for variable
power control, that the channel should be allocated to the user closest to the AP,
and that irregular deployment typically doubles the necessary number of APs for
a given service requirement. However, besides file transfers, mobile users that is
part of a community-based network will also request other services, such as web
browsing.
In the last contribution of the thesis we study an architecture where terminalbased agents opportunistically pre-fetch pieces of information (that their user
potentially may request at some future time-instant) as they move close to an AP.
Our aim is to evaluate when the user-perceived performance becomes acceptable
and, more importantly, if the required AP density is considerably less than the
one required for “full coverage”.

4.3

Limitations

Throughout this study we evaluate the performance of a single user, i.e., there is
no competition for wireless resources. Moreover, we assume that all information
is available at the AP and that performance, consequently, is limited by the
wireless link. This is reasonable for scenarios where the backbone capacity is
high or when pre-fetching is used also by APs (as in [101]). We furthermore
assume that users are continuously moving, i.e., they do not stop when they
have an ongoing session.
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Service Provisioning with Ad-Hoc Deployed
High-Speed Access Points in Urban Environments (Paper 7)

Below we summarize the service model and the results presented in Paper 7. For
other modelling assumptions, e.g. mobility or propagation models, the reader is
referred to the original paper [24] (Paper 7).

4.4.1

Service Modelling and Performance Evaluation

In an environment with sparsely deployed APs, the peak data-rate that users
experience will fluctuate considerably over time. An example of a realization of
the experienced peak data-rate for a certain user is shown in Figure 4.1(a) where
the shaded areas correspond to epochs during which the user does not have any
radio coverage at all. To hide these, users must be able to continue, as well as
start new sessions during those periods. One way to achieve this would be to
let an agent, located in the user terminal, repeatedly pre-fetch information that
the user may request at some future time-instant.
To evaluate whether an architecture can support a given service we have
developed a service model. It assumes that data services are based on the transfer
of “items”. An item corresponds to the smallest piece of information that users
can utilize individually. For example, in a web browsing session the individual
web pages would constitute the items whereas a file transfer is composed of a
single item. For each item we then define:
1. The consumption period, Tc , which depicts the average time-duration
during which an item is consumed. To exemplify, if the item represents
a web page the consumption period would be the users’ average reading
time whereas Tc , for a video clip, instead would coincide with the duration
of the clip.
2. The consumption data-rate, Rc , which represents the minimum required
data-rate during the consumption period. E.g., if the video-clip in the
example above is viewed in a media player that requires 128 kbit/s, then
Rc =128 kbit/s. For items where the consumption period is determined by
the user behavior (e.g., the reading time in a web browsing session), Rc is
defined by the ratio of the item’s size Bc and Tc .
3. The cache life-time, Tf , that describes how old an item can be and still be
of acceptable quality to the user.
When evaluating whether an infrastructure supports a service we distinguish
between two types of services; those that consist of items that are easy predict
and those that are composed of items difficult to predict. For the first service
type, the agents’ primary task is to keep the information adequately fresh and
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Figure 4.1: (a) A realization of the instantaneous peak data-rate R(t)
for a
e
certain user. (b) Minimum pre-fetching time Tt for accumulating Bc bits until
the service’s starting time (t = 0). (c) In this alternative setting, Tet represents
the minimum delivery delay for providing an item of Bc bits requested at time
t = 0. In (b) and (c) we assumed Tf = 5 minutes, Tc = 8 minutes and Bc =
1.3GBit.
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Table 4.1: Summary of studied services
Service
Rc [kbps] Tc [minutes] Tf [minutes]
Breaking news
128
4
N/A
In-depth news
400
20
N/A
Web browsing
3.4
0.6
2, 10, 30
as a performance measure we use how far in advance the software agent needs to
start pre-fetching the information. This is in our model described by the random
variable Tet . An illustration is shown in Figure 4.1(b).3 While values of Tet smaller
than Tf indicate that the infrastructure can support the service requirements,
larger values suggest that the infrastructure leads to outdated information.
Most services will however consist of items that are difficult to predict and
for those, the main purpose of the agent is to statistically prioritize, without
complete information, between items. To evaluate whether this type of services
can be offered by a certain infrastructure we rely on the number of items that
an agent on average can pre-fetch during the time-period [t,t-T] and it is defined
as
Rt
e (ξ) dξ
R
e
N (t, T ) , t−T
.
(4.1)
Bc
Similarly, Tet is defined as

e (t, ξ) = 1 .
Tet , ξ : N
(4.2)

4.4.2

Results

As examples for service types composed of items that are easy and difficult to
predict we consider a
• personalized news subscription service (involving streaming) with limited
time interest, and a
• more delay tolerant entertainment service, which is exemplified by web
browsing access,
respectively. For the personalized news subscription service we furthermore
distinguish between two quality levels (both in terms of cache life-time and
depth of the information) and Table 4.1 presents the parameters associated with
the studied services.
Personalized News Subscriptions
Figure 4.2 presents the median value for Tet as a function of the AP density for
both a case where the entire file is downloaded before the user starts consuming
3 Notice that T
e would correspond to the average item delivery delay in situations where
there is no pre-fetching and items are downloaded subsequent to user requests.
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Breaking news
Breaking news, streaming
In-depth news
In-depth news, streaming
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Figure 4.2: The median value of how far in advance the agent would have to
start pre-fetching the news clip (with and without streaming) as a function of
AP density. Values in parenthesis correspond to the percentage of users that
would need to deploy an AP with 4000 inhabitants per km2 .
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it, and for a case where the file is ideally streamed.4 The curves correspond to
an upper and lower bound on performance. We see that even at rather low AP
densities the transfer delay (without streaming) is modest for the median user.
Furthermore it is evident that streaming can reduce the experienced file latency
for the median user significantly.
Web Browsing Access
In Figure 4.3 we present the median number of web pages that can be
simultaneously maintained with varying required freshness. It is evident that
for each cache lifetime Tf there exists a critical AP density at which the median
e (t, Tf ) increases dramatically. This suggests that the provisioning of
value of N
web pages follows an on/off behavior. At densities lower than the critical the
time-duration during which users are in radio outage exceeds the cache lifetime
Tf and, thus, limit performance. Once this threshold is exceeded, however, and
the median user enters radio coverage sufficiently often, the number of web pages
that can be maintained increase significantly since the size of a single web page
is very small.5 As furthermore the performance will be limited by the AP that
is capable of updating the smallest number of web pages the marginal benefit of
additional APs is small.

4.5

Conclusions

In this chapter we have, briefly, examined the feasibility of provisioning
data services in networks that consists of discontinuous high-capacity pockets
deployed by users in an ad-hoc fashion. The main challenge in such environments
is to hide outage periods from users so that their “experience” is comparable
with the one offered with wide-area coverage. To a certain degree, this can
be achieved by decoupling the time-instant when the information is transferred
from the time-period during which the service is consumed. Both file downloads
(of information with limited time interest) and web browsing sessions were
considered.
We showed that services start to perform very well above some AP density,
which is considerably lower than the one required for continuous coverage.
For example, with an AP density as small as 40 APs/km2 the median user
experiences a file transfer delay smaller than 2.5 minutes for downloading a 4
MByte file whereas web browsing can be supported with roughly 35 AP/km2
4 In this case T
et is selected with complete knowledge about future events and it can thus be
interpreted as a lower bound.
5 One can show that the number of APs that a user will pass during a time-duration of T
f
is Poisson distributed with an intensity λ ∝ rρv. Here ρ denotes the AP density, r the AP
cell radii, and v the speed of the user. Hence the probability that a user will not enter AP
coverage during an interval of Tf becomes e−crρvTf where c is some constant.
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Figure 4.3: The median value of the number of web pages that can be
simultaneously maintained as a function of AP density for a few different cache
lifetimes Tf . Values in parenthesis correspond to the percentage of users that
would need to deploy an APs in an environment with 4000 inhabitants per km2 .
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if users are satisfied with that the content of the web pages are, at most, 30
minutes old.

4.5.1

Validity of Results

In many circumstances the agent will have to rely on statistical decision making
when determining which pages, songs, etc., to pre-fetch. As we also neglected
potential effects of user stops and competition for resources, our results can be
said to provide an optimistic performance estimate. However, the negative effects
of stationary active users could be mitigated by using other users as mobile APs
as in e.g. [102].

Chapter 5

Concluding Remarks
This chapter concludes the first part of the thesis. Besides highlighting
our most important results, and putting them into a larger context, some
recommendations for future research are outlined.

5.1

Summary of the Studies

We have studied the problem of assigning users with delay-elastic data services
to the appropriate “access point” (AP) in closed and open multi-access system.
The former, closed systems, refers to situations where the subsystems, as well
as terminals, are controlled by a single entity and typical examples are (possibly
virtual) mobile network operators. Open systems are instead composed of
networks managed by different providers and they are characterized by that
users are “free” to use any network, and AP, independent of provider. Up
until recently such systems have been rare and only existed in certain specific
situations, such as international roaming, community-based networks, etc.
While closed systems allow for network-centric criterions, such as max-min
bandwidth fair assignments, open systems implicitly delegate control to users
who are handed the opportunity to act selfishly. This selfish behavior could, for
example, be a consequence of limited information of the preferences of the other
users. As known from other research disciplines, however, a decentralized control
combined with self-interested stakeholders can result in inefficient resource
utilization and, in the prolonging, considerable performance degradation.
In this thesis we have quantified:
• To what extent advanced (load sensitive) access selection criteria for
prioritizing between RATs, and APs, can increase system and user
performance, and
• If decentralized AP selection with self-interested users is capable of offering
comparable performance to centralized schemes.
105
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Need for Load Aware Access Selection

Most existing networks, including the multi-access networks deployed and
managed by mobile network operators, belong to the class of closed systems.
Typically the subsystems have both different coverage and skew capacities.
For such, nomadic users demanding data services should, as a general rule,
be assigned to the subsystem (RAT) within range that provides the highest
peak data-rate (which can be estimated in the terminal based on received signal
strength). This indicates that, from a resource efficiency point of view, the
benefits from centralized RAT selection are limited. Although it certainly can
be argued that the problem of assigning (highly) mobile users to the appropriate
subsystem in mixed-traffic scenarios is more ambiguous, existing literature
suggests that gains, beyond those capture by “common practice” (e.g., assign
data users to WLAN and voice users to 2G systems) generally are small.
Within a single subsystem, basing the AP selection on criteria that also
account for load can, however, increase data-rates. Generally speaking, the
gains are largest when the subsystem is noise-limited (use large reuse factor),
deployment is unplanned, the average number of users per AP is small, and
shadow fading considerable. These factors either enable improvements or
mitigate the adverse effects (such as interference) that occur when users are
assigned to another AP than the one associated with the received signal strength
criterion.
An example of such a system is a nonblocking WLAN network (with many
channels available), which employs a max-min bandwidth fair medium access
control protocol. For that we showed that the saturation system throughput
could be increased by 50 percent while the minimum guaranteed data-rates
(“coverage”) could be doubled. Our results furthermore indicated that a
proportionally fair assignment criterion offered a desirable tradeoff between
system efficiency and coverage.

5.1.2

Efficiency of Decentralized Access Selection

The second part of thesis focused on the efficiency of decentralized access
selection in open networks where self-interested (“selfish”) users, and in some
cases also APs, compete so as to maximize their own utility (without considering
how their decisions affected others). For the special case of a WLAN hotspot we showed that a method with terminal-based software agents, accounting
for AP load, was capable of offering similar performance, both in terms of
session throughput and “fairness”, as the centralized counterparts for a noiselimited system. Compared with a criterion based only on the received signal
strength the offered load at a given maximum delay (“system capacity”) could
be increased with up to 200 percent even after accounting for measurement
errors. In interference-limited scenarios the difference between our decentralized
load-aware, and the rudimentary RSS, criterion reduced.
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We also developed a game-theoretic framework for decentralized AP, and
rate, selection applicable to a generic multi-access system. Therein resources
were allocated, via a proportionally fair divisible auction, to users who competed
by bidding for transmission time at available APs. Although the framework,
throughout this thesis, was used for studying price-based radio resource
management in open systems we highlight that it also may be useful as a
distributed implementation in closed heterogeneous systems.
For downlink transmission and with users that wanted to minimize a weighted
sum of their monetary expenditure and delay, our results suggested that the
“price of anarchy” was rather small. With an agent-strategy that tried to exploit
the beneficial conditions (varying rates, loads, etc.) a cost around 10-20 percent
higher than a near-optimal scheduling strategy (that global network information
about peak data-rates, queue lengths, as well as user preferences) was achieved.
Put side by side to a bandwidth fair and time fair allocation, however, user
perceived performance can be increased several orders of magnitude. To the
end we also treated the case where, besides users, also APs competed with each
other by selecting a minimum price below which they did not sell the resource
in an open access market. For all studied cases, a competitive access market
resulted in lower prices, as well as higher throughput for the users. At the same
time, revenues were lower then when APs cooperated. The difference, however,
reduced the concavity of the user-demand, which occurs when users had a similar
maximum price.

5.1.3

Service Provisioning with Discontinuous Coverage

The third and final part of the thesis examined whether it was feasible to
offer data services in a high-capacity network with discontinuous coverage.
The main problem in such architectures is to hide potential outage periods
so that users can initiate, and continue, sessions also when they are outside
radio coverage. By letting a terminal-based agent opportunistically pre-fetch
potentially relevant pieces of information, and thereby effectively decouple the
time-duration where the information is transferred from the period where the
information is consumed, we showed that an adequate service quality can be
offered with AP densities significantly lower than those required for wide-area
coverage. Typically the minimum required AP density was determined by the
time-durations between AP visits, which is inversely proportional with respect
to both the AP density and radius.

5.1.4

Future Work

While writing this thesis, several topics for future research has become evident.
Starting with the obvious, both Paper 5 and Paper 6, which study pricebased decentralized access selection in open systems, have relied on very
simplistic models where, for example, the interference is modelled as coming from
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constantly transmitting APs. A natural extension would hence be to validate
the results for a multi-cell scenario. Besides utilizing more accurate modelling,
e.g., account for spatial correlation, it would be important to conclude if the
decentralized updating mechanism converges to an equilibrium.
It would also be interesting to apply the framework to closed networks,
such as an operator’s multi-access system, as a distributed resource allocation
scheme. For example it could, with proper design of utility functions, be used for
balancing load. In this context the reservation price gives an additional degree of
freedom to adapt traffic demand at a certain AP in case of backhaul limitations.
As the vast majority of studies included in the thesis assumed stationary
users, it would be interesting to, in greater detail, study and quantify how
mobility affects the access selection between RATs. Although, we argued that
this selection always should be based on peak data-rate at each given instant,
it is not obvious how terminals, with delay-elastic traffic, should behave in a
context where a cellular network offering wide-area coverage is “complemented”
by a cheaper, e.g., user-deployed high-capacity WLAN network that offers
discontinuous high-capacity regions.
In the larger picture it would also be interesting to apply the game-theoretic
framework to the area of decentralized resource management in closed and open
networks. While it for closed systems first and foremost would be a matter of
designing mechanisms (e.g., an auction with the appropriate utility functions,
that ensures efficient operations) the most challenging problem for open systems
would be the design of mechanisms that encourage long-term commitments of
the involved stakeholders.
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Figure 1: Example of the capacity regions for two subsystems where each
individual subsystem is able to support three service types (radio access bearers).

Appendix A: Theorems
Theorem I – Consider a multi-access systems composed of n subsystems and
m service classes and where each individual subsystem has a linear capacity
region. Then the relative difference between a centralized (ideal) service-based
assignment, which has perfect knowledge of the load per subsystem and access
service, and a distributed RAT selection, C is given as
1 ≤ C (xc ) =

xc cT
t

= xc



1

1

1



, tot , . . . , tot ≤ C ∗ ≤ min (n, m) .
ctot
c2
cm
1

(A-1)

Pn i
i
Here ctot
j =
i=1 cj and cj corresponds to the maximum load of class j traffic
that subsystem i can carry. xc denotes a point in the convex hull of the capacity
region associated with the centralized service-based assignment. Additionally,
the maximum gain C ∗ can obtained by evaluating Equation A-1 in nm (m − 1)
points.
Proof – Consider a multi-access, multi-service system composed of n subsystems. Furthermore assume that each individual subsystem supports m serviceclasses (radio access bearers) and that the subsystems’ capacity regions can be
described by
xcT
∀ i = 1...n
(A-2)
i = 1
h
i
where ci = c1i , c1i , . . . , c1i . An example with two subsystems and three service1

2

m

classes is depicted in Figure 1.
Assume further that with distributed RAT selection (and without reselection
between systems) a user demanding access-service j is assigned to subsystem i
with a probability pi|j =

ci
Pj i .
i cj

In this case the multi-access capacity region is
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Combined service−based capacity region
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Figure 2: Capacity region associated with centralized, load-aware, service-based
allocation. Notice that the convex hull is the intersection of 3 (2 − 1) = 3
hyperplanes.
described by
xcT
tot = 1,

where cT
tot

(A-3)
i
1
1
1
, ctot
, . . . , ctot
= ctot
. Although this scheme tries to allocate users
h

1

2

m

to the most efficient subsystem it does not rely on information about number of
users, for each service class, already admitted.
The capacity region with the centralized service-based load-aware assignment, which assumes that users are reallocated if they are assigned to a full
subsystem, is a polyhedron defined by m (n − 1) hyperplane. This is known to
constitute a convex set [107]. An example is illustrated in Figure 2 for the two
subsystems depicted in Figure 1.
Given a point xc = [a1 , a2 , . . . , am ] that belongs to the convex hull
of capacity-region associated with centralized load-aware service-based user
assignment (see Figure 2) there always exists a corresponding point xp (xc ) =
i
h
x 1, aa12 , . . . , aam1 such that
xp (xc )cT
t =x



1
ctot
1

+

a2
am
+
tot
a1 ctot
a
1 cm
2



= 1.

(A-4)

This is ensured by Equation A-3 and solving Equation A-4 gives
x= 

1
1

ctot
1

+

a2
a1 ctot
2

+

am
a1 ctot
m

.

(A-5)
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Figure 3: Capacity gain, C, between the centralized load-aware servicebased (ideal) assignment compared to distributed RAT selection service-based
assignment.
Thus the gain per service-class becomes
m

C1 (xc ) = . . . Cm (xc ) =

X
a
a1
a2
am
a1
Pn j i .
= tot + tot + · · · + tot =
x
c1
c2
cm
i=1 cj
j=1

(A-6)

The gain for our previous example is illustrated in Figure 3.
The maximum gain C ∗ is obtained in one of the nm (m − 1) potential corners
associated with the capacity region of the centralized load-aware service-based
allocation. Furthermore it is clear that C ∗ ≤ min (n, m) and the equality holds
when each individual subsystem only is capable of supporting one service type.
Remark 1. If all the individual subsystems are assumed to have identical
traffic mix, the capacity gain between the centralized load-aware service-based
assignment, C 0 , is given as
a1
T
i=1 xp (xc ) ci

C10 (xc ) = Pn

(A-7)

and we may note that C10 ≥ C1 .
Remark 2. It should be noted that the potential effects of increased macroscopic
diversity order and trunking efficiency has been neglected.

Theorem II – User games where the terminals only are allowed to bid at one
AP has a unique NEP when users have a utility function described by Equation
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A-8. The game is furthermore guaranteed to converge to this equilibrium.
Proof – The proof consists of three parts; the existence, uniqueness and
the convergence. To show the existence of a NEP we start by noting
that the strategy-space S = {s = (s1 , . . . , sN ) : si ∈ [0, smax ] ∀ i} constitutes a
nonempty, compact convex set (a polyhedron). As the utility function
uj = − (sj + αj )

qj (sj + s−j )
,
Rj sj

(A-8)

furthermore, is quasi-concave in sj and continuous in s we may conclude that
the correspondence has at least one fixed point s∗ = ϕ (s∗ ) [108].
To verify the uniqueness of the NEP we use a contradiction. Assume that
there existed two NEPs, say x and y where both xj , yj > 0 ∀ j. Assume further
that there exist a xj < yj . Then we can find a β > 1 for which βx ≥ y and
βxj = yj . This yields
yj = ϕj (y) ≤ ϕj (βx) < βϕj (x) = βxj

(A-9)

where we have used that ϕj (s) ≥ ϕj (s0 ) if s ≥ s0 , and that ϕj (βs) < βϕ (s) if
β > 1 where ϕ (·) is defined as in Equation A-10 below (i.e., the best response to
Equation A-8). As Equation A-9 suggests that βxj > yj , which is a contradiction
to our original assumption, we can conclude that there only can exist one NEP.
Finally we turn to the convergence and we start by focusing on synchronous
updates. Originating from best response function for, say trade-agent j,
v 

u
N
u
u X
sj = ϕj (s) = tαj
si + ε 

(A-10)

i6=j

and assuming that s (0) = 0 (i.e. no trade-agent has placed a bid yet), we obtain
√
√
s (1) = [ α1 ε, . . . , αN ε] > s (0)

(A-11)

In a similar manner we get
s (2) = ϕ (s (1)) ≥ ϕ (s (0)) = s (1) ,

(A-12)

etc., and in the prolonging s (n + 1) ≥ s (n). As furthermore ϕj (s (n)) ≤ s∗j ∀ n
we may finally conclude that limn→∞ s (n) → s∗ since every increasing sequence
has a limit point in a compact set.
Remark 1. The approach used in this proof is similar to one used in [109].

Theorem III – The multi-AP user game where trade-agents’ cost function is
described by Equation 3.23 has an NEP.
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Proof – According to [108] we know that a game has an NEP if the
strategy-space forms a nonempty, compact, and convex set, and if cj (s)
 is
continuous in s, and quasi-convex in sij . Here the strategy-space S = s =

s11 , . . . , s1N , s21 , . . . , s2N : sij ∈ [0, smax ] ∀ i, j corresponds to a polyhedron,
which is known to be a convex, compact set and since Smax > 0 it is clearly
nonempty [107]. As cj (s) is continuous in s, we know that the game has at least
a NEP if we can show that cj (s) is quasi-convex in sij and this is what we set
out to do next.
Originating from the corresponding cost function Equation 3.23 and taking
the second derivative with respect to s1j we obtain
2s1−j Rj1 (s2j + s2−j )2 qj
· (A-13)
(s1j Rj1 s2j + s1j Rj1 s2−j + s2j Rj2 s1j + s2j Rj2 s1−j )3 TA
∂s1j
i



h
2
2
=
· Rj1 αj TA s2j + αj TA s2−j + s2j + s2j s2−j + Rj2 αj TA s2j − s2j s1−j + s2j
∂2

=

2 cj (s) =


2s1−j Rj1 (s2j + s2−j )2 qj
F s2j .
1
2
1
2
2
1
2
1
3
(sj Rj1 sj + sj Rj1 s−j + sj Rj2 sj + sj Rj2 s−j ) TA
|
{z
}
>0

From this we know that cj (·) is convex (and thus also quasi-convex) in s1j if


F s2j > 0. Solving F s2j = 0, and completing in squares gives
q


1
2 (R + R )
−ξ
+
ξ
−
4α
T
R
s
j1
j2
j
A
j1
−j
1
2 (Rj1 + Rj2 )


q


1
−ξ − ξ − 4αj TA Rj1 s2−j Rj1 + Rj2
s2j 2 =
2 (Rj1 + Rj2 )

s2j

where



=

ξ = −Rj2 s1−j + αj TA Rj2 + αj TA Rj1 + Rj1 s2−j
Since s2j



2

< s2j



1

< 0, and

which also implies that

∂ 2 F (s2j )
∂s2j 2

∂s1j

2 cj

> 0.

(A-15)

(A-16)

> 0 we can conclude that


F s2j > 0 ∀ s2j > 0,
∂2

2

(A-14)

(s) > 0 ∀s2j > 0.

(A-17)

(A-18)

Hence cj (s) is convex in s1j for the relevant domain, which ensures that there
exist at least one NEP.
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Theorem IV – The reservation price used by cooperating APs corresponds to
a Nash bargaining solution where the NEP is used as disagreement point.
Proof – Here we want to show that the Nash bargaining solution to the
AP game where the NEP ε = [εdis , . . . , εdis ] is used as disagreement point
corresponds to
(A-19)
arg max Λ (ε0k ) .
ε0k

where Λ (ε0k ) denotes the total (aggregated) revenue that the APs earn if they use
reservation prices ε0 = [ε01 , . . . , ε0M ]. It is known; see e.g. [62, 110]; that the Nash
bargaining solution corresponds to the solution associated with the optimization
problem
M
Y

arg max
Λk (ε0 ) − Λ0,k
(A-20)
ε0

k=1

where Λ0,k = Λk (ε) denotes the revenue that AP k would obtain if an agreement
is not reached (i.e. ε is the disagreement point). As Λ0,k = Λ0,j , ∀ k, j = 1 . . . M
the symmetry axiom associated with the Nash bargaining solution ensures that
ε0k = ε0j , ∀ k, j = 1 . . . M . Hence we can rewrite Equation A-20 as
arg max Λk (ε0k ) − Λ0,k
ε0k

M

.

(A-21)

The first-order optimality condition now becomes
M
M−1 ∂Λk (ε0k )
∂
0
0
Λ
(ε
)
−
Λ
=
M
Λ
(ε
)
−
Λ
= 0.
k
0,k
k
0,k
k
k
∂ε0k
|
{z
} ∂ε0k

(A-22)

>0

which coincides with the solution to the original problem posed in Equation
A-19.

Theorem VI – Let the resources are divided according to the rule
xj = PN

sj

k=1 sk

+ε

∈ [0, 1),

(A-23)

where N is the number of trade-agents that request resources, sj the bid
associated with trade-agent j, and xj the proportion of the resource allocated to
trade-agent j. Then the resulting allocation is guaranteed to be proportionally
fair by weight.
Proof – Let the proportion of the resource that is allocated to trade-agent j
be expressed as
sj
xj = PN +1
∈ [0, 1)
(A-24)
k=1 sk
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where, for simplicity, we let ε = sN +1 . We want to show that Equation A-24
always results in an allocation that that is proportionally fair by weight, i.e. it
satisfies
N
+1
N
X
X
x0j − xj
sj
x0j = 1.
(A-25)
≤ 0, ∀ x0i =
x
j
j=1
j=1
The statement above can be shown by noting that if an allocation x is
proportionally fair with weight w, then it must solve the maximization problem
[111]
PN +1
maximize
wi log xi
Pi=1
.
(A-26)
N +1
st.
i=1 xi = 1

For an arbitrary trade-agent, say j, this results in the following first-order
optimality conditions
wj
wN +1
P
(A-27)
=
xj
1 − i6=j xi

and

xi =

wi
xj ∀ i.
wj

(A-28)

Inserting Equation A-28 into Equation A-27 and rearranging terms gives


X
xj wN +1 = wj (1 − x1 . . . − xN ) = wj − xj
wi  ,
(A-29)
i6=N +1

and solving for xj gives

wj
xj = PN +1
i=1

wi

.

(A-30)

By letting wj = s0j we arrive at Equation A-24 and Equation A-23, respectively.
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Abstract–In this paper we analyze main use cases for sharing wireless access networks
between multiple operators and service providers. Network sharing has been proposed
as a method to lower roll-out costs for 3G operators in Europe, and is widely used in
WLAN systems where local access providers offer wireless access to service providers.
A similar structure also exist in cellular networks where Mobile Virtual Network
Operators (MVNO) provide mobile services without having a mobile network of their
own. The development points at a further fragmentation of wireless access networks
into specialized service providers that connect to local service and access providers,
possibly via an inter-connection provider serving with core network functionality. In
this context, we propose a framework for how radio resources could be managed using
Service Level Agreements (SLA) and analyze key differences between the SLA for
different types of service and network providers.
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Abstract— In this paper we analyze main use cases for sharing
wireless access networks between multiple operators and service
providers. Network sharing has been proposed as a method
to lower roll-out costs for 3G operators in Europe, and is
widely used in WLAN systems where local access providers
offer wireless access to service providers. A similar structure
also exist in cellular networks where Mobile Virtual Network
Operators (MVNO) provide mobile services without having a
mobile network of their own. The development points at a further
fragmentation of wireless access networks into specialized service
providers that connect to local service and access providers,
possibly via an inter-connection provider serving with core
network functionality. In this context, we propose a framework
for how radio resources could be managed using Service Level
Agreements (SLA) and analyze key differences between the SLA
for different types of service and network providers.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Future mobile service providers will rely on heterogeneous
radio access networks provided by multiple operators. The
objective of this paper is to identify key requirements for how
radio resources should be managed in such multi-operator,
multi-access, wireless networks. Recent economical research
shows that industry structure depends on technology, modularization and available interfaces. That is, the success of
a specific business model does not only rely on end-user
demand and competition, but also on the network architecture.
Which layers and interfaces that will be standardized for next
generation networks, however, depend on the current market
development.
The mobile industry is currently shifting focus towards
content based services, and this development is enforced by
national regulators whose primary aim is to increase competition for mobile services. It is therefore plausible that the
fragmentation of the mobile operator market will continue.
Hence, to support a continuing growth of the mobile industry
the architecture of fourth generation mobile networks needs to
facilitate new business models that better match the evolving
industry structure.
Previous work on network sharing has mainly been motivated by the potential cost savings during the roll-out phase of
3G networks; see [11] and [23]. Benefits for long-term sharing
have also been identified and analyzed in, for example, [3] and
[4]. Moreover, sharing of radio resources between multiple
operators was studied in [14] and possible network sharing
architectures for mobile networks were described in [15]. An

improved solution for sharing 3G networks has recently been
developed by 3GPP [20]. By connecting the core networks
directly to a shared radio access network, less information
has to be exchanged between operators and the networks can
be managed more independently. Also in the integrated EU
project Ambient Networks [1] access to common network
resources and management of those is a main objective. In
the visions of [1], the best available radio access network
is selected based on cost and user preferences. Mobility
management over business domains and multiple radio access
technologies is thus part of this concept, which sometimes is
called Always Best Connected (ABC) [10].
However, the multi-operator solutions proposed by 3GPP
and Ambient Networks are essentially based on Common Radio Resource Management (CRRM), which requires information of network availability and load to be exchanged (in realtime) [8][22]. Unfortunately it implies that business critical
information on load measurements and network performance
is signaled between network providers. This could perhaps be
acceptable in the current sharing cases, which mainly considers
rural areas (see further Section II), but certainly not in general
since it will harm the competition.
Instead we propose a service provider centric approach,
where the key market relation is between the user and the
service provider. Furthermore we anticipate a horizontal market for wireless access, where local and wide area radio
access networks are offered to service providers on a more
or less competitive market. When separating the role of the
service and access provisioning, Service Level Agreement
(SLA) management is important to assure application level
performance and capacity. A framework for SLA management
in communication networks has previously been proposed in,
e.g., [5], [16] and [19]. However, the way SLAs are defined
and radio resources actually are managed depends on the
business models.
This topic will be treated further in the sequel of this paper
which is organized as follows. In Section II the potential of
long term network sharing between mobile network operators
(MNO) is analyzed. A fragmented market for wireless services
and access networks is discussed in Section III and different
actors are thoroughly described. Finally, Section IV presents a
framework for managing radio resources using SLAs in shared
radio access networks. The paper is concluded in Section V.
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The mobile network operator offers a complete customer offer.

II. N ETWORK SHARING BETWEEN MOBILE NETWORK
OPERATORS

Even though a large number of operators have evaluated
potential solutions and partners for network sharing only a
few sharing agreements have been implemented so far [17].
Instead, 3G license holders have delayed or stopped their rollout to reduce the risk involved with large investments. The
question is then, when does the cost savings motivate sharing
infrastructure with a competitor?
A. Cost savings in relation to risks
The cost savings achieved by sharing networks has been
estimated to be in the order of 10-15 percent, calculated
over a time period of 6-10 years [7][18]. These savings stem
from reduced capital and operational expenditures related to
the network, which constitute 40 percent of the total costs.
The remaining 60 percent correspond to marketing, billing,
administration, and licences [13].
Considering the substantial risk of entering a network sharing agreement those modest cost reductions imply that network
sharing is beneficial in specific cases only. For example, in
regions with a very low population density. This would also
partly explain why only a few cases of network sharing have
been implemented in practice. More specifically the problems
are related to:
• Trust related to traffic monitoring and network management of the shared network.
• Compatibility between the shared network and the sharing
partners own 2G or 3G networks.
• Competition between operators with significantly different market shares.
Note also that regulatory requirements and policies have a
strong impact on network sharing of this kind, both in terms
of when it is applicable and how it is implemented.
B. Drivers for network sharing in the long run
In the long-run, network sharing between MNOs could only
be motivated by substantial savings in operational expenditures. Particularly in rural areas with a low network utilization
level (and consequently high overhead costs), exiting the
sharing agreement clearly implies a higher incremental cost
as compared to continued sharing. One example of this is
when sharing partners build geographically separated networks

during the roll-out phase and share them via national roaming
to offer full coverage.
The network in each region is thus initially owned and
managed by a single MNO, and each operator can expand the
coverage of its own network gradually. The benefit with this
strategy is twofold. Firstly, the workload of network planning
and deployment is distributed over time and, secondly, it is an
efficient method to reduce time to market. However, this type
of geographical sharing is still associated with considerable
risks [17].
Sharing a network could also lead to capacity gains due
to efficient pooling of resources. E.g., if two or more license
holders cooperate and have a large number of carriers available
they could afford to provide higher data rates with wide-area
coverage. But this is a secondary effect and only motivates
why two operators already involved in a sharing agreement
could choose not to exit although demand increases.
III. B USINESS MODELS AND KEY ISSUES FOR A
FRAGMENTED WIRELESS ACCESS AND SERVICE MARKET
The complete customer offer for mobile services can be divided into: (i) services, (ii) customer management and billing,
(iii) access network provisioning and (iv) transport network
provisioning. Traditionally, MNOs have incorporated all of
these parts into their offering, see Figure 1, and this has
enabled high profit margins. Currently there is a clear trend
towards horizontal markets where companies focus on specific
areas of the customer offering. This development has mainly
been driven by cost and organizational efficiency, but also by
national regulations. Figure 2 presents the envisaged actors
in a fragmented market and comparing them with the MNOs
reveal some fundamental differences.
For example, the MNO will mainly offer services for a
mass-market whereas the service providers (SP) is specialized
in services aimed towards well-defined market segments. The
local service and access provider (LSAP), on the other hand,
will instead exploit local presence to offer high speed access
in combination with content based services. Finally, the interconnection provider (ICP) connects SPs to different LSAPs
so that users can be offered more coverage. A consequence of
unbundling the mobile industry is that services offered to the
users becomes decoupled from the radio access provisioning.
In the following, each of the market players will be described
in detail.
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A. Service providers
The key issue for SPs in future mobile networks will be to
effectively identify and respond to shifting customer demand.
This requires a service platform [9], suited for their specific
service offerings, and a well defined customer segment. Thus,
the customer relation is anticipated to be built on content and
there is less need to maintain high transition costs for the
subscribers (which is the current practice).
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B. Mobile network operators
The MNO has at least one cellular network, for example
GSM/EDGE, WCDMA or a future 4G radio. Hence, the key
asset for MNOs is the license enabling them to offer mobile
services with wide area coverage. Considering the huge investments involved they have a strong position, particularly for
providing services that are coverage driven (such as personal
communications). MNOs are the only actor that alone provides
a complete customer offering, see Figure 1. Moreover, we can
expect them to focus and have a strong position in providing
services suited for a mass-market. In particular those that
require wide area coverage. Notice also that MNOs already
today in most countries are obliged to offer excess capacity
to SPs such as Mobile Virtual Network Operators (MVNO).
C. Local service and access provider
Recently MNOs, public hot spot initiatives [2], and companies have started to offer WLAN access as a complementary
service. The most promising of those initiatives are perhaps
companies with local presence and existing assets that can be
exploited, for example in terms of infrastructure or a customer
base [12], and thereby act as LSAPs. As the WLAN hot spot
industry matures, they will be more accessible for the LSAPs
and their customers. We can thus expect an increasing number
of LSAPs in the near future. This would in principle enable a
high capacity network with scattered, though cheap, coverage.
From an SP perspective, such a network would especially be
useful for services that do not require full coverage. However,
for the SP to benefit from the access provided by LSAPs a
new market actor is needed; the ICP.
D. Inter-connection provider
ICPs offer core network services to SPs, connect them to
LSAPs, and act as a clearing house [6]. The inter-connection
provider has agreements with many network providers, potentially with overlapping coverage. Hence, the ICP can be
viewed as a virtual network provider by the SPs, and as a major
SP carrying a significant amount of traffic from the LSAP
perspective. Perhaps the main motivation for introducing ICPs
is in reducing transaction costs and the profit is obtained by
decreasing the systematic risk through a diversified portfolio
(similar to the business case of insurance companies).
IV. R ADIO RESOURCE MANAGEMENT USING SERVICE
LEVEL AGREEMENTS

Herein we outline key working assumptions for managing
radio resources in the fragmented for market for mobile

Fig. 3. The figure illustrates two considered cases of network sharing. To the
left multiple service providers connect to local service and access providers
via an inter-connection provider. The second case is a mobile network operator
that offers wireless access to different service providers.

services described in Section III. In particular, we consider
service level and capacity assurance (SLA management) and
handovers between networks that are managed by different
actors (multi-operator CRRM). We will for simplicity focus
on the following use cases that capture the main aspects:
1) ICPs connecting multiple SPs to LSAPs, and
2) MNOs hosting multiple SPs.
This is further illustrated in Figure 3. Notice, though, that in
practice LSAPs may also provide services via other LSAPs or
MNOs networks. MNOs could also lease capacity from LSAPs
when the coverage and capacity of their own network is poor.
A. Service Level Agreements
We assume that an SLA is signed between companies that
provide radio access and services. It specifies what radio
access bearer services that are offered, including all necessary
parameters related to performance such as throughput, availability and quality of service. In principle the SLA should
be independent of the network provider and radio access
technology in use. However, a few factors will depend on the
applied business model.
In some cases the SLA could for example include the traffic
volume that a service provider is guaranteed, even at specific
places and at certain points in time. Large ICPs and SPs
would have a strong impact on the radio network planning
and dimensioning. It is therefore necessary for both LSAPs
and MNOs to offer long term capacity allocations, probably
at a discounted price. A smaller SP or LSAP that directly
connect to a network provider is instead typically charged per
connection, based on the characteristics of the radio access
bearer.
An SLA is divided into Service Level Specifications (SLS),
which define each service and the corresponding QoS level
that an SP is entitled to. An example of a an SLS is given in
Table I.
B. ICPs connecting multiple SPs to LSAPs
Performing CRRM across business boundaries is difficult,
since exchange of information between competing network
providers must be minimized. For example, CRRM in UMTS
is based on service and user priorities for each sub-system.
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TABLE I
A N EXAMPLE OF A S ERVICE L EVEL S PECIFICATION FOR A SPEECH
SERVICE .
Parameter
Blocking probability
Dropping probability
Guaranteed capacity
Data rate

Maximum level
2%
1%
20Erlang/km2
12.2kbps

Moreover, load information has to be signaled between radio
network controllers [8][21] and this would reveal business
sensitive information. There are also clear incentives for
network providers to maximize their traffic load by, e.g.,
sending false load information messages. Consequently, multiaccess control between LSAPs and MNOs could therefore,
without modifications, not use the same distributed CRRM
functionality that is specified in 3GPP today.
In fact, if a strict separation of competing LSAPs is desired,
not even the reason for handover can be disclosed since it
would contribute to the competitor intelligence. For example,
related to the coverage and load of neighboring networks.
From a business perspective it would therefore be more
appropriate to perform service, load and coverage triggered
handovers solely based on information available at the ICP.
This data could be obtained by
•
•
•

exchanging information directly with the LSAPs,
collecting performance statistics from terminals,
tracking the obtained QoS for different radio access
bearer requests,

or a combination thereof. Since there should not be any
signaling between LSAPs regarding the reason for terminating
or setting up a connection, the actual handover mechanism is
by necessity hard (break before make). This naturally puts
requirements on the setup time of new connections.
Moreover the reduced efficiency will have to be compensated by over-dimensioning. However, considering the modest
costs for increasing capacity of a wireless local area network
this is well compensated by the benefits of preserving competition. Yet, some load balancing can be obtained via the ICP
as discussed above.
C. MNOs hosting multiple SPs
An MNO that operates multiple radio access technologies
would typically hide the complexity of multi-access control for
the service providers. The standard functionality for CRRM,
as specified by 3GPP, can then be used [21][22].
To complement this, the MNO could also incorporate SLA
management in radio network planning, dimensioning, and
management. By measuring the relevant parameters for each
SLS the MNO could adjust the priority for the specific
radio access bearer and SP, at the network level or with
finer granularity. Note that this functionality assumes a large
network with multiple SLA instances, so that such a statistical
approach is useful.

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, key requirements for radio resource management in multi-operator, multi-access shared wireless networks
have been identified. We argue that a necessary requirement
for successful resource sharing between competing actors is
that their networks is business-wise decoupled.
One promising business models for future shared networks
include mobile network operators that offer wide area wireless
access to specialized service providers. Another example is local service and access providers providing local area coverage
for service providers and mobile network operators (possibly
via an inter-connection provider).
Common radio resource management as specified in 3GPP
can, without modifications, not be used in such networks since
it requires that information is exchanged between network
providers. Instead we propose that network selection is performed by either the service provider or the inter-connection
provider. Even though this reduces network performance it is
most likely the only way to preserve competition.
The service level agreements will depend on the size of
the actors involved and large service providers may be offered
bulk capacity at a discounted price. Major network providers
also have possibilities to maximize the network performance
by statistical averaging between different service providers.
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Abstract–An efficient combination of radio access technologies, integrated in a multiaccess network, will be a key enabler in future provisioning of mobile data services.
This paper addresses a scenario where an incumbent mobile network operator, with
an existing 2G and 3G infrastructure, has deployed a dense WCDMA/HSPA macrocell network in an urban area. With this high capacity network deployed, upgrading
previous 2G and 3G systems with EDGE and HSPA respectively may seem obsolete.
However, even though these systems may not support the intended data-rates alone,
they could, thanks to favorable propagation characteristics and the additional spectrum
available, be useful as complements.
Simulation results indicate that upgrading GPRS base stations with EDGE, or a
sparse WCDMA macro cell layer with HSPA, mainly would benefit uplink transmission.
For this case, the data-rate that can be guaranteed with 95% area availability (coverage)
can be increased by approximately 40-100%. In the downlink, though, the dense
WCDMA/HSPA system alone supports user data-rates of 500kpbs for all relevant user
densities. Thus, upgrading legacy infrastructure would be obsolete.
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PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF NON-COSITED EVOLVED 2G AND 3G
MULTI-ACCESS SYSTEMS
Johan Hultell and Klas Johansson
Radio Communication Lab, Wireless@KTH
Stockholm, Sweden

Abstract— An efficient combination of radio access technologies, integrated in a multi-access network, will be a key enabler in
future provisioning of mobile data services. This paper addresses
a scenario where an incumbent mobile network operator, with
an existing 2G and 3G infrastructure, has deployed a dense
WCDMA/HSPA macro-cell network in an urban area. With this
high capacity network deployed, upgrading previous 2G and 3G
systems with EDGE and HSPA respectively may seem obsolete.
However, even though these systems may not support the intended
data rates alone, they could, thanks to favorable propagation
characteristics and the additional spectrum available, be useful
as complements.
Simulation results indicate that upgrading GPRS base stations
with EDGE, or a sparse WCDMA macro cell layer with HSPA,
mainly would benefit uplink transmission. For this case, the
data rate that can be guaranteed with 95% area availability
(coverage) can be increased with approximately 40–100%. In
the downlink, though, the dense WCDMA/HSPA system alone
supports user data rates of 500kpbs for all relevant user densities.
Thus, upgrading legacy infrastructure would be obsolete.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Already today, most cellular operators manage multi-access,
multi-service, networks. In such, mobile telephony, messaging
services, internet connectivity, etc., are offered to end-users
over a variety of radio access technologies and base station
configurations. This will be even more important in the future
since, besides the need to support different types of (legacy)
terminals and devices, a multi-access system allows operators
to fully exploit the specific characteristics of each radio access
technology they have at hand in order to maximize coverage
and capacity in a cost efficient manner.
For example, systems with high capacity, short-range, access points are often beneficial in dense urban areas and hot
spots, whereas macro cells with a long range typically would
be the primary choice in suburban and rural areas. However,
besides these quite obvious deployment strategies, it may also
be useful to complement the primary access method in a
certain area with systems that, stand-alone, would have inferior
performance or bring a too high cost and that is the point of
departure of this paper.
More specifically, we consider the scenario where a high
capacity WCDMA system with High Speed Packet Access
(HSPA) base stations has been deployed in an urban area in
order to provide new, bandwidth demanding, services with full
coverage. The question addressed herein is then to what extent
the total network capacity and coverage can be increased
further by also upgrading the legacy infrastructure with, e.g.,
GPRS/EDGE. This way, the operator could potentially im-

prove the service availability, thanks to more favorable path
conditions, and fully utilize their licensed spectrum.
Radio resource management for multi-access systems has
only recently started to attract interest amongst researchers.
In [1] a capacity-analysis for an interference-limited, multiaccess, multi-service system was conducted. The study focused on potential synergies that could be exploited by
accounting for the requested radio access bearers (RABs)
and its corresponding resource consumption in the available
subsystems when allocating the users. It was shown that,
under certain circumstances, significant capacity gains could
be obtained. This in spite of the fact that effects of trunking
efficiency and potential macroscopic diversity gains (for the
case of non-cosited base stations) were neglected.
Multi-access blocking systems was the theme in [2], which
studied capacity gains that could arise by integrating multiple
subsystems and pooling available resources for a scenario
with a single RAB. The study reported considerable capacityimprovements and, generally, they increased with both the
number of integrated subsystems and the data rate requirements. These results have later been extended in, e.g., [3]-[4]
that accounted for multiple RABs and modelled the multiaccess system as a multi-dimensional queuing system. A
similar approach was adopted in [5], which considered both
the trunking efficiency gain and the gain arising from servicebased user allocations. It was observed that trunking efficiency
was insensitive to the service mix, whereas the gain associated
with service-based allocation heavily depended on it.
Access selection between systems with different degree of
coverage have also been addressed in the literature. For example, [6] treated a combination of WLAN and WCDMA/HSPA
for an inhomogeneous user distribution and similarly as in [7]
the results indicated that users primarily should connect to the
wireless LAN access point if possible.
Herein we study potential synergies that could arise if
an already deployed dense WCDMA/HSPA network is complemented by also upgrading legacy infrastructure. Together
these subsystems form a non-cosited, heterogeneous, multiaccess system that besides a dense high-capacity layer also
may consist of a sparser cell-layer characterized by more
favorable propagation conditions (thanks to higher antenna
placement and lower carrier frequency). Hence the complementary system can contribute with substantial performance
gains, especially for range-limited scenarios.
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B. Propagation Model

The common denominator for the considered expansion strategies is that they target potential synergies associated with upgrading legacy infrastructure that originally has been deployed
for voice and low rate area services. The scenario where the
operator does not conduct any upgrades of the legacy systems
and simply relies on the dense WCDMA/HSPA network is
used as reference. It is assumed that two 5MHz carriers are
dedicated for data services and that perfect load balancing
between the carriers is feasible. The key characteristics of the
expansion strategies are summarized in Table I and it should
be stressed that all of them utilize a bandwidth of 15MHz. The
remaining part of this section describes the different expansion
strategies in further detail.
In the first expansion strategy the operator complements the
dense WCDMA/HSPA system with a sparse GPRS network
upgraded with EDGE. The latter utilizes the 900MHz band,
with 200kHz carrier bandwidth and contrary to the dense
WCDMA/HSPA system the antennas are placed above rooftop.
It is further assumed that the entire bandwidth allocated to the
GPRS/EDGE system is dedicated to data services and that
frequency hopping is utilized to average out interference.
Within the second alternative the WCDMA/HSPA network is complemented with a dense layer consisting of
GPRS/EDGE base stations. The GPRS/EDGE base stations
are cosited with the reference WCDMA/HSPA system and
compared to the sparse GPRS/EDGE system discussed above
it has lower antenna placement (below rooftop) and utilizes
the 1800MHz band, which offers higher isolation between
adjacent cells.
The third and final expansion strategy considers the possibility to upgrade the sparse WCDMA system with HSPA
technology and it is the only studied strategy available for
pure 3G operators. Notice that the sparse WCDMA/HSPA
network is assumed to use an additional 5MHz carrier so
that the combined system configuration uses 15MHz in total.
It should furthermore be noted that this alternative also is
representative for the situation where two operators, with the
same technology but different degree of coverage, decide to
cooperate.

Letting K denote the total set of available base stations in the
different subsystems i ∈ I. Then the slowly varying path-gain
between, say user l ∈ L and base station k ∈ K can be written
as (in logarithmic scale)

III. S YSTEM M ODEL AND K EY A SSUMPTIONS

 kl
k ∗ = argmax R

This section introduces the modelling and key assumptions on
which this paper rely. Besides describing the path loss model
and user behavior, focus is on the radio bearer allocation and
data rate estimation.
A. User Behavior
Throughout the paper active users are assumed to be stationary
or possibly slowly moving, uniformly distributed over the
service area with a density θ, and associated with an activity
factor α. Files, whose size is described by a general distribution, arrive according to a Poisson process and for a user
to be satisfied we require a mean session throughput R̄ (see
definition below). This corresponds to a minimum experienced
data rate R = α1 R̄.

 SH
Gkl = −Lkl + G
kl

[dB].

(1)

The first part portrays the deterministic path-loss, which herein
is described by the COST-Walfisch-Ikegami model [11]. Utilizing recommended parameters for an urban setting (see [11])
the path-loss expression simplifies to (in logarithmic scale)


 
Lkl = Lk0 + 38log (rkl ) + 1.602 · 10−3 fck + 24.5 log fck .
(2)
In the equation rkl [km] is the distance between the base
station and user, fck [MHz] the carrier frequency used by base
station k, and Lk0 a constant that depends on the base station
height relative to its surrounding environment (see Table I).
The second part of (1) models the log-normal shadow fading
(slow fading). Using similar notations as above it can be
written as



 SH = σ
kl + 1 − ξ · X
l
G
(3)
ξ·X
kl
kl and X
l are two independent and identically diswhere X
tributed N (0, 1) random variables. The latter is related to the
users’ location while the former is specific for the user–base
station combination. It should be stressed that the spatial correlation between users is neglected. For urban environments this
is, however, a reasonable assumption since the decorrelation
typically is as small as 20m [13]. σ is the standard deviation
of the shadow fading, which with the COST-Walfisch-Ikegami
model in an urban setting typically lies between 7-9dB [11][12], and ξ ∈ (0, 1) the correlation between different base
stations. Finally notice that we do not account for fast fading
at system level.
C. System (Cell) Selection and Admission Control
Users entering the system initially try to connect to the
base station that gives the highest peak data rate and for an
individual user the decision metric may be expressed as
k∈K

,

(4)

 kl is the peak data rate that user l obtains if it connects
where R
to base station k. However, in order to admit an arriving user
we require that
∗
is able to support
1) The selected base station k
 the load of
∗
all users connected to it
l∈Lk ρk l ≤ 1 . Notice that
Lk represents the set of users connected to base station
k.
2) The experienced data rate for already admitted users
exceeds a minimum required data rate R also after the
new users has been admitted.
If any of these requirements are violated, we try to reallocate
the user to the second best subsystem, etc. A user is blocked
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TABLE I
S UMMARY OF INVESTIGATED EXPANSION STRATEGIES . N OTICE THAT ALL EXPANSION STRATEGIES UTILIZE A TOTAL OF 15MH Z .
Intersite Dist. [m]

Carrier Freq. [MHz]

Bandwidth [MHz]

Antenna placement

Pathloss@1m (L 0 ) [dB]

500

2000

10

Below rooftop

48.9

1000

900

5

Above rooftop

20.4

500

1800

5

Below rooftop

45.6

1000

2000

5

Above rooftop

35.3

Reference Scenario
Dense HSPA

Expansion Strategy 1
+ Sparse EDGE

Expansion Strategy 2
+ Dense EDGE

Expansion Strategy 3
+ Sparse HSPA

if the allocation is infeasible in all available subsystems. More
formally, for a randomly chosen user we define the blocking
probability as
Pblocking (|L|, R) =




Rk∗ l ≥ R

1 − Pr
i
i∈I



l∈Lk∗
i



(5)

ρki∗ l ≤ 1 .

Here ki∗ represents the best base station associated with
subsystem i for the user of interest, ρki∗ l = RR∗ the load that
k l
i

user l incur on base station ki∗ , |L| the total number of users in
the system, and I represents the set of available subsystems.
It should be stressed that this resembles a rather rudimentary
access selection algorithm and that no reallocations of previously admitted users were performed.
D. Data Rate Estimation
For a given user allocation the expected downlink signal to
interference ratio (SIR) can be written as

ΓDL
kl =

j

Pkdata Gkl
i
ρj Pjdata + Pjcontrol Gjl + NDL

(6)

where Pjdata and Pjcontrol are the transmit power used by the
data and control channel, ρj is the average load associated with
i
the thermal noise floor experienced
base station j, and NDL
by terminals allocated to system i. Notice that potential effects
of intracell interference is neglected.
In a similar manner as for the downlink, SIR for the uplink
is obtained as
Pl Glk GM RC
L
.
(7)

ΓU
lk =
i
m∈Li \l Pm ρm Gmk + NU L

In the equation above, Pm corresponds to the terminal transmit
power whereas ρm is fraction of time that user m is transmitting (i.e., load). Furthermore, Li denotes the set of users that is
allocated to subsystem i and GM RC is an additional diversity
gain from maximum ratio combining at the receiving base
station. The corresponding peak bit rate is then obtained as
Rkl = fiDL Γikl where fiDL (·) is a function translating SIR
into a peak bit rate. Notice that fiDL (·) and fiU L (·) depends
on the channel bandwidth coding and modulation schemes
used in the particular subsystem and to determine its shape
we have relied on link-level results.
Assuming a time-fair, job-conserving, scheduling algorithm
(e.g., round robin) we may then, using the processor sharing

TABLE II
C OMMON SIMULATION PARAMETERS FOR THE STUDIED SUBSYSTEMS

Common System Parameters
Antenna gain [dB]
Maximum-ratio-combing gain (uplink) [dB]
User activity factor
# sectors per BS
Total BS transmit power [W]
BS trans. power (data ch) [W]
Terminal transmit power [W]
Standard deviation (Shadow fading) [dB]
Base station correlation factor
Distance dependent attenuation factor
Blocking probability [%]

18
5.5
0.5
3
20
15
0.25
8
0.5
3.8
5

technique described in [14], finally write the experienced data
rate for user l as

(8)
Rl = Rl 1 − (ρk − ρkl ) ,
where (ρk − ρkl ) denotes the load incurred by the users
(excluding user l) connected to the particular base station.
Notice that (8) is valid for both downlink and uplink.
E. Performance Measures and Simulation Model
To measure the performance of a certain multi-access system
constellation we utilize the maximum guaranteed experienced
data rate per user R∗ for various user densities θ. Given a
user density and a required blocking probability pbl we may
define it as


R∗ = max R  Pblocking (θ, R) ≤ pbl .
(9)
R

As benchmark we utilize the experienced data rate that would
be achieved if only the dense HSPA system was used.
Throughout our snapshot simulation experiments potential
border effects are mitigated through a standard wrap-around
technique and users are allocated sequentially in a random order. The parameters utilized in the simulations are summarized
in Table II and Table III.
IV. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
In this section we present the resulting maximum guaranteed
experience data rate per user, R∗ , for the multi-access system
configurations defined in Section II. This has been evaluated at
a blocking probability pbl = 5%, as a function of user density,
for downlink and uplink respectively.
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TABLE III
S YSTEM S PECIFIC PARAMETERS

GPRS/EDGE
4
0.2
-112
-116
0.47
0.47

A. Downlink Transmission
For the downlink it is, as seen in Figure 1, apparent that
the dense WCDMA/HSPA system, alone, supports data rates
above 500kbps up to 300 active users/km2 . For the sake of
clarity, it should be stressed that such user densities only
occurs in city centers and local traffic hot spots [6]. As the
maximum peak data rate offered by EDGE furthermore is
limited to 470kbps, and the cell throughput is notably lower
than in WCDMA/HSPA, it is evident that the upgraded GPRS
systems only have minor effects on the maximum guaranteed
experienced data rate per user R∗ .
Turning the attention to the third expansion strategy where
the sparse WCDMA system is upgraded with HSPA technology we see that the maximum experienced data rate can be
increased significantly. Besides additional base stations and
spectrum this is an effect of improved area availability (more
base stations, higher antenna placement, and increased macroscopic efficiency) and increased trunking efficiency. Notice
that the latter dominates at high data rates (low user densities).
To conclude the downlink analysis we also plot the probability that a blocked user obtains too low peak data rate in the
last subsystem it tries to access; see Figure 2. This may be
interpreted as a measure of area coverage for the considered
data rate and user density. We see that the GPRS/EDGE
systems are obsolete as long as the density of active users
θ is smaller than 300 users/km2 . On the contrary, users are
mainly blocked due to load reasons in the WCDMA/HSPA
systems. This indicates that additional channel bandwidth,
which for example could be attained by reallocating spectrum
from legacy systems to evolved 3G technology would be
desirable for downlink.
B. Uplink Transmission
In Figure 3 the maximum feasible guaranteed experienced
data rate per user R∗ is depicted for uplink transmission.
Comparing these results with the downlink, we notice that
the legacy systems as expected are of greater importance.
For example, upgrading the legacy systems increases R∗
with roughly 40-100% for 100 and 200 active users per/km2
respectively. Compared with the downlink we may also notice
that the feasible data rate is significantly lower and reaches the
maximum feasible peak data rate of EDGE already at, roughly,
25 users/km2 . Hence, opposite to the downlink, GPRS/EDGE
with its favorable spectrum allocation enables us to increase
the guaranteed data rate considerably.

Minimum experienced data rate [kbps]

WCDMA/HSPA
2
5
-100
-104
7.2
4.14

Dense HSPA
+ Sparse EDGE
+ Dense EDGE
+ Sparse HSPA

2500

2000

1500

1000

500

0
0

100

200
300
Users per km2

400

500

Fig. 1. The guaranteed experienced data rate per user R∗ as a function of
user density θ.
Downlink,P blocking = 0.05
1
0.9
Probability that a blocked user
had a too low peak data rate

Parameters
# transceivers per sector
Channel bandwidth [MHz]
Noise floor (downlink) [dBm]
Noise floor (uplink) [dBm]
Peak-rate (downlink) [Mbps]
Peak-rate (uplink) [Mbps]

Downlink,P blocking = 0.05
3000

0.8

Dense HSPA
+ Sparse EDGE
+ Dense EDGE
+ Sparse HSPA

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0

100

200
300
2
Users per km

400

500

Fig. 2. The probability that a blocked user in downlink would be unable to
 < R.
obtain the minimum required data rate even in an empty cell, i.e. that R

Comparing the second expansion strategy in which the
dense WCDMA/HSPA system is complemented with a sparse
GPRS/EDGE subsystem with the one where it is complemented by dense GPRS/EDGE network, we see that these
system configurations offer comparable performance. This
suggests that the main advantage with upgrading a legacy
GPRS system with EDGE is to exploit the area availability
facilitated by the higher antenna placement and lower carrier
frequency. This is further emphasized in Figure 4 where we
can see that, at relevant user densities, the main reason for
blocked calls in all studied system concepts is a too low
 From Figure 3 we furthermore notice
peak data rate R.
that the guaranteed data rate R∗ with the upgraded GPRS
systems is comparable with the one offered by the combined
sparse and dense WCDMA/HSPA system for user densities
larger than 200 users/km2 . For lower user densities, the sparse
WCDMA/HSPA system is, thanks to its much higher peak rate,
superior.
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Uplink,P

blocking

= 0.05

Uplink,P

1600
1400

= 0.05
Dense HSPA
+ Sparse EDGE
+ Dense EDGE
+ Sparse HSPA

0.9

1200
1000
800
600
400

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4

200
0
0

blocking

1
Dense HSPA
+ Sparse EDGE
+ Dense EDGE
+ Sparse HSPA

Probability that a blocked user
had a too low peak data rate

Minimum experienced data rate [kbps]

1800

100

200
300
Users per km2

400

500

0

100

200
300
Users per km2

400

500

Fig. 3. The guaranteed experienced data rate R∗ as a function of user density
θ for uplink transmission.

Fig. 4. The probability that a blocked users has obtained too low peak-bit
 in uplink transmission.
rate R

Hence, to sum up, the uplink performance is limited by the
poor link budget and not by a too high cell load, which implies
that the trunking gain previously reported as the key benefit
of co-sited multi-access systems is of secondary importance
in non-cosited, heterogeneous, systems.

for providing the link-level simulation results, and Prof. Jens
Zander as well as Guest Prof. Östen Mäkitalo for suggested
improvements.

V. C ONCLUSIONS
We have studied to what extent operators that have deployed
a dense WCDMA/HSPA system for high speed packet data
services may benefit by also upgrading their previous systems
with EDGE and HSPA technology.
Our results show that, for downlink transmission, the dense
WCDMA/HSPA system alone is able to support data rates
well above 500 kbps. Hence, upgrading legacy GPRS and
WCDMA networks (originally dimensioned for voice traffic)
is redundant for this case.
For uplink transmission where the link budget is poor,
however, upgrading the legacy systems can enhance the “guaranteed” data rate with 40–100%. The gain is a combined effect
of macroscopic diversity, higher antenna placement, and lower
carrier frequency, which all improve the path-loss statistics
(and thus also the area availability).
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Abstract–Radio resource management (RRM) across multiple, potentially competing,
wireless networks has emerged as a salient feature for future generation system. Besides
increased overhead, it will incur more complicated architectures and the question then
becomes whether the gains of cooperative RRM (increased throughput, reliability, etc.)
can justify these disadvantages. Herein we study potential gains that can be achieved
by utilizing sophisticated access selection algorithms in a scenario with two cooperating
IEEE 802.11a networks, limited by either the wireless or wired link. Both best-effort
(BE) and minimum bit-rate (MBR) are treated and throughout the paper we use the
rudimentary minimum path-loss (MPL) allocation as reference.
Our results indicate that sophisticated access selection methods that besides pathloss, also account for AP load and potential constraints in the wired connection, can
increase performance significantly. The maximum gain varies between 30-60% and
100-150% for BE and MBR traffic respectively and is typically obtained when there,
on average, is one user per AP. We also studied the case where APs with constrained
wired capacity connected (using the MPL criteria) to high-capacity APs in order to
reroute traffic. Contrary to the approach in which advanced allocation principles is
used, loose network integration is sufficient and even though it gave lower gains for BE
data, the achievable rates for MBR data could be improved substantially.
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Abstract— Radio resource management (RRM) across multiple, potentially competing, wireless networks has emerged as a
salient feature for future generation system. Besides increased
overhead, it will incur more complicated architectures and
the question then becomes whether the gains of cooperative
RRM (increased throughput, reliability, etc.) can justify these
disadvantages. Herein we study potential gains that can be
achieved by utilizing sophisticated algorithms in a scenario with
two cooperating IEEE 802.11a networks, limited by either the
wireless or wired link. Both best-effort (BE) and minimum bitrate (MBR) are treated and throughout the paper we use the
rudimentary minimum path-loss (MPL) allocation as reference.
Our results indicate that sophisticated access selection methods that besides path-loss, also account for AP load and potential
constraints in the wired connection, can increase performance
significantly. The maximum gain varies between 30–60% and
100–150% for BE and MBR traffic respectively and is typically
obtained when there, on average, is one user per AP. We also
studied the case where APs with constrained wired capacity
connected (using the MPL criteria) to high-capacity APs in order
to reroute traffic. Contrary to the approach in which advanced
allocation principles is used, “loose” network integration is
sufficient and even though it gave lower gains for BE data, the
achievable rates for MBR data could be improved substantially.

I. I NTRODUCTION
During the last years, short-range WLAN technology has
experienced an extraordinary growth and access points (APs)
are currently being mounted end-users as well as operators.
While end-users, first and foremost, have used them as
wireless cable-replacements, both cellular and pure WLAN
operators have instead used them to cover indoor hotspots
(e.g., shopping malls or airports) where cellular technologies usually have inferior coverage. To keep investments
at reasonable levels, WLAN operators (which is the focus
herein) have furthermore targeted locations where broadband
connections already exist and, consequently, can be reused.
Hence the APs’ throughput will often be limited by the wired
backhaul transmission, rather than the wireless link, and it
may thus vary significantly between APs in the same “hotzone”. Although acceptable for situations where users are
willing to adapt their behavior, a larger availability, including
higher user-throughput, would doubtlessly increase perceived
end-user value.
One cost-efficient way to achieve this, would be to cooperate with other operators and let subscribers roam between
the networks and already today primitive solutions supporting
multilateral inter-operator agreements exist [1]. In addition
to increased area availability this would, with the currently
employed minimum path-loss (MPL) criteria, also increase
the user-throughput (thanks to higher macroscopic diversity
c
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order). However, for a bit-fair medium access control (MAC)
protocol, in an environment where AP capacity often is
constrained by wired connections, additional gains could be
obtained by utilizing more advanced allocation principles.
Besides path-loss, these should account for possible capacity
constraints in the wired transmission as well as the AP load
and they could, e.g., combine the IEEE 802.11k standard and
the CAPWAP protocol [2]-[3].
Methods for allocating users in cellular systems has attracted considerable attention (see [4]-[5]) and only recently
studies targeting WLAN networks have started to appear.
In [6] user-behavior for small-scale WLAN networks was
studied and it was noticed that the traffic-load may vary
significantly between APs. To improve network performance,
the authors outlined two principal methods for balancing the
load: network directed roaming and explicit channel switching
in [7]. While the first required that users where willing to
change physical location, the latter reallocated users to other
available APs and this is the approach taken here.
A centralized algorithm for obtaining a max-min bandwidth
allocation was developed in [8]. In the paper, which partially
accounted for potential backhaul constraints, it was shown
that their proposed methods not only improved the fairness
between users, but also increased the aggregated system
throughput (compared to a scenario where a minimum pathloss allocation was used). Sophisticated methods for allocating
users in a WLAN network was also the theme in [9] where we
studied the performance of “selfish” distributed algorithms. In
the study, which neglected potential backhaul constraints, we
showed that selfish distributed algorithms are able to offer
comparable performance as many centralized schemes.
Herein we study potential throughput gains that can be
attained by advanced/common multi-network resource management in a scenario where part of the APs are limited by
the wired connection. Besides a reference case, in which users
are allocated according to the MPL criteria, two approaches
are evaluated. In the first, the network relies on sophisticated
metrics based on dynamically changing network parameters,
such as load, and compared with the reference case, a much
tighter integration is necessary. In the second approach, the
cooperating networks form a meshed network, based on MPL
criteria, to circumvent potential backhaul constraints. This
approach does not require as tight integration, which might be
a desirable feature in multi-network environments. Both besteffort (BE) data and traffic requiring a minimum guaranteed
data rate (minimum bit-rate, MBR) are treated.
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II. S YSTEM M ODEL
An environment with two IEEE 802.11 networks, having
largely overlapping coverage, is studied. The study targets
semi-open environments such as outdoor urban areas, airports,
or shopping malls. All APs are assumed to be deployed
according to a uniform distribution and together form a
noise-limited system. The latter is reasonable when several
orthogonal channels are available and a dynamic cell plan, as
described in, e.g., [15], is used. Moreover it is assumed that
active users are stationary [6].
A. Propagation Model
 s [dB], between a
The slowly varying path-gain, G = −L + G
terminal and its corresponding AP is determined by the spa s and a distance
tially correlated log-normal shadow fading G
dependent path-loss L (r). The latter is described by a dualslope model with a breakpoint at 8 m, i.e.

47.2 + 20log10 (r)
if r ≤ 8 m
L (r) =
(1)
65.3 + 40log10 (r/8) if r > 8 m
where r is the distance between the AP and terminal. The
standard deviation of the shadow fading and the correlation
distance are assumed to be 8 dB and 5 m respectively [10].
B. Multi-Access Scheme and Data Rate Estimation
Throughout the paper we assume 1000-byte packets and a
100 mW effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP). The physical layer is IEEE 802.11a, which uses orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing in the 5 GHz band [11]. The throughput
derivations presented below are based on [11]-[14] and focus
on an AP, with wired capacity C and η users, at saturation.
Since all terminals have equal long-term access probability
to the channel [14], the resulting net AP throughput can, in
situations where the wireless link is limiting, be expressed as

Together (3) and (4) constitute a non-linear equation system
that can be solved with numerical methods and utilizing
τ , the probability that a packet transmission occurs can be
written as Ptr = 1 − (1 − τ )η−1 whereas the probability that
(1−τ )η−1
a transmission is successful is Ps = ητ1−(1−τ
)η [12].
If the AP throughput instead is limited by the wired
capacity, C, feeding the AP, the connected users obtains an
equal share of the backbone capacity and, thus, the achievable
user throughput simply becomes


SAP (Γ1 . . . Γη ) C
,
Suser = min
.
(5)
η
η
III. I NVESTIGATED ACCESS A LLOCATION P RINCIPLES
To prioritize between candidate APs, an access allocation
algorithm is needed and this section describes the included
ones. Herein all of them are subject to the same set of
constraints and can be formulated as multidimensional optimization problems. Letting the matrix F = [fik ] ∈ R|I|,|N |
denote the set of feasible allocations, i.e. fik = 1 if AP k
cannot support the minimum bit rate (determined by coding
and modulation) for user i and zero otherwise, and X = [xik ]
be the allocation matrix where xik = 1 denote that user i is
allocated to AP k. Then, our general maximization problem
can be written as
maximize
s.t.

fobj (X,

 F, G)

diag XXT = [1 . . . 1]T
F◦X=0
xik ∈ {0, 1}

(6)

where fobj (X, F, G) is the objective function, which is specific for each allocation principle, and F◦X ≡ [fik xik ] denotes
the Hadamard product. Together, the first and third constraint
Ps Ptr E[P]

 . imply that terminals only can connect to one AP, i.e. fractional
SAP (Γ1 . . . Γη ) =
(1 − Ptr )Tslot + Ptr Ps E[Ts ] + Pc E[Tc ] allocations are not allowed. The second constraint imposes
(2) that terminals only can be assigned to the set of feasible APs.
Here E[P] corresponds to average packet size (in bytes), while
Remaining part of this section focuses on the studied princiE[Ts ], and E[Tc ] are the expected time-duration associated ples and besides the currently used MPL strategy we include a
with a successful transmission and a collision (notice that max-sum, max-min, and a proportional fair allocation. Notice
these are random variables that depend on users’ SIR-values, that while the MPL algorithm facilitates terminal-controlled
Γ1 . . . Γη ). Moreover, Ptr is the probability that a packet trans- selection, the other principles require that APs exchange
mission occurs in a randomly chosen slot, Ps the probability information about dynamically changing network parameters.
that a packet transmission is successful, and Pc = 1 − Ps the
probability of having a collision. Tslot is the duration of an A. Minimum Path-Loss Allocation
idle slot and the explicit expressions for E[Ts ], E[Tc ], etc.,
With the minimum path-loss allocation, active users are
can be found in [11]-[12] and are thus excluded here.
Assuming steady state, the transmission probability, i.e. the assigned to the closest (in path-loss sense) available AP and
probability with which a user transmits in a randomly chosen the corresponding objective function may be written as
slot, can be expressed as [12]
gik
(7)
fobj (X, F, G) =
2(1 − 2p)
i
(3)
τ (p) =
(1 − 2p)(W + 1) + pW(1 − (2p)v )
where k ∈ Ki is the set of available access points and gik
where W is the minimum contention window, v the maximum
denote the path-gain between AP k and user i. Notice that a
backoff stage, and p the conditional collision probability an
larger set of APs, which for example may occur if multiple
individual user-terminal sees. The latter can be written as
operators cooperate, may increase the average user-throughput
η−1
.
(4) thanks to higher macroscopic diversity order.
p(τ ) = 1 − (1 − τ )
c
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B. Advanced Allocation Principles
According to the max-sum allocation principle users are
assigned to APs so that the instantaneous aggregated system
throughput is maximized. This could be an appealing alternative in situations where operators use volume-based pricing
(or BE traffic) and the corresponding objective function is

xik Sik (X).
(8)
fobj (X, F, G) =
i

k

Here Sik denotes the throughput that user i would obtain if
it was connected to AP k. Notice that the objective function
does not account for fairness between users.
The max-min allocation criteria, in which users are allocated to APs so that the minimum user-throughput is maximized, is another common method for dividing resources. The
corresponding objective function can be written as

xik Sik (X).
(9)
fobj (X, F, G) = min
i

k

As the method tries to allocate users so that the difference
between the users that are best and worst off is minimized it
is, at least intuitively, an attractive candidate for MBR traffic.
While the max-sum allocation targets users in favorable positions, the max-min criterion prioritizes users in unfavorable
locations. Another algorithm, that tries to balance the fairness
between users against resource efficiency, is the proportional
fair criteria whose objective function can be written as




xik Sik (X) .
(10)
fobj (X, F, G) = log
i

k

All of the sophisticated allocation methods; see (8)-(10);
correspond to non-linear integers problems and we have
relied on a heuristic maximization method called simulated
annealing for pruning the search space. As starting conditions
we have used a greedy assignment. The number of iterations
(in the simulated annealing) are set so that each terminal-AP
combination is investigated, on average, 5 times, which was
determined to be sufficient by graphical inspection.
IV. P ERFORMANCE M EASURES AND S IMULATION M ODEL
One measure of the merits associated with an access allocation
principle is the achievable user throughput. For BE data we
utilize the average user throughput while we, for MBR data,
∗
instead focus on the maximum guaranteed data rate RM
BR
for a certain load, given that 90% of the users are satisfied. It
should be noted that we restrict our studies to persistent flows
and since we study a non-blocking system, also the unsatisfied
∗
users achieving a rate smaller than RM
BR remain active.
For the scenario where APs form a meshed network, we
assume that all APs have two orthogonal channels and that
one is used for the communication between APs whereas the
other is used by the end-users. Hence we compare it to a
non-meshed system with two channels per AP.
Throughout the simulations we assume that two operators
with the same AP density as well as market share coexist. Potential border effects are mitigated by a standard wraparound
technique and the simulation experiments are performed as
c
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TABLE I
S YSTEM PARAMETERS

Parameter
# Operators
Standard deviation (shadow fading) [dB]
Shadow fading correlation between APs
Shadow fading correlation distance [m]
Channel bandwidth [MHz]
Thermal noise floor [dBm]
Terminal power [dBm]
Traffic [users/operator/km2 ]
Percent of satisfied users (for MBR traffic)

Value
2
8
0.5
5
20
-95
20
120
90

snapshot evaluations that are repeated for AP density, until at
least 60 000 users have been studied. Remaining simulation
parameters are summarized in Table I.
V. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
Aside from presenting typical throughput gains that could be
obtained by advanced access allocation strategies in single and
multi-network environments, this section focuses on evaluating two methods for bypassing potential capacity constraints.
A. Throughput Improvement with Advanced Algorithms
An immediate benefit of multi-network (operator) cooperation
is improved path-loss statistics thanks to increased macroscopic diversity. This results in higher area availability as
well as increased average throughput and examining the upper
part of Figure 1 we see that this gain varies between 15–
20% for BE data depending on AP load. Additional gains, in
the order of 40%, can be obtained by utilizing sophisticated
allocation principles, such as the max-sum or proportionalfair criteria. It should however be stressed that all these
require that APs exchange dynamically varying network status
information and, consequently, require tighter AP integration
than the rudimentary MPL scheme. We furthermore notice that
the relative improvement attained by advanced algorithms,
peaks when we, on average, have one user per AP. At lower
user densities, e.g., 0.2 users per AP, competition between
users diminishes and all algorithms (including the reference)
offer similar performance. At high user densities, on the other
hand, APs usually have at least one “low data-rate user” that
deteriorates the AP, and thus also the system throughput [14].
Focusing on MBR data instead (lower part of Figure 1), it is
clear that the max-sum, max-min, as well as the proportional
fair criteria, in combination with network (AP) cooperation
yield improvements in the range of 50–100%. Interestingly,
all algorithms offer similar performance gains except at high
loads (e.g., at 5 users per AP) where both the max-sum and
proportional fair allocation yield inferior gains.
Since it is often too expensive to dimension the wired
connections according to the capacity associated with the
wireless link, APs are instead deployed where backhaul
connections already exist. In Figure 2, the gains in userthroughput for a scenario where all APs have a wired capacity
equaling 1 Mbps (typical value for a xDSL connection) are
depicted. As expected, we see that network cooperation together with the utilization of sophisticated allocation schemes
yield considerable gains whereas the MPL scheme fails to
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Fig. 2. Relative user-throughput improvement compared to a MPL allocation
without operator-cooperation for a few different algorithms. BE, as well as
MBR data are treated and three different AP loads are considered.

improve performance. We conclude by noticing that the gain
of advanced allocation methods also here are most pronounced
when we have one user per AP.
B. Avoiding Backhaul Limitations with Advanced Algorithms
Previous section targeted the two extreme cases where either
all, or none, of the APs were constrained by their wired
link. Here we consider the performance of the algorithms for
varying combinations of wireless and wired limitation. On
average, each AP has one active user, and we focus on gains
that can be attained by considering wired constraints.
Figure 3 depicts the achievable user-throughput as a function of the percentage of APs that are limited by the wired
link (for BE data and cooperating networks). Compared to an
MPL criteria, which ignores the wired connections, average
throughput can be increased with up to 50% by utilizing
backhaul-aware (BA) metrics. As expected, the max-sum,
closely followed by the proportional fair scheme, enable
largest gains. For higher AP densities, but with the same
average number of users per AP, both the proportional fair
and MPL scheme approach the performance of the max-min
allocation whereas the max-sum algorithm remains superior
(due to limited space, these results are not included in the
paper).
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1.0 users/AP, Backbone: unlimited = 100 Mbit/s, limited = 1 Mbit/s
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Fig. 1. Relative user-throughput improvement compared to a MPL allocation
without operator-cooperation for a few different algorithms. BE, as well as
MBR data are treated and three different AP loads are considered.
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Fig. 3. User-throughput as a function of the percentage of APs with limited
backhaul capacity for a few allocation principles in a BE traffic scenario.
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Fig. 4. User-throughput as a function of the percentage of APs with limited
backhaul capacity for a few allocation principles in the case of MBR traffic.

Figure 4, instead, presents the throughput for MBR traffic
and compared with BE data, the gains with sophisticated
BA principles are more pronounced. Here, the max-min and
proportional fair criteria outperform the other schemes and we
see that the largest gains are obtained in situations where the
majority of APs have “unlimited” wired capacity. For higher
AP densities, but with the same number of average users per
AP, the difference becomes increasingly pronounced.
C. Avoiding Backhaul Limitations with Meshed Cooperation
Another alternative would be to connect APs with wired capacity constraints to those with “unlimited” backhaul capacity
in order avoid the bottlenecks. This forms a partial mesh [17]
between APs and can increase network robustness in case of
backhaul failure or congestion. With mesh cooperation, the
access selection scheme can ignore backbone limitations when
assigning users to APs. Further, if APs can advertise whether
they have a high-speed or low-speed backbone, APs with
limited backhaul can use a simple algorithm and connect to
the closest high-speed AP when forming the mesh. This would
lower the requirement on operator cooperation and reduce the
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Fig. 5. Throughput for MBR with partially limited backhaul using different
mesh cooperation and backbone-aware (BA) schemes.

amount of information shared between networks compared to
the tight cooperation discussed earlier. Of course, advanced
mesh-forming algorithms could give better performance, but
at the cost of increased signalling. If APs are placed on good
locations, we could expect a better link budget between APs
than between users and APs. This advantage can vary several
orders of magnitude (more than 20 dB) through potential use
of directional antennas and smart AP placement.
Figure 5 shows the MBR performance versus AP–AP
link budget advantage, both for mesh schemes and for BA
schemes. Here, MPL is used when connecting APs and a
more advanced scheme when associating users with APs
belonging to their operator. Since AP–AP communication uses
a different channel than AP–user traffic, all APs must have two
transceivers (channels). In order to make a fair comparison,
the BA non-mesh schemes therefore also have two channels
per AP (effectively placing two APs at every location).
Without any link-budget advantage, max-sum mesh and maxmin mesh gives the same performance as the BA schemes
while prop-fair mesh is about 30% better. If the AP–AP link
is favorable, mesh performance improves considerably; here
prop-fair mesh gives almost 250% gain at 30 dB link-budget
advantage. Also, the other mesh schemes perform well here. It
should however be noted that for BE traffic, the dual-channel
BA schemes perform slightly better than the mesh scheme (5–
15% for max-sum) even with a high link-budget advantage for
the latter. This is due to the fact that a simple MPL scheme
was used between APs in the mesh.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Advanced access selection in multi-network environments is
often seen as a salient component of the multi radio resource
management (RRM) envisioned for future wireless systems.
We have studied to what extent cooperating wireless LAN
operators can exploit intelligent algorithms, which, e.g., could
be supported by the proposed IEEE 802.11k standard and
CAPWAP protocol, as a mean to improve throughput and
avoid potential backhaul limitations.
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Our results show that network cooperation, combined with
sophisticated allocation principles that besides path-loss also
consider AP load and potential wired capacity constraints, can
improve user-throughput in the order of 20–200%. Largest
gain was observed in scenarios where there, on average, was
one user per AP who demanded elastic minimum-bit-rate
(MBR) data in an environment where about 50% of the APs
were limited by the wired connection. However, similar gains
can be captured by letting APs with slow wired links connect
to those with high-speed ones according to a minimum pathloss criteria and then allocate users to APs belonging to their
operator’s network.
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Abstract–An important question for future wireless networks is whether the prioritization between different accesses should be controlled by the networks or terminals.
Herein we evaluate the performance of distributed access-selection algorithms where
terminals are responsible for both AP selection and the necessary measurements.
In particular, we focus on determining whether selfish distributed algorithms can
perform as well as centralized ones (for comparison we include max-sum, max-min,
proportional fair and minimum delay allocations). The study is conducted by timedynamic simulations in a IEEE 802.11a network and as performance measures we use
file transfer delay, and supportable load (at a maximum tolerable delay).
Our results show that selfish algorithms can offer similar performance, both in
terms of throughput and fairness, as the centralized schemes as long as they account
for both pathloss and AP load. This is an important result and it suggests that
terminal-controlled algorithms are just as efficient as centralized schemes, which besides
extensive measurements also require that AP exchange information, for improving
the efficiency in WLAN networks. Compared with a minimum pathloss selection
criteria, which is standard in the IEEE 802.11 family today, our distributed load-aware
algorithm increases the maximum supportable load with more than 200 percent even
after accounting for measurement time and estimation errors. With fast reselection
during ongoing sessions the gains can be further increased with, typically, 20 percent.
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Abstract— An important question for future wireless networks
is whether the prioritization between different accesses should
be controlled by the networks or terminals. Herein we evaluate the performance of distributed access-selection algorithms
where terminals are responsible for both AP selection and the
necessary measurements. In particular, we focus on determining
whether selfish distributed algorithms can perform as well as
centralized ones (for comparison we include max-sum, max-min,
proportional fair and minimum delay allocations). The study
is conducted by time-dynamic simulations in a IEEE 802.11a
network and as performance measures we use file transfer delay
and supportable load at a maximum tolerable delay.
Our results show that selfish algorithms can offer similar
performance, both in terms of throughput and fairness, as the
centralized schemes as long as they account for both pathloss and access point load. This is an important result and it
suggests that terminal-controlled algorithms are just as efficient
as centralized schemes, which besides extensive measurements
also require that AP exchange information, for improving the
efficiency in WLAN networks. Compared with a minimum pathloss selection criteria, which is standard in the IEEE 802.11
family today, our distributed load-aware algorithm increases the
maximum supportable load with more than 200 percent even
after accounting for measurement time and estimation errors.
With fast reselection during ongoing sessions the gains can be
further increased with, typically, 20 percent.

I. I NTRODUCTION
During the last years, wireless local area networks (WLAN)
have emerged as the predominant alternative for wireless
broadband data access in local environments (e.g., shopping
malls, universities, airports or even entire city districts). In
such locations a user will typically detect multiple access
points (APs) and to prioritize amongst them an access selection
algorithm is needed. Today, terminals in the IEEE 802.11
family utilize a rudimentary minimum path-loss (actually
strongest received signal) criteria. However, work to standardize the measurement requests and reports necessary to enable
radio resource management, including more intelligent access
selection, is currently ongoing in the 802.11k working group
[1]. A more advanced selection algorithm should be loadaware and could, if the architecture allows it, perform the
selection on a per-packet basis.
At the same time, we foresee a development towards an
access market where numerous competing access providers of
varying size coexist and where user-terminals are capable to
connect to all existing APs. Such a scenario has previously
been described in [2] where it also was argued that the

user-terminals have to control a larger part of the radio
resource management (including the handover decision). However terminal-controlled distributed access selection together
with increased terminal programmability will result in that
terminals, sooner or later, start to act in a selfish manner and
maximize their own performance without accounting for how
their decisions affect other users.
Methods for allocating users to the proper base stations
have been extensively studied for both homogeneous and
heterogeneous cellular systems in, e.g., [3]-[6]. The vast
majority of these studies adopted a network-centric perspective
and the algorithms, whose primary purpose was to improve
the aggregated system capacity (or similar), were centralized.
In [7] user-behavior for small-scale WLAN networks was
treated and it highlighted that the traffic-load usually varies
significantly between different APs in a network. As a remedy
they subsequently proposed two methods for balancing the
AP load in [8]. In the first method, users were reallocated
away from congested APs without any user involvement, while
in the second method, certain users were asked to change
physical location. Both methods showed significant gains.
A centralized selection algorithm for achieving a maxmin fair bandwidth allocation was proposed and evaluated
through snapshot simulations in [9]. Both wireless and wired
bottlenecks were considered and the algorithm was compared
to a minimum path-loss algorithm as well as a heuristic leastload selection criteria. The results showed that their proposed
algorithm not only resulted in a more fair bandwidth allocation, but also higher system throughput. It should however
be mentioned that the study targeted a high-load scenario
and that the potential effects of interference was neglected.
Centralized intelligent algorithms were also the theme in
[10] where we previously have showed that although maxsum and max-min allocations can improve system throughput
significantly, they only improve coverage marginally. Similarly
as in the aforementioned studies, a network-centric perspective
was adopted where the individual users acted unselfishly.
Existing work focusing on selfish user-behavior in wireless
networks has so far been restricted to studies where users
tamper with the medium access control (MAC) protocol [11][12] to obtain an unfair share of the wireless bandwidth. Both
these studies showed that multiple selfish users, can cause
significant performance degradations.
This paper focuses on the performance of distributed access
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selection algorithms where both the measurements and AP
selection are handled by the terminal. In particular we are
interested in determining whether selfish distributed algorithms, where all users try to maximize their own individual
throughput, can perform as well as centralized methods. Two
scenarios are treated and in the first, users select AP on
a per-session basis while they, in the second scenario, also
can switch between APs (instantaneously) during ongoing
transfers. As performance measures we use the transfer-delay
of a small file (whose size corresponds to a typical MP3 song)
and the supportable load at a maximum tolerable delay.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
The study targets open or semi-open areas such as outdoor
urban environments, airports, or shopping malls. Users enter
the system according to a Poisson arrival process and they are
assumed to have a file of fixed size to transmit. During the
transfer, users are stationary [7] (or possibly slowly moving)
and once the transfer is finished they leave the system. This
section presents the models and assumptions on which the
study relies.
A. Propagation Model
 s [dB], between a
The slowly varying path-gain, G = −L + G
terminal and its corresponding AP is determined by the spa s and a distance
tially correlated log-normal shadow fading G
dependent path-loss L (r). The latter is described by a dualslope model with a breakpoint at 8 m, i.e.

47.2 + 20log10 (r)
if r ≤ 8 m
(1)
L (r) =
65.3 + 40log10 (r/8) if r > 8 m
where r is the distance between the AP and terminal. The
standard deviation of the shadow fading and the correlation
distance are assumed to be 8 dB and 5 m respectively [13]. APs
are furthermore assumed to be randomly deployed according
to a uniform distribution.
B. Multi-Access Scheme and Data Rate Estimation
Throughout the paper we assume 1000-byte packets and a
100 mW effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP). The physical layer is IEEE 802.11a, which uses orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing in the 5 GHz band [14]. The throughput
derivations presented below are based on [14]-[17].
For a particular AP with η active users the resulting average
net AP throughput can, since all terminals have equal longterm access probability to the channel [17], be expressed as
Ps Ptr E[P]

.
(1 − Ptr )Tslot + Ptr Ps E[Ts ] + Pc E[Tc ]
(2)
Here E[P] corresponds to average packet size (in bytes), while
E[Ts ], and E[Tc ] are the expected time-duration associated
with a successful transmission and a collision respectively
(notice that these are random variables that depend on the
users’ SIR-values, Γ1 . . . Γη ). Moreover, Ptr is the probability
that a packet transmission occurs in a randomly chosen slot,
Ps the probability that a packet transmission is successful, and
SAP (Γ1 . . . Γη ) =

Pc = 1 − Ps the probability of a collision. Tslot is the duration
of an idle slot and the explicit expressions for E[Ts ], E[Tc ],
etc. can be found in [14]-[15] and are thus excluded here.
Assuming steady state the transmission probability, i.e. the
probability with which a user transmits in a randomly chosen
slot, can be expressed as [15]
τ (p) =

2(1 − 2p)
(1 − 2p)(W + 1) + pW(1 − (2p)v )

(3)

where W is the minimum contention window, v the maximum
backoff stage, and p the conditional collision probability an
individual user-terminal sees. The latter can be written as
p(τ ) = 1 − (1 − τ )η−1 .

(4)

Together (3) and (4) constitute a non-linear equation system
that can be solved with numerical methods and utilizing
τ , the probability that a packet transmission occurs can be
obtained as Ptr = 1 − (1 − τ )η−1 while the probability that a
(1−τ )η−1
transmission is successful can be written as Ps = ητ1−(1−τ
)η
[15]. The AP throughput can then be determined using (2) and
the user throughput is simply given as
Suser =

SAP (Γ1 . . . Γη )
.
η

(5)

The throughput derivations account for incurred overhead,
potential collisions as well as the exponentially increasing
back-off window. It should however be noted that the hidden
node problem, capture, as well as potential collisions with
packets transmitted by users belonging to other cells using
the same channel, are neglected. On the other hand, since
we assume that the request-to-send/clear-to-send (RTS/CTS)
mode is used, these modelling errors should have small effects.
C. Interference and SIR Estimation
Let I be the set of active users in the system and K the set of
available APs. Then we may describe a user allocation, either
by the vector s= [s1 , . . . , sI ] where si ∈ {1 . . . K} describes
to which AP user i is connected, or by an allocation matrix
X= [xik ]∈ R|I|,|K| . Here xik = 1 when si = k and it denotes
that terminal i is connected to AP k (otherwise the element
is 0), and |I|, |K| represent the size of the sets I and K
respectively. Given a channel allocation c ∈ R|K| we may
then approximate the SIR associated with user i connected to
AP k as
Ptx Gik
,
(6)
Γik =

M
j
q=1 xqj Gqk tq + N
∈{j:cj =ck ,j=k} Ptx

where G = [Gik ] ∈ R|I|,|K| is the path-gain matrix, tjq ∈
[0, tmax ] is a variable describing the fraction of time user
q connected to AP j is transmitting. N denotes the thermal
noise floor, receiver noise figure and other losses, which with
the numbers given in [14] becomes -91 dBm. Notice that
the first part of the denominator corresponds to the average
interference caused by terminals connected to APs utilizing the
same channel as AP k. In practice, however, the interference
will vary dynamically.
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III. ACCESS S ELECTION S TRATEGIES
When users initiate a session they must select to which AP
they should connect and to prioritize amongst the APs an
access selection algorithm is used. In general these access
selection algorithms can be formulated as multidimensional
optimization problems.
Assume that i − 1 users already have entered the system and that their allocation is described by the vector
s−i = [s1 . . . si−1 ]. Then the objective function, or net utility
for user i entering the system, can be written as
v (si ; s−i ) = u (si ; s−i ) − c (si ; s−i ).

(7)

Here u (si , s−i ) denotes the utility that user i obtains, while
c (si , s−i ) is an associated cost that arise since users may have
adverse effects, e.g. in the shape of congestion, on each other
(this is often referred to as a negative externality).
Cooperative access selection algorithms try to “maximize”
the system performance and consequently utilize the net utility
as decision metric. Since they focus on system performance
they are often sub-optimal for the individual users. As they
furthermore require information regarding how every potential
allocation of user i affects the admitted users in the system, one
commonly use centralized implementations. With distributed
algorithms the decision is based on local information and the
user-terminal is responsible for selecting the appropriate AP.
For those, we would, at least eventually, expect that the vast
majority of terminals act selfishly and try to maximize their
individual performance without considering how their decision
affects other users. Thus c (si , s−i ) ≡ 0 for selfish algorithms.
In this section we present the selection algorithms treated in
the paper. Two selfish distributed algorithms are considered;
one in which users connect to the AP associated with minimum
path-loss and one, more sophisticated, algorithm which also
accounts for AP load. For comparison we include a few
centralized cooperative algorithms.
A. Selfish Algorithms
With the minimum path-loss (MPL) criteria, users select
the AP associated with lowest path-loss (highest path-gain).
Hence user i utilizes the following decision metric
k∗ = arg max Gik

(8)

k∈K

where K is the set of available APs. As mentioned in the
introduction this algorithm is utilized in WLAN networks
today and since it is insensitive to load, users will, once they
have selected an AP, stay with it until they leave the system.
An inherent property of the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol
is that all users connected to a particular AP obtain similar
throughput at saturation. Hence, users should be able to increase their expected throughput by avoiding crowded (heavily
loaded) APs and base their selection on a combination of the
experienced path-loss and AP load as in our distributed loadaware (DLA) algorithm.
Starting from (5) we may observe that the experienced
user throughput besides the path-loss also depends on the

conditional collision probability p, the transmission probability
τ and the number of competing users. The latter has previously
been derived in [18] (by combining (3) and (4)) as
η (p) = 1 +

log (1 − p)

log 1 −

2(1−2p)
(1−2p)(W+1)+pW(1−(2p)v )



(9)

where p is the only unknown parameter.
Both the conditional collision probability and the transmission probability can be estimated as the relative number
of collisions and successful transmissions observed during
a given time-duration tmeas , i.e. we have p̂ = p̂ (tmeas ) and
τ̂ = τ̂ (tmeas ). Notice that also E[Ts ], E[Tc ], and E[P] can
be estimated during the measurements. In fact, the estimates
of these expectations will become accurate very quickly since
only a few different transmission rates are available. Once
the terminal has estimated the parameters described above,
the user-throughput can be predicted for all candidate APs
and simply connect to the one offering highest throughput. It
should be mentioned that we assume that users are able to
estimate their own path-loss perfectly and that the AP load
remains constant during ongoing estimations. The latter is, as
will become apparent in the next section, a reasonable assumption since the required measurement time tmeas typically is in
the order of 10 ms. Finally we also notice that since the DLA
algorithm is load-sensitive users may, if fast AP reselection is
allowed, conduct handoff during ongoing sessions even though
they are stationary.
B. Cooperative Algorithms
To benchmark the performance of the selfish algorithms we
compare their performance with four cooperative (max-sum,
max-min, proportional fair, and minimum delay) algorithms.
All of them are Pareto efficient, subject to the same set
of constraints and can be formulated as non-linear integer
problems. Letting the elements in the matrix F = [fik ] ∈
R|I|,|N | denote the set of infeasible allocations, i.e. fik = 1
if AP k cannot support the minimum bit rate (determined by
coding and modulation) for user i and zero otherwise, our
general maximization problem can be written as
maximize
s.t.

v (si ;s−i ) 
diag XXT = [1 . . . 1]T
F◦X=0
xik ∈ {0, 1}

(10)

where v (si ; s−i ) is the net utility associated with the allocation
of user i, XT is the transposed allocation matrix X, and
F◦X ≡ [fik xik ] denotes the Hadamard product. The first and
third constraint imply that terminals only can connect to
one AP, i.e. soft handover or fractional allocations are not
allowed. The second constraint states that terminals only can
be assigned to the set of feasible APs.
The max-sum algorithm allocates arriving users to APs so
that instantaneous aggregated system throughput is maximized
and the corresponding objective function can be written as

xik Sik (X).
(11)
v (si ; s−i ) =
i∈I k∈K
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Here Sik denotes the throughput that user i would obtain if
it was connected to AP k. Notice that the objective function
does not take fairness issues into account, which can lead to
large performance variations between users.
Another commonly used method for assigning resource in
a network is the max-min algorithm. Contrary to the maxsum criterion, it assigns users to the APs that maximize the
minimum user throughput and its objective function may be
written as

xik Sik (X).
(12)
v (si ; s−i ) =min
i∈I

k∈K

Notice that the algorithm tries to allocate new users so that
the difference between the users that are best and worst off is
as small as possible.
In existing literature; see e.g. [19]; it is often argued that
the max-sum algorithm puts too much weight on users in
favorable positions whereas the max-min criterion instead
prioritizes users in unfavorable locations. An alternative that
tries to balance fairness and efficiency is the proportional fair
algorithm whose objective function is




xik Sik (X) .
(13)
v (si ; s−i ) = log
i∈I

k∈K

As a final allocation criteria we also consider an algorithm
that tries to minimize the average transfer time (which we
refer to as minimum delay) and its objective function can be
written as
−1

 
v (si ; s−i ) = −
xik Sik (X)
.
(14)
i∈I

k∈K

Notice that the minus sign is necessary since (10) is formulated
as a maximization problem.
IV. N UMERICAL E XAMPLE
To assess the performance of the access selection algorithms
we have used time-dynamic simulation experiments. As performance measures we considered both the delay that a user
experiences when transmitting a 4 Mbyte file and the system
capacity. The latter is here defined as the maximum arrival rate
(users/AP/s) that can be supported given a maximum tolerable
average delay. Potential border effects have been mitigated
by a standard wraparound technique and the required warmup
time (to avoid transient behavior) was determined by graphical
inspection. The used parameters are summarized in Table I.
A. Average File Transfer Delay
Figure 1 presents the average file transfer delay associated
with the different algorithms as a function of the arrival rate
λ [user/AP/s] in a scenario where the system is noise-limited.
It is assumed that users, who are stationary or possibly slowly
moving, remain connected to the same AP during the entire file
transfer. For low λ the vast majority of APs are empty and thus
the difference between the studied algorithms is diminutive.
As the load increases, however, the difference becomes more

TABLE I
S YSTEM PARAMETERS
Parameter
AP density [km−2 ]
Shadow fading (SF) standard deviation [dB]
SF correlation distance [m]
SF correlation between access points
Channel bandwidth [MHz]
Thermal noise floor [dBm]
Terminal power [dBm]
Minimum contention window (W)
Maximum back-off stage (v)
# Non-overlapping channels

Value
288
8
5
0.5
20
-91
20
16
6
13

TABLE II
D ELAY S TATISTICS F OR T HE A LGORITHMS (W ITHOUT R ESELECTION ) [ S ]
Arrival UserMPL
DLA
Max
Max
Prop
Min
Sum
Min
Fair
Delay
Rate λ
Perc.
0.08
10th
1.95
1.85
1.85
1.85
1.85
1.85
3.1
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.2
—
50th
—
90th
6.6
4.1
4
4
4
4
0.08
Avg.
4
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.3
0.175
10th
2.2
2.10
2.05
2.05
2.05
2.05
5.3
2.9
3.2
3
3
3
—50th
—90th
 20
5.7
5.6
5.55
5.6
5.55
0.175
Avg
 20
3.85
4.1
3.85
3.85
3.85
0.275
10th
2.6
3.4
2.5
3.3
3
3.2
16
6.1
4.6
5.8
4.9
5.1
—50th
—90th
 20
12.1
 20
12.3
10.8
10.6
0.275
Avg
 20
7.6
 20
9
6.5
6.4

pronounced and we notice that the system capacity can be
increased with approximately 250 percent if a sophisticated
access selection algorithm is used instead of the rudimentary
MPL. A comparison, which indicates the power of using
sophisticated algorithms, is that the AP density would have to
increase 3–4 times in order to achieve the same area capacity
with the MPL algorithm. Furthermore we see that our selfish
distributed DLA algorithm offer comparable average delay as
the centralized algorithms.
It is also important to study the delay-distributions of the
algorithms and in Table II it is presented for a few different
loads. For the users that are best off (i.e. low percentile), the
MPL and the max-sum algorithm offers the lowest transfer delay. Turning to the median user, all except the MPL algorithm
have comparable delays while we see that, for the highest
percentile, both the MPL and the max-sum algorithms are associated with significantly higher transfer delay than the other
algorithms and this explains why they have higher average
delay. This suggests that the MPL and max-sum algorithms
are less fair than the other ones. It is also worthwhile to
highlight that DLA, proportional fair as well as the minimum
delay schemes are just as fair as the max-min allocation even
though the latter explicitly targets fairness between users. We
can thus conclude that our selfish distributed DLA algorithm
offer comparable performance, both in terms of average delay
and in terms of fairness, as the centralized schemes. This is
an important result since it often is argued that centralized
allocation schemes are superior to distributed who only should
be preferred when the added complexity of the centralization
cannot be tolerated.
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1.6

20

Mean service time [s/user]

16

MPL
Max−Sum
Max−Min
DLA
Prop. Fair
Min Delay

1.5

Capacity improvement factor

18

14
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8
6

Max−Sum
DLA
Prop. Fair

1.4

1.3

1.2

1.1

4
1

2
0
0

0.05

0.1

0.15
0.2
λ [users/AP/s]

0.25

0.3

0.35

Fig. 1. Average file transfer delay for the studied access selection algorithms
as a function of user arrival intensity λ. Notice that all users utilize the same
algorithm and that no reselection during an ongoing session is possible.

B. Fast Cell Selection
Clearly the system capacity could be further increased by
enabling user-terminals to adapt to changing traffic conditions
and reselect AP during ongoing sessions (even though the
users are stationary). As this would result in frequent reallocations which, especially in multi-provider scenarios, requires
increased architectural and computational complexity it could
only be motivated by significant capacity gains.
Figure 2 show the capacity gain relative to the scenario
where no reselection occurs (with a 10 second maximum
average delay) as a function of the probability pra that a
user reevaluates its AP selection in conjunction with that a
user enters or leaves the system. We notice that the maxsum allocation benefits the most from fast reallocations and
the gain approaches 60 percent as pra → 1 . Corresponding
gains for the other algorithms are marginal and fall between 5
and 15 percent. In comparison with the capacity gains arising
from sophisticated algorithms it seems like the additional gains
enabled by fast reselection is limited and hardly motivates
incurred overhead (signalling, measuring, etc.). It should however be noted that non-probabilistic access protocols (e.g.
time-division-multiple-access) where users can exploit the
variations associated with fast fading may facilitate significantly higher gains. Finally also notice that AP reselection,
although on slower time-scale, will be a necessary component
in scenarios where users are mobile and have longer sessions.
C. Load Estimation Accuracy vs. Measurement Time
When we previously evaluated the performance of the DLA
algorithm in Figure 1 it was assumed that terminals were able
to estimate the AP load as well as the conditional collision
and transmission probabilities perfectly. In reality however
terminals will have to estimate these values, which impairs
its performance relative to the centralized schemes where this

0.9
0

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05
pra

0.06

0.07

0.08

0.09

0.1

Fig. 2. Relative improvement of the maximum supportable load at 10 s
service-time for varying the reallocation probabilities pra .

information is assumed to be known by the AP. Consequently
it becomes important to determine how much time a terminal
will have to sacrifice on estimations and in Figure 3 the average relative capacity, compared with the ideal DLA algorithm,
is shown as a function of the estimation period tmeas per
AP. It should be stressed that path-loss estimates are assumed
to be ideal. We see that capacity approaches the ideal DLA
capacity rather quickly and already with tmeas = 10 ms/AP
a capacity only 10 percent smaller than the ideal one is
obtained. Advanced methods for determining how a userterminals should split tmeas between the candidate set of
APs could possibly improve the performance further. This is
however outside scope of this paper and herein we are content
with noticing that the performance of the DLA algorithm,
when one accounts for estimations, still is comparable with
the centralized methods.
D. Influence of Interference
Under some circumstances, e.g. when only a few channels
are available, the system performance may be limited by
interference. In Table III we present the file transfer delay, with
and without interference, for the median user. In the latter case
we assume that there are 9 orthogonal channels available and
that each AP utilizes the channel on which it receives lowest
average interference. Notice that we use average interference
levels and that terminals, which do not account for potential
effects of interference when selecting AP, remain connected
even though their SIR is too low to obtain nonzero throughput.
This is a rather pessimistic assumption since users with zero
data rate are likely to leave the system. Studying the delay we
notice that the MPL algorithm algorithm is less sensitive to
interference than the other methods. This is expected since
the MPL algorithm base its decision on the instantaneous
data rate (i.e. the time it must occupy the wireless channel),
whereas all the other algorithms trade the instantaneous data
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1

ther supporting fast AP reselection, additional capacity gains
of 10–50 percent can be obtained depending on algorithm.
In situations where the WLAN network is limited by
interference all studied algorithms (including the minimum
path-loss selection criteria) have similar performance. It should
however be stressed that none of the sophisticated algorithms
accounted for the effects of interference in the AP selection.

Capacity relative to DLA with perfect load knowledge

(0.291)
(0.285)

0.95

(0.145)

(0.273)

0.9
(0.138)
(0.253)

0.85

(0.128)

0.8
0.75
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Fig. 3. The relative capacity offered by the DLA algorithm as a function
of the estimation period tmeas spent on each AP. Notice that all users are
assumed to employ the same tmeas for estimation and that the markers
correspond to different arrival rates (see values within parenthesis).
TABLE III
D ELAY S TATISTICS OF T HE A LGORITHMS A SSOCIATED WITH THE
M EDIAN U SER (W ITH AND W ITHOUT I NTERFERENCE ) [ S ]
Arrival UserMPL
DLA
Max
Max
Prop
Min
Sum
Min
Fair
Delay
Rate λ
Perc.
No interference
0.08
50th
3.1
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.2
5.3
2.9
3.2
3
3
3
0.175
50th.
16
6.1
4.6
5.8
4.9
5.1
0.275
50th
With interference
0.08
50th
3.3
4.0
3.8
4.5
4
4
0.175
50th
6.6
8
5.3
14
7
7.3
 20
 20
8.3
 20
14
20
0.275
50th

rate for obtaining a larger fraction of the total time. We also
notice that the DLA algorithm still is able to offer comparable
performance as the other sophisticated schemes.
V. C ONCLUSION
We have evaluated the performance of distributed selfish
access-selection algorithms and compared it to the one offered
by a few popular centralized allocation methods (max-sum,
max-min, proportional fair and minimum delay allocations).
Our results suggest that selfish distributed algorithms offer
comparable performance in noise-limited environments, both
in terms of capacity (maximum supportable arrival rate for
a maximum tolerable average delay) and fairness, as long as
they account for both the path-loss and access point (AP) load.
Comparing with the rudimentary minimum path-loss selection
criteria used in current WLAN networks, the supportable
load can be improved with more than 200 percent even after
accounting for measurement time and estimation errors. This
is an important result and it suggests that terminal-controlled
access selection is just as efficient as centralized algorithms,
which typically require that APs exchange information. By fur-
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Abstract – For voice, an efficient radio resource management (RRM) essentially boils
down to providing a predefined signal to interference ratio (SIR) at lowest cost possible
and centralized schemes has, evidently, been an effective approach to address these
problems. Delay-elastic data services, however, introduce both heterogeneous user
requirements and possibilities for opportunistic RRM. One way, among others, to
handle this would be to let autonomous trade-agents, acting on behalf of users, manage
the radio resources, and this is our point of departure.
We propose a market-based framework for decentralized RRM in environments
populated by multiple, possibly heterogeneous, “access points” (APs), and the provided
service for the users consists of file transfers. Resources (transmission time) are
partitioned between users through a proportionally fair divisible auction. The problem
at hand for the user (trade-agent), is then to determine how much resources it should
purchase from the different APs in order to maximize its utility (“value for money”).
Our results indicate that decentralized selfish bidding strategies are able to capitalize on
temporary beneficial conditions and offer comparable performance with a centralized
scheme (based on the ’µC-rule’) that requires knowledge about peak data-rates, queue
lengths, and preferences for all users in the system.
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Abstract— For voice, an efficient radio resource management
(RRM) essentially boils down to providing a predefined signal to
interference ratio (SIR) at lowest cost possible and centralized
schemes has, evidently, been an effective approach to address
these problems. Delay-elastic data services, however, introduce
both heterogeneous user requirements and possibilities for opportunistic RRM. One way, among others, to handle this would
be to let autonomous trade-agents, acting on behalf of users,
manage the radio resources, and this is our point of departure.
We propose a market-based framework for decentralized RRM
in environments populated by multiple, possibly heterogeneous,
“access points” (APs), and the provided service for the users
consists of file transfers. Resources (transmission time) are
partitioned between users through a proportionally fair divisible
auction. The problem at hand for the user (trade-agent), is then
to determine how much resources it should purchase from the
different APs in order to maximize its utility (“value for money”).
Our results indicate that decentralized selfish bidding strategies
are able to capitalize on temporary beneficial conditions and
offer comparable performance with a centralized scheme (based
on the ’µC-rule’) that requires knowledge about peak data-rates,
queue lengths, and preferences for all users in the system.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wireless systems have traditionally been designed and deployed for voice services whose value greatly depends on that
an acceptable target data-rate can be guaranteed in the entire
service area. As peak data-rates decay monotonously with
distance, the main purpose with radio resource management
(RRM) has been to improve the situation for the users located
at the border of the cell.
With the introduction of wireless data services however,
the prerequisites for RRM has changed radically. Firstly, user
satisfaction (utility) tends to increase with the experienced
data-rate and there is no upper bound beyond which available
resources should not be allocated to a particular user. Secondly
for most data services, such as email or file transfers, users’
experienced utility only depends on the average data-rate
during the transfer. This opens up for opportunistic RRM as
well as new ways to deploy wireless infrastructure.
To offer data services operators, or possibly a set of cooperating operators, would typically deploy a heterogeneous,
multi-service system with a set of predefined radio access
bearer services. Important questions concerning multi-access
systems is how users, and resources, should be allocated
to the different subsystems, and in the case where multiple
operators are involved in delivering the services, how the
revenue should be shared between the actors. An alternative to
centralized methods that rely on exogenously metrics to assign

resources, would be to internalize user-demand and let users,
or rather trade-agents residing in the terminals and acting on
behalf of the users, determine the allocation. This scenario has
previously been described in [1] and it is the starting point of
this paper where the design of different trade-agent strategies
is studied.
In [2] a capacity analysis for an interference-limited, multiaccess, multi-service system was performed. The study focused on potential synergies that could be exploited by taking
the requested radio access bearer service, and the capabilities
of the different subsystems, into consideration when allocating
users. They concluded that, under certain circumstances, significant capacity gains could be obtained. Multi-access blocking systems was the theme in [3], which targeted the trunking
efficiency gain and the gain from service-based user allocation.
It was observed that trunking gains were relatively insensitive
to service mix, whereas the gains associated with servicebased allocations instead heavily depended on it. Both these
studies relied on centralized methods for allocating the users.
There also exists literature focusing on decentralized solutions
where the user-terminals are responsible for the RRM. Often
these studies have been based on game-theory, which offers
a quantitative framework for studying the interaction between
actors with conflicting interests.
In [5] the authors originated from the intertwining between
multi-service networks and pricing policies where the latter
can be used to create the necessary incentive-compatibility for
users. In fact they viewed the network as a public asset, owned
by its users, and their chief objective was to “internalize”
demand and create incentives for cooperation between selfinterested users so that the social welfare could be maximized.
A similar approach was used in [6]. Therein however, focus
was on directing selfish users into the most efficient Nash
equilibrium point (NEP) when multiple NEPs existed.
Auctions are one flavor of dynamic, demand responsive
pricing that has attracted the attention of researchers. Therein,
aggregated demand is used to determine the clearing price
for which resources are sold. An early study proposing a socalled “smart market” wherein users occasionally informed the
network how much they were willing to pay per transmitted
bit was presented in [7]. Bandwidth was allocated amongst
users by means of a second-price sealed-bid auction (Vickrey
auction). A similar approach was used in [8] where resources
instead was divided through a series of generalized Vickrey
auctions in a high speed downlink packet access (HSDPA)
setting. As in [7] focus was to improve the resource efficiency,
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or social welfare, by tracking demand, and both studies
relied on trade-agents residing in the network (access points).
In [9], a divisible proportionally fair auction was proposed
for dividing resources between competing users at a single
server in a fixed network. A few “typical” agent strategies,
such as minimizing cost or transfer delay, were developed
and considerable effort was spent on guaranteeing that the
strategies could be implemented in a decentralized manner.
II. P ROBLEM D EFINITION
Here we study a network architecture where selfish users
employ autonomous trade-agents that compete with other
trade-agents by bidding for transmission time (“air time”) in
a TDMA system (see Figure 1). In such a system the problem
at hand for the trade-agent is to determine how they should
act in order to maximize its user’s expected utility (“value
for money”) and that is the focus of the paper. It should be
mentioned that trade-agents are selfish, and do not account for
how their decisions affect other users. This selfish behavior
could, for example, be a consequence of limited information
of the preferences of the other users.
To cope with time-varying user-demand resources are occasionally redistributed by means of a proportional fair divisible
auction. In each auction an auctioneer, located in the access
point (AP), gather the bids from the users’ trade-agents and
divide resources according to a predefined allocation rule so
that all participating users obtain a share. This is in contrast
to, e.g., a Vickrey auction where the highest bidder claims the
entire resource. Assuming that there are N competing users,
and letting si,j ∈ [0, smax ]; 0 < smax < ∞ denote the bid
associated with trade-agent j in auction i, the portion of the
transmission time allocated to user j is determined as
si,j
si,j
=
xi,j (s) = N
∈ [0, 1) . (1)
si,j + si,−j
k=1 si,k + ε

Here si,−j = k=j si,k + ε and ε ∈ [0, εmax ], the reservation
price, is a nonzero bid placed by the AP that can be interpreted
as a price floor. The reservation price can be thought of as a
means for the AP to influence the price for which the resource
is sold and it is envisioned to vary on slow time-basis (cf.
time-of-day pricing). It should, however, be stressed that if
the auction mechanism merely is used as a way to divide
resources in an efficient manner, and the APs does not have
any interest in maximizing their revenue, the reservation price
ε could be set to zero as this reduces the overhead of unused
bandwidth (see Figure 2). Finally notice that trade-agents are
able to update their bids multiple times within a single auction
before the resources are divided and that we, throughout the
paper, neglect the overhead associated with the placing of bids.
In this study the focus is on file transfers. Users’ desire for
cheap and fast transfers is described by a utility function u (·),
or, as we in this context find more intuitive a cost function c (·).
The latter is modelled as a weighted sum of the expenditures
E in some monetary unit (mu) [mu/Mbit] and the delay T
[s/Mbit] associated with the transfer. Let Ri,j [Mbit/s] denote
the peak data-rate that user j experience during the time-period

between auction i and i + 1, and let TA [s] correspond to the
time-duration between two consecutive auctions (see Figure
2). The delay is defined as
n



Tj  TA min (n) :
xi,j Ri,j TA ≥ 1
n ∈ N, (2)
i=1

where N = {1, 2, . . . } refers to the set of positive integer
numbers. It should be noted that we, for simplicity, assume that
the co-channel interference is constant, and that the peak datarate during auction i associated with trade-agent j is known
at the beginning of the auction. Consequently we may write
the cost function for a file of size qj [Mbit] as
cj = qj (Ej + αj Tj ) =

z



ci,j (si,j , si,−j ) ,

(3)

i=1

where αj [mu/s] is a parameter that describes how sensitive
a particular user is to delays (or how insensitive to expenses),
and z is random variable corresponding to the number of
auctions in which trade-agent j needs to participate in order to
transfer the file. Figure 2 illustrates the parameters associated
with a file transfer and we highlight that a trade-agent typically
has to participate in multiple auctions to complete the transfer.
As mentioned earlier the task of the trade-agents is to
minimize their user’s expected cost for transferring the file
and the problem can be formulated as

 z

ci,j (si,j , si,−j )
∀ j.
(4)
E
min
s1,j ,...,sz,j


i=1

As their actions are intertwined, trade-agents are involved in
an interactive decision process, or a noncooperative game. In
fact, since trade-agents need to participate in several auctions
to complete the transfer (4) may be viewed as a repeated
game and it should be noted that the optimal bidding strategy
depends on the number of competing trade-agents as well
as their strategies (e.g. some trade-agents could employ a
strategy according to which they only purchase resources if
their peak data-rates Ri,j exceed some predefined value while
other, instead, could use a strategy where they only participate
in auctions when the price at which the resource is sold is
less than some value). Obviously, deriving the optimal bidding
strategy, with respect to (4), is very complicated. One way to
attack the problem would instead be to utilize simpler, perauction based strategies and view the problem as a sequence
of single-shot games. With that approach the trade-agents try
to solve (4) by means of a “short-term” cost function that try
to approximate (4) from the result of a single auction.
In this paper we are interested in determining the efficiency
of selfish decentralized short-term agent-strategies. For comparison, a centralized near-optimal allocation scheme, which
targets the average performance associated with the entire file
transfer is included. Notice that we, throughout the paper,
assume that competing users rely on the same strategy and
although we restrict our study to strategies that belong to the
subclass of short-term strategies it should be stressed that the
objective for them, at all times, is described by (4).
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transferring a file
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Time and rate allocation
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Rate [Mbps]

ε

∑s
R 1,j

Fig. 2. Illustration of auction procedure associated with a file transfer. In the presented example trade-agent j initiates a file transfer in auction 1. Each
auction, user j is allocated a portion xi,j of the total available transmission time TA and depending on its peak data-rate Ri,j the agent will be able to
transfer a total of xi,j Ri,j TA bits. After participating in z auctions the trade-agent has completed the file transfer and consequently the file transfer delay,
in this case, becomes zTA .

auctioneer

ε

s1

Tj =
sj

s2

s3

s j-1

user trade-agent

Fig. 1. Description of the studied architecture. Users employ autonomous
trade-agents, which compete for resources with the other users’ trade-agents
connected to the AP. Transmission time is divided through a proportionally
fair divisible auction held by an auctioneer located in the AP.

III. T RADE -AGENT S TRATEGIES
In this section we focus on the studied short-term agent
strategies and we start by describing them in a context where
there only is a single AP as in Figure 1. Later we will extend
them to also cover the case of multiple APs with, possibly,
different characteristics.
The first studied strategy, henceforth referred to as the
persistent bidding strategy, departs from (4) and its derivation
is based on the assumptions that
1) The peak data-rate of the particular user, on whose behalf
the trade-agent j is acting, remains unchanged during the
entire file transfer, i.e. Rk,j = Rl,j ∀ k, l, and that
2) The total demand associated with the other tradeagents
remains

 unchanged during the file transfer, i.e.
i=j sk,i =
i=j sl,i ∀ k, l.

Under these two assumptions, trade-agent j would place
identical bids in all auctions and the transfer delay, as well
as the monetary expenditure, associated with transferring one
Mbit would be

1
1
TA =
xj Rj TA
xj Rj

Ej =

sj Tj
sj
=
.
TA
xj Rj TA

(5)

Substituting (5) into (3) yields




s−j
1
cper
sj + s−j + 1 +
TA αj
(6)
j (sj , s−j ) =
R j TA
sj
where xj Rj denotes the throughput associated with user j.
Equivalently, the repeated noncooperative game described by
(4) simplifies to




s−j
1
(7)
sj + s−j + 1 +
TA αj .
min
sj R j T A
sj
The best response (BR), which describes how trade-agent j
should react to the actions of all other trade-agents,percan be ob∂c (sj ,s−j )
=
tained from the first order optimality condition, j ∂sj
0, and solving it with respect to sj gives

sj = ϕ (s−j ) = αj Ta s−j .
(8)
∂ 2 cper (sj ,s−j )

j
> 0, and the trade-agents’ strategy-space
Since
∂s2j
is nonempty, convex, and compact we are guaranteed that a
unique NEP exists [12]. As furthermore (8) is a so-called
standard function, also convergence is ensured [10]. It should
be noticed that a cost function similar to ours previously
has been used in [9] for a single server in a fixed network.
Compared to [9], however, we have expanded the strategy so
that the same AP may have varying service rate for different
trade-agents and, further, allow trade-agents to select from
multiple APs (servers).
Two potential drawbacks with the persistent strategy presented above are that trade-agents bid more aggressively
in situations where the AP is congested, and that the cost
associated with refraining from transmission in an auction is
infinite; see (8). Hence, it could be beneficial to replace (6)
with another cost function wherein trade-agents in unfavorable
positions (in terms of peak data-rate and competition) are
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more reluctant to transmit. A modified version of (6), which
describes the opportunistic strategy, is


ηsj (s−j − ε)
TA α
+
(9)
copp
j (sj , s−j ) = sj + s−j +
xj + γθj
Rj

√
δ

−R

δ

∞

30

αj Rj

max
j
where a user-specific parameter θj =
has
Rmax
been introduced in the denominator of the second term. Notice
that θj decreases with δ, the number of consecutive auctions
in which trade-agent j has chosen to not transmit (which is an
option with this cost function). Trade-agents with high peak
data-rates, high αj (delay-sensitive files), and those who have
refrained from bidding in one or more auctions will bid more
aggressively in the following auction.
(s −ε)
We have, moreover, added a multiplicative cost γsj −j
.
Rj
As the term increases with (s−j − ε), sj , and decrease with
Rj it gives priority to trade-agents that experience high peak
data-rates, and reduce the trade-agents bids in situations where
the AP is congested. η and γ are weighting factors whose
values were determined by minimizing the expected cost for
file transfers. This minimization indicated that η and γ are
independent of the load and that the expected cost of the file
transfer is fairly insensitive to their values. For fast moving
users the values η ≈ 0.4 and γ ≈ 0.4 minimized the cost.
For stationary users the value of η was the same as for fast
moving users but γ = 0. This can be explained by that there
is no point in waiting for a better rate if the rate is constant.
From (9) the BR can be derived as

c per [Eq. (6)]
copp [Eq.(9)]

35

25

cj (sj ,s−j )

R

α=0.1, N=10, s−j =20
40

δ=5
20
15

Best resonse Eq. (10)

Best response Eq. (8)

10

δ=0
5
0
−2
10

10

−1

10

0

10

1

sj
Fig. 3. An illustration of the different per-auction based (short-term) cost
functions and their corresponding best response for a case where there are 10
users competing for the channel. All users are characterized by an α = 0.1
and in this example s−j = 20, η = 1, and γ = 0.3.

where sj1 denotes the bid placed by trade-agent j in network
sj 1
. Although not presented here (due to
1, and xj1 = sj +s
−j1
1
space-limitations) it should be mentioned that analytical BR,
through which trade-agents can update their bids, corresponding to (12) exists. The existence
of a NEP is, in this case,
per
∂ 2 cj multi (·)
ensured by [12] since
> 0 ∀ sj1 ≥ 0. As before,
∂s2j
1
simulation experiments indicate global convergence.
(10) The equivalent of (9) for the two-network case is

(s−j , Rj , αj , θj , ε) =
sj = ϕopp


 j

TA αj Rj3 s−j
1

−s−j γθj +
 (11)
max 0,
Rj + γθj
η (s−j − ε) + Rj

coppmulti (sj1 , s−j1 , sj2 , s−j2 ) =

2

+

∂ 2 copp (sj ,s−j )

j
and since
> 0, and the strategy-space is
∂s2j
nonempty, convex, and compact we know that there exists a
unique NEP [12]. Simulation experiments furthermore show
that trade-agents updating their bids according to (10) converge to the NEP and, hence, the equilibrium is globally stable.
We may note that the BR associated with the opportunistic cost
function (9), increase with the number of slots that a terminal
has refrained from transmitting δ (see Figure 3).

A. Multi-Network Allocations
So far users have been restricted to one AP and consequently
the trade-agents’ problem was limited to determine how large
their bids should be. In an environment with multiple candidate
APs the problem at hand for the trade-agents is extended to
also include the prioritization amongst APs. These problems
are intertwined and an optimal solution should therefore solve
them jointly. For simplicity, we restrict our study to a scenario
where two, potentially heterogeneous, APs are available, and
in this case the cost function equivalent to (6) can be written
as
sj1 + sj2 + αj
per
(12)
cj multi (sj1 , s−j1 , sj2 , s−j2 ) =
xj1 Rj1 + xj2 Rj2

sj1 + sj2
+
xj1 Rj1 + xj2 Rj2

αj
s−jk − εk
+
ηsjk
Rjk
xj1 Rj1 + xj2 Rj2 + γθj δ k=1

(13)

where
θj =



max (Rmax1 , Rmax2 ) − max (Rj1 , Rj2 )
max (Rmax1 , Rmax2 )

δ

α max(Rj1 ,Rj2 )

.
(14)

B. Centralized Allocations
To evaluate the merits of the decentralized selfish strategies
we also include two centralized algorithms. In the first, users
connect to the AP providing the highest peak data-rate and
then share the resources so that all users connected to the AP
obtain the same throughput. Note that all users are charged
the same price per bit and that the total revenue earned by the
AP coincides with the one that it would earn if trade-agents
would have updated their bids through (8). It should be noted
that this price corresponds to the APs alternative cost. Hereon
forth we will refer to this as a bit-fair allocation and it should
be highlighted that the allocation is oblivious to αj .
The other included method is the weighted-shortestexpected-remaining-processing-time-first (SERPT/C) scheme,
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Stationary Users

similar to the µC-rule [11]. According to the scheme the
available resources are continuously allocated according to
∆qj
αj Rj

0.8

(15)

where ∆qj denotes the number of bits that remains for user j
to transfer. As for the bit-fair allocation, the monetary cost
accrued to user j corresponds to the price that would be
obtained if users updated their bids according to (8).
IV. N UMERICAL E XAMPLES
This section analyzes the performance of the distributed algorithms described in previous sections. Files of fixed size
q arrive according to a Poisson process and resources are
allocated, once a second, according to the NEP associated with
the different agent strategies. The pathloss is modelled as
L (r) = 35.3 + 38 log10 (r)

[dB],

Pr[c < C]

j

0.6

0.4
SERPT/C
Opportunistic
Persistent
Bit fair

0.2

0
10

1

10

(16)

where r [m] is the distance between the AP and terminal. We
have neglected shadow fading, modelled the interference as
coming from constantly transmitting APs, and utilize a truncated version of the Shannon bound (adjusted for efficiency
losses) where the peak data-rates are given as




Γi,j
(17)
Ri,j = min W log2 1 +
, Rmax .
2
Here W =3.84 MHz corresponds to the effective channel bandwidth and Γi,j is the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio
that user j experience in auction i. Throughout the example
there are 10 user-classes, each characterized by a specific
α ∈ {0.01, 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2.5, 5, 10} and new
1
to belong to
users entering the system have the probability 10
each class. Notice that we, in scenarios where multiple APs
are available to the trade-agents, for simplicity, assume that
users’ peak data-rates to the different APs are uncorrelated.
A. Algorithm Evaluation
Figure 4 and 5 present the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of the file transfer cost cj corresponding to the different
strategies for a single-cell scenario where users either are
stationary or fast moving. For the latter we have assumed that
peak data-rates experienced by the users, between two adjacent
auctions, can be modelled as iid random variables. Note that in
this case the opportunistic strategy is able to exploit variations
in the load as well as peak data-rate and it, thus, represents
a case where the difference between the per auction-based
strategies and the SERPT/C scheme can be expected to be
small. This is because the SERPT/C scheme is less efficient,
but also due to that the peak data-rate are varying quickly,
which offers larger possibilities for opportunistic RRM. The
arrival rate corresponded to 0.2 s files
km2 (1.6 Mbit/s/AP).
Compared to the bit-fair policy we see that the cost cj can be
reduced with between 40-75 percent, in average, by accounting
for users’ preferences and resource consumption levels. With
the opportunistic bidding strategy additional gains can be
captured and for fast moving users, it is able to offer almost
as good performance as the centralized SERPT/C scheme.

2

Experienced cost for a file transfer, C

Fig. 4. The CDF of the file transfer cost corresponding to the different cost
functions for a single-network scenario where active users are stationary.
Notice that ’+’ illustrates the average cost associated with the algorithm.
We see that the both the selfish and opportunistic strategy is able to offer
comparable performance as the SERPT/C scheme.
Fast Moving Users
1

0.8

Pr[c < C]

arg min

1

0.6

0.4
SERPT/C
Opportunistic
Persistent
Bit fair

0.2

0
10

1

10

2

Experienced cost for a file transfer, C

Fig. 5. The CDF of the file transfer cost corresponding to the different cost
functions for a single-network scenario where active users have high mobility.
Notice that ’+’ illustrates the average cost associated with the algorithm. In
this case the opportunistic strategy is able to capitalize on both load and rate
variations and expect for the users that are best off its performance is similar
to the one offered by the SERPT/C scheme.

Figure 6 shows how different trade-agent strategies perform
compared to the near-optimal SERPT/C allocation scheme.
Both stationary and fast moving users are considered. It is
evident that trade-agents, by acting opportunistically, can reach
an expected cost comparable with the centralized near-optimal
scheme, especially in contexts where the users are mobile, or
if the load is high.
All in all we can conclude that the decentralized selfish
strategies can provide similar performance as the centralized
schemes, which require knowledge of user preferences, peak
data-rates, as well as the remaining file size for all users.
B. User Performance
While Figure 4 and 5 presented the CDF for a specific arrival
rate, Figure 7 illustrates the relative average cost increase as a
function of λ for the per auction-based strategies compared to
the SERPT/C allocation policy. One of the two APs serving
the stationary users has twice the bandwidth of the other
network but at the same time a higher reservation price (see
Table I). The short-term decentralized trade-agent strategies
show a performance close to that of the SERPT/C scheme
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and we can see that which one of the two that is best depends
on the load.

TABLE I
S UMMARY OF THE UTILIZED SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameter
Pathloss@1m [dB]
AP transmit power [W]
Cell radius [m]
Maximum bit-rate Rmax1 [Mbps]
Maximum bit-rate Rmax2 [Mbps]
Reservation price ε1
Reservation price ε2
File size (q) [Mbit]

Value
-35.5
20
440
14
7
6
3
8

V. C ONCLUSIONS

1

Relative cost E[cSERPT/C]/E[cmethod]

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0.5

Opportunistic (Fast)
Opportunistic (Stat)
Persistent (Fast)
Persistent (Stat)
Bit fair (Fast)
Bit fair (Stat)
1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

Offered Load [Mbit/s]
E[cSERP T /C ]

Fig. 6. The relative cost E[cmethod ] of utilizing the different allocation
methods, as compared to the SERPT/C allocation scheme. The performance of
the opportunistic trade-agent strategy is comparable to that of the centralized
near optimal SERPT/C scheme. Note that results for both fast moving and
stationary users are included in the figure.

Stationary Users
3.5

Relative cost increase

3

Bit fair
Opportunistic
Persistent

2.5

2

1.5

1
0.8

1.6

2.4

3.2
4.0
Offered load [Mbits/s]

4.8

5.6

6.4

Fig. 7.
Relative cost increase, compared to the SERPT/C allocation
scheme for an environment where two heterogeneous APs are available to
the trade-agents. Both the opportunistic and selfish strategy offer comparable
performance as the SERPT/C scheme while the relative performance of the
bit-fair allocation deteriorate significantly as the offered load increases. For
the opportunistic trade-agent strategy η = 0.4 and γ = 0 were used.

We have proposed a framework for studying decentralized
radio resources management (RRM) in environments populated by multiple, possibly with different capabilities, access
points (APs) and where users request delay-elastic services
(file transfers, email, etc.). Resources are partitioned through
a proportional fair divisible auction where users, or rather
trade-agents acting on behalf of the users, compete by bidding
for resources. The problem at hand for the trade-agents is
partly to prioritize between the set of APs, but also to, given
an assignment, determine how much resources they should
purchase in order to maximize the utility (“value for money”)
associated with the file transfer. The problem is modelled as
a noncooperative game between competing user trade-agents.
Our results suggest that, with an opportunistic cost function,
the performance of the short-term decentralized bidding strategies are comparable with the one attained by the weighted
shortest-expected-remaining-processing-time-first (SERPT/C)
scheme that explicitly try to minimize the average cost for
entire file transfer and requires knowledge of bit-rates, queue
lengths, and user preferences for all users. Natural extensions
would be to apply other service models, more accurate radio
models, or to study how the APs, optimally, should set their
reservation price in scenarios where they cooperate and/or
compete for wireless users.
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Abstract – Radio resource management (RRM) across operator boundaries is
emerging as a salient feature for wireless systems beyond 3G. Until recently, research
has been confined to solutions where cooperating networks enter explicit sharing
agreements that define how responsibilities and revenues should be divided. An
alternative would be to share the infrastructure implicitly by establishing an open
wireless access market wherein networks not only compete for users on a long-term
time-scale, but also on a much shorter time-base. This could be realized with an
architecture where autonomous trade-agents, that reside in terminals and “access
points” (APs), manage the resources through negotiations.
In this paper we develop a framework for studying demand-responsive pricing
in contexts where APs with overlapping coverage compete for users. Resources are
partitioned through a proportional fair divisible auction and our aim is to establish if,
and when, an open market for wireless access can be self-sustained. Compared to a
scenario where APs cooperate, our results show that, an open access market results
in better services at lower price which in the prolonging also yields more satisfied
customers. As an effect demand will increase and, from the perspective of the APs,
act as a counterbalance to the reduced prices. Thus, the revenue earned by the
APs will be comparable to the one in which obtained through AP cooperation and
monopoly (cartel) pricing. Generally speaking, the difference between the cooperative
and noncooperative RRM is small when the demand is concave and increases with the
convexity of demand.
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Abstract— Radio resource management (RRM) across operator
boundaries is emerging as a salient feature for wireless systems
beyond 3G. Until recently, research has been confined to solutions
where cooperating networks enter explicit sharing agreements
that define how responsibilities and revenues should be divided.
An alternative would be to share the infrastructure implicitly by
establishing an open wireless access market wherein networks
not only compete for users on a long-term time-scale, but
also on a much shorter time-base. This could be realized with
an architecture where autonomous trade-agents, that reside in
terminals and access points (APs), manage the resources through
negotiations.
In this paper we develop a framework for studying demandresponsive pricing in contexts where APs with overlapping
coverage compete for users. Resources are partitioned through
a proportional fair divisible auction and our aim is to establish
if, and when, an open market for wireless access can be selfsustained. Compared to a scenario where APs cooperate, our
results show that, an open access market results in better services
at lower price which in the prolonging also yields more satisfied
customers. As an effect demand will increase and, from the
perspective of the APs, act as a counterbalance to the reduced
prices. Thus, the revenue earned by the APs will be comparable to
the one in which obtained through AP cooperation and monopoly
(cartel) pricing. Generally speaking, the difference between the
cooperative and noncooperative RRM is small when the demand
is concave and increases with the convexity of demand.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Future wireless networks will be composed of a mixture of
radio access technologies (RATs). Albeit some of them, such
as WLAN and GSM, evidently are complementary, others
with more similar capabilities, will act as substitutes. As
furthermore no single provider is likely to deploy all standards,
infrastructure sharing is one possible alternative to offer highspeed data access in a cost efficient manner. The sharing
of wireless infrastructure, however, raises the question of
how resources and revenues should be divided when multiple
subsystems, managed by potentially competing actors, are
involved in delivering the access service. An alternative to
“traditional” infrastructure sharing; see e.g. [1] and references
therein; would be to establish an “open” access market through
which users can access all deployed “access points” (APs),
just as in a common market place. Therein users, or rather
“selfish” autonomous trade-agents that reside in terminals and
act on behalf of the users, manage the wireless resources in a
decentralized fashion. Similar concepts have previously been
proposed in [2]-[3] and they allow providers to share their
infrastructure in an implicit fashion.
Just as user trade-agents compete for resources, revenueseeking APs with overlapping coverage could, in an open
access market, compete for wireless users (“traffic”). This

could, for example, be achieved via occasional broadcasts of
network status information to trade-agents in the proximity,
who can use this to select the appropriate access.
The competition for resources among users, and the competition for users among APs are, is here, viewed as two
interrelated decision processes (games). In the paper we study
how an open access market is likely to affect the users and
network providers and the evaluation is based on game theory.
II. P RIOR W ORK
In telecommunications, game theory has traditionally been
used to design incentive-compatible pricing-schemes that increase the social value of a network shared by self-interested
users.
Recently, however, network efficiency has been addressed
from a provider-centric perspective [4]-[6] and the aim in
these studies has been to devise dynamic pricing-schemes
that internalize demand, quality-of-service, and resource consumption so that operator revenue can be maximized. A
combined flow and admission control (AC) was designed in
[4]. A related study was presented in [5] where a stochastic framework modelling the relationship between servicequality experienced by users, and their willingness to pay,
was developed. Introducing dynamic pricing as an additional
component in the AC was also the theme in [6]. Contrary to
[4]-[5], a time-dynamic price-sensitive AC was used and this
enabled operators to shape the traffic (“load balancing over
time”). Apart from reducing the need for over-provisioning,
this increased operator revenue.
Auctions are one way to implement time-dynamic demandresponsive pricing. There, aggregated demand determines the
clearing price (“spot price”) for which the resource is sold. An
early study that relied on auctions for partitioning network resources amongst competing users was [7] where the concept of
“smart markets” was introduced. In the proposed architecture
users informed the network how much they were willing to
pay per transmitted packet. To allocate resources a secondary
price sealed-bid auction (Vickrey auction) was utilized. A
similar approach, although for a high speed downlink packet
access (HSDPA) setting, was adopted in [8]. As in [7] the
intention was to improve the resource efficiency and both
approaches relied on trade-agents that resided in the network
(APs). In [9], a divisible proportionally fair auction was used
for allocating resources between competing users in a singleserver system. Apart from developing a few agent strategies,
e.g., minimize cost or service time, considerable effort was
spent on guaranteeing that the strategies could be implemented
in a decentralized manner. The study of proportionally fair
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Fig. 1. Description of the studied game. Users try to maximize their utility
(“value for money”) by selecting the best AP. Concurrently APs face the
problem of selecting the reservation price (ε) that maximizes their expected
revenue.

divisible auctions has later been extended in [10]-[11] where
aspects such as user coalitions and revenue maximization for
a single-server environment was addressed. In [12], we have
previously extended decentralized agent-strategies from [9] to
cover situations where the wireless resources from multiple
APs, with varying service rates, are allocated with proportional
fair auctions.
III. P ROBLEM D EFINITION
Herein we study an agent-based architecture previously described in [12], where users can connect to multiple, potentially competing APs. To divide resources, i.e., downlink “air
time” in a TDMA system between competing users, each AP
employs a proportional fair divisible auction. In each auction
all participating trade-agents obtain a share of the resource.
This is in contrast to, e.g., a Vickrey auction where the highest
bidder claims the entire resource.
Assuming that there are N competing users, and letting
si,j ∈ [0, smax ] where 0 < smax < ∞ denote the bid user
j place in auction i at AP m, the proportion of transmission
time allocated to user j is determined as
xm
i,j = N

sm
i,j

m
j=1 si,j

+ εm

=

sm
sm
i,j
i,j
= m
m
sm
p
i,j + si,−j

(1)

and we note that the allocation is proportionally fair by weight
[9]. In (1) εm ∈ (0, εmax ] is the reservation price, which is a
nonzero bid placed by the auctioneer, located in the AP, that
can be interpreted as a price floor below which the resource is
not sold. Both sm
i,j and εm are counted in monetary units (mu).
It should be noticed that we envision that the APs will change
their reservation price on a rather slow time-basis and they are

here assumed to vary on the same time-scale as the average
offered load. Faster variations are instead handled implicitly
through the structure of the auction which, all else equal,
results in higher prices when the AP is congested. Furthermore
we assume that the resource is infinitesimally divisible.
To bid for resources users rely on selfish autonomous tradeagents whose aim is to maximize the expected utility (“value
for money”) of its user. I.e., trade-agents do not account for
how their decisions affect other users. The AP prioritization,
which will be discussed further in Section IV, depends on the
m
and the price for the
estimated average peak data-rate Ri,j
N
resource pm = j=1 sm
i,j + εm .
Given a deployment and the trade-agent strategies, the
problem for the mth AP becomes to select a reservation
price εm so that its expected revenue is maximized (other
instruments are achievable bit-rate, latency, etc.). A too low
εm may “attract” low-spending users and open up for user
collusion, while a high-price policy may, on the other hand,
dampen demand.
In this paper we study how revenue-seeking APs should
select their reservation price in an environment where APs
with overlapping coverage compete for users. Our aim is to
establish whether AP competition can be self-sustained, and to
what extent users could benefit from an open access market.
IV. U SER M ODEL
The development of a suitable bidding strategy for the agents
originates from a specific service. In this study the modelled
service is a file download, which is delay elastic. More
specifically we say that the cost associated with a file transfer
is dependent on the total time-duration, and the monetary
expenditure, required to complete the download. Users’ desire
for cheap and fast file transfers can be translated into a
bidding strategy that describes how the trade-agent should
act in different contexts. Throughout this paper we assume
that agents utilize a strategy according to which they, in each
individual auction, try to minimize the following cost function
 m
αj
m sj

=
(2)
cauction
j
m m +
m m.
m∈M xj Rj
m∈M xj Rj
Here M denotes the set of candidate APs, and αj [mu/s]
is a parameter that describes how sensitive a particular user
is to delays. Minimization of (2) yields the best response
(BR) function, or strategy, associated with trade-agent j and
it describes how the trade-agent should react to the actions of
the other trade-agents. The latter can be summarized by the
set s−j = {sm
−j , ∀ m ∈ M} and the BR function can, for
trade-agent j, thus be written as
ϕj (s−j ) = arg min cauction
(s−j ).
j

(3)

sm
j ∀m∈M

A more detailed description of this strategy and the structure of
the auction can be found in [12], but we note that the strategy
converges to a unique, stable Nash equilibrium point (NEP).
Notice the distinction between cost and monetary expenditure,
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Shape of demand
“convex”
“linear”

(πβp)2
16−(πβp)2

“concave”

where the first refers to disutility (both delay and monetary
expenditure) and the latter to the “cost” in monetary units.
As users enter and
leave, say, AP m the spot-price for which
N
the resource is sold j=1 sm
i,j + εm will vary and if the price
is too high, a trade-agent is given the choice not to enter
the system at present status. In this paper we assume that all
users have an individual, and for the APs unknown, maximum
price per MByte. If the expected monetary expenditure for
transmitting one MByte, which can be estimated as


|M|
p = p (W ) ≈ E X



1
W |M|

Rmax
Rmin

Convex demand
Linear demand
Concave demand
1

Price elasticity of demand

0

0

50

100
Price per MByte p

150

0
200

Fig. 2. Graphical representation of the studied acceptance probability PA
(normalized demand) functions and their price elasticity of demand ED .

sm
i,j + εm , (4)
i=1 m∈M

j

fR,|M| (R)
dR
R

[s/MByte]

(5)

where fR,|M| (R) is the probability density function of the
peak data-rate [Mbit/s] for a user with |M|-branch selection
diversity. Here we assume that the APs broadcast information
about the price per MByte on a per-auction basis.
Together users’ price thresholds form the acceptance probability function PA (p) that describes the probability with which
a randomly chosen trade-agent will commence a file transfer
as a function of p. Utilizing the acceptance probability, the
aggregated user-demand can be written as
D (p) = D0 PA (p) [Mbit/s]

(6)

where D0 is the potentially offered load and we assume that
the aggregated demand function is perfectly known for all APs.
The demand consists of files, with an expected size q [Mbit]
that arrive to the system of APs according to a Poisson process
characterized by an intensity λ and consequently D0 = qλ.
Three demand functions are considered; one concave, one
linear, and one convex (see Table I) and for comparison
reasons they have all been normalized so that
∞

PA (p) dp =
0

0.5

W

exceeds this threshold the particular trade-agent will choose to
refrain from transmission. In (4), W is the number of auctions
|M|
over which the average price is computed and E X
[s/MByte] corresponds to the expected transmission time that
a randomly selected user, served by |M| APs, needs in order
to transfer one MByte. The latter can approximated by
|M| ≈ 8
E X

2

A

βp
2−βp

3

Acceptance probability

P (p)

Price elasticity
βp

Acceptance Probability

User demand
−βp
qλe


qλ 1 − β2 p

 2
qλ 1 − πβ
p2
4

Demand Price Elasticity E D (p ) )

TABLE I
S UMMARY OF EMPLOYED DEMAND FUNCTIONS .

1
,
β

(7)

where β a is demand-related parameter. This ensures that an
AP able to apply first order price discrimination will earn the
same revenue, irrespectively of which one of the three demand
functions that is used [13].

The linear demand function depicts a scenario where the
users’ price thresholds are uniformly distributed between 0
and β2 . The concave and convex demand functions instead
represent skew price distributions. With the convex function
the majority of users are “price-sensitive” and consequently
have a relatively low threshold. Some users, however, are very
insensitive to price and the difference amongst users can thus
be considerable. For the concave demand function, finally,
users are centered around one threshold and the difference
between the users is smaller than both the linear and convex
case. Figure 2 presents the acceptance probability functions
(“normalized” demand functions) as well as the associated
price elasticity of demand. The latter is defined as
ED (p) 

% change in quantity
∂D (p) p
=
,
∂p D (p)
% change in price

(8)

and it measures the rate with which the quantity demanded
varies due to a price change. If ED (p) < 1 the demand is
said to be price inelastic whereas if ED (p) > 1 it is instead
referred to as price elastic. The special case where ED (p) = 1
corresponds to the price that a revenue-maximizing AP would
utilize in a monopoly situation [13].
V. T HE AP P ROBLEM – R EVENUE M AXIMIZATION
As we already have touched upon, we model the open access
market as two interconnected games. The first game is between
the users, which try to minimize their expected cost for
transferring files, while the individual APs form the set of
players in the second game. Just as user trade-agents want
to minimize their cost function, APs try to maximize their
expected revenue per second Λm (·) [mu/s]. As mentioned
already in Section III, this, for the APs, translates into selecting
an appropriate reservation price εm . The domain of εm , thus,
forms the strategy space for each AP.
Although the maximization of the expected revenue is
straightforward in scenarios where the involved APs cooperate,
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the BR function associated with the AP game in a
situation where there, on average, is λ = 0.4 files/s/AP each of size q = 8
Mbit entering the systems. Notice that the NEP corresponds to the point where
the two BR functions intersect.

Fig. 4. Average revenue per AP and slot, as a function of the APs reservation
price ε in a situation where on average 0.8 files/s enters the systems. Notice
that for this example APs can earn approximately 50 percent higher revenue
by cooperating.

which we model by the Nash bargaining solution (NBS),
finding the reservation price in contexts where APs compete is
a rather cumbersome task. In the latter case APs are involved in
a noncooperative game. This section describes, and analyzes,
the problem at hand for the APs in scenarios where they
A. Compete with each other for the same wireless users,
B. Cooperate and try to maximize their total revenue, or
1
C. Divide the users so that a fraction |M|
is assigned to each
of the |M| AP.

B. Cooperative Access Market
For comparison, we also study the case where APs cooperate.
We model this as a Nash bargaining game where the NEP
associated with the noncooperative AP game is used as disagreement point. Given these assumptions, the problem can be
written as

Λm (ε) where εm = ε, ∀ m ∈ M.
(11)
max

A. Competing Access Points

By combining (6), (8) and (11) we can furthermore derive the
optimal reservation price as

Let Λm (εm , ε−m ) denote the expected revenue per second that
AP m earns if it use a reservation price εm at the same time
as the other APs utilize reservation prices ε−m = {εi , ∀ i ∈
M\m}. Given the actions of the other APs the problem faced
by AP m can be formulated as
ϑm (ε−m ) = arg max Λm (εm , ε−m ) .

(9)

εm

Here ϑm (ε−m ) is the BR function associated with AP m. The
NEP


(10)
ε∗m = ϑm ε∗−m ∀ m ∈ M,
forms the solution to the noncooperative AP game. This
solution is characterized by that no AP can, unilaterally,
increase its expected revenue by deviating from its current
reservation price. Figure 3 shows the BR functions for an
AP game where users are described by the convex demand
function and the potentially offered load D0 = 3.2 Mbit/s/AP
(λ = 0.4 files/AP/s). As all APs are assumed to be identical
(system bandwidth, transmit power, etc.) we confine ourselves
to symmetric solutions where ε∗k = ε∗l , ∀ k, l ∈ M. Due to
the interrelation between the user game and the AP game we
cannot present a proof of the existence or the stability of the
NEP of the noncooperative AP game. However, the simulation
experiments, one example of such in Figure 3, gives strong
indications that a stable unique NEP does exist.

ε

m∈M

ε∗ =

N
−1
 
ED
(1)

−
sm
j
|M|
E X
m∈M j=1

(12)

−1
where ED
(1) is the average price per MByte corresponding
to a price elasticity of demand that is equal to one. By further
noticing that the expected
 revenue per second, and AP, can
1
be written as Λ̄ = M
m Λm = D(p)p we may write the
revenue, that corresponds to the NBS, cooperating APs can
earn, Λ̄∗ , as
 −1 
−1
Λ̄∗ = D ED
(1) · ED
(1).
(13)

Figure 4 presents the average revenue per second and AP as
a function of the reservation price ε for the same case as
presented in Figure 3. As expected it shows that APs can
increase their revenue by cooperating with each other.
C. Market Split
In the third and final scenario, APs simply divide users so that
1
a fraction |M|
is served by AP m. This case can be treated
in a similar manner as the cooperative case.
VI. N UMERICAL E XAMPLE
This section applies the developed framework to an example
with two APs that either compete, cooperate, or divide the
wireless users between them. Files of fixed size q arrive
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Fig. 5. Average price, p, per transferred MByte of data as a function of the
file arrival rate λ for the studied demand functions. Corresponding prices for
the case where the APs cooperate are included for comparison. We see that
the price per MByte can be reduced if AP competition is ensured and that
the gain is largest in scenarios when the demand function is convex.
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Fig. 6. Average throughput experienced by the users as a function of the
file arrival rate λ. We see that AP competition, can improve the experienced
user throughput. Similarly as with the price p, largest gain is obtained with
the convex demand function while the concave function gives the smallest.
TABLE II
S UMMARY OF THE UTILIZED SIMULATION PARAMETERS

according to a Poisson process and resources are allocated,
once per second, according to the NEP associated with the user
game described in Section IV. To quantify the performance
experienced by users we utilize the average user throughput
and monetary expenditure per Mbyte. For APs we, instead, use
the average revenue per second. For each studied scenario, and
arrival intensity λ, a time-duration equal to 40 hours (with a
granularity of one second) have been simulated and it should
be noticed that all presented results has been evaluated at
equilibrium of the respective game.
The pathloss has been modelled as
L (r) = 35.3 + 38 log10 (r) ,

(14)

where r [m] denotes the distance between an AP and terminal.
Throughout the simulations we have neglected shadow fading,
modelled the interference as coming from constantly transmitting neighboring APs, and utilized a truncated version of the
Shannon bound (adjusted for efficiency losses) where the peak
data-rates are given as



Γi,j
.
(15)
Ri,j = min Rmax , W log2 1 +
2
Here W =3.84 MHz is the effective channel bandwidth and Γi,j
is the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) that user
j experience in auction i. Notice that we also, for simplicity
reasons assume that the peak data-rates are uncorrelated, both
between users, and APs. Remaining simulation parameters are
summarized in Table II.
A. User Performance
Figure 5 and Figure 6 present the average price per MByte and
throughput experienced by the users in the studied scenarios.
As comparison we have included the performance that users
would experience if APs cooperated and utilized monopoly

Parameter
Relative delay sensitivity (α)
AP transmit power [W]
Cell radius [m]
# coexisting APs (|M|)
File size (q) [Mbyte]
Demand constant (β)
Price averaging window (W ) [s]
Maximum bit-rate (Rmax ) [Mbit/s]

Value
0.1
20
440
2
1
0.0066
300
7

pricing (notice that the values for the “convex” and “linear”
demand functions coincide for the cooperating case).
As expected, we see that an architecture where APs compete
and share their resources implicitly, in combination with useremployed trade-agents, has the potential to reduce price, as
well as increase throughput significantly. Notice that neither
price, nor the experienced throughput depend on the potentially offered load D0 for the case where APs cooperate.
Although nonintuitive at first this is in alignment with the
analysis presented in Section V-B where we showed that
−1
(1)
the optimal price for a revenue-maximizing AP was ED
(monopoly price). Depending on the shape of the demand
function the monopoly price per Mbyte varies; see Figure 5;
which also leads to a slight change in the experienced user
throughput. However, a slightly larger difference can be seen
in the throughput if we compare APs that cooperate or split the
market between them. APs that have divided the users among
them (market splitting APs) will lose in terms of macroscopic
diversity, and are thus not able to deliver the same throughput
as cooperating APs, see Figure 6. Note that the we have
omitted the results from the simulations for the monopoly
cases, and rely on validated analytical approximations.
Comparing the cooperative and competitive scenario, we see
that the difference in user performance is largest with convex
demand, and smallest for the concave function. This can be
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Fig. 7.
Relative revenue gain for cooperating APs as a function of λ.
We see that although APs always will benefit from cooperation, the relative
gains decrease rather quickly with λ. This means that as long as systems not
are overprovisioned (and resource management is a problem) an architecture
where APs compete for the users is feasible.

explained by the price elasticity ED presented in Figure 2.
Recall from Section III that the more inelastic demand is to
price changes, the smaller ED becomes. Hence an inelastic
demand generally results in higher prices in situations where
APs compete. In fact we may observe; see Figure 2; that the
concave demand function has smallest ED (for all prices below
120 mu/MByte). Similarly the convex function, which resulted
in lowest cost, is associated with the highest price elasticity of
demand. We furthermore recall that the price was determined
by the total demand and typically increased monotonously
with the number of users in the system. Hence, a high price
can be interpreted as an indication of that “many” tradeagents have to share the available resources and consequently
we would expect that the throughput experienced by users,
who entered the system, becomes smaller for concave demand
functions.
B. Network Performance
Figure 7 presents the relative revenue that the APs would
gain if they choose to cooperate instead of compete for users.
As expected we see that APs that compete earn less than
those who cooperate. However, as the potentially offered load
increases the difference between cooperation and competition
decreases. For the concave demand function, for example, the
difference is marginal at loads exceeding 3.2 Mbit/AP/s. In
general we see that the loss in revenue is less pronounced
than the quality improvement for the users (see Figure 5 and
Figure 6). This can be explained by that competition between
APs results in a price lower than the monopoly price, which
in turn results in that a larger fraction of the users enter the
system.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
We have developed a framework based on game-theory
for studying demand-responsive radio resource management

(RRM) in contexts where multiple access points (APs), with
overlapping coverage, compete for the opportunity to serve
users. To prioritize between candidate APs users rely on
autonomous terminal based trade-agents, that act on behalf
of the users, and herein they base their access selection and
resource consumption decisions on the price and peak datarates so that their utility (“value for money”) is maximized.
In similar manner, APs try to control the price that maximize
their individual revenue. Together this offers an market-based
solution for allocating resources as well as users to the
different APs. The framework was used to analyze a scenario
with two overlapping APs that either cooperated, and shared
the resources explicitly, or competed. In the latter the APs
were shared implicitly.
Our results indicate that establishing a competitive access
market where the infrastructure is shared implicitly can improve the utility experienced by users considerably compared
to a scenario were APs cooperate and try to maximize their
aggregated revenue. Largest gains were observed when the
demand function is convex whereas the smallest improvement
occurred with concave demand. Although AP competition
reduces AP revenue, this loss may, depending on the shape
of demand, be as small as 10% (for reasonable loads). As
the employed demand model furthermore is oblivious to the
“quality-of-service” (throughput) experienced by users, this
loss is most likely overestimated.
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Abstract–Exploiting user-deployed networks as part of a public infrastructure has
been proposed as a concept to radically lower the cost of provisioning access and
services in urban environments. An important question is how dense a network with
spotty coverage has to be in order to support interesting services. In this paper, we
introduce a framework for evaluating the user-perceived performance for two service
types, a time-critical news subscription service (involving streaming) and a more delay
tolerant entertainment service (“web browsing”). The user terminals contain a memory
cache and an “agent” that opportunistically downloads and stores relevant pieces
of information as users walk close to the access points. Results show that above a
critical access point density, that is still significantly lower than the one required for
continuous coverage, the services start performing very well with little or no outdated
information. In most studied scenarios, we are communication limited meaning that
memory capacity is not a problem, but energy is.
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Abstract— Exploiting user-deployed networks as part of a
public infrastructure has been proposed as a concept to radically
lower the cost of provisioning access and services in urban
environments. An important question is how dense a network
with spotty coverage has to be in order to support interesting
services. In this paper1 , we introduce a framework for evaluating
the user-perceived performance for two service types, a timecritical news subscription service (involving streaming) and a
more delay tolerant entertainment service (“web browsing”).
The user terminals contain a memory cache and an “agent”
that opportunistically downloads and stores relevant pieces of
information as users walk close to the access points. Results show
that above a critical access point density, that is still significantly
lower than the one required for continuous coverage, the services
start performing very well with little or no outdated information.
In most studied scenarios, we are communication limited meaning
that memory capacity is not a problem, but energy is.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the future, mobile users will expect access to various
digital entertainment services with performance and price similar to those offered in fixed networks. For cellular networks,
originally designed for voice traffic, this has been difficult and
in the vast majority of anticipated use-cases it will simply
be too expensive to offer the necessary bit rates with wide
area coverage [1]. This insight has in recent years generated
a significant amount of research targeting alternative wireless
network architectures and transmission techniques, e.g. multiaccess networks, opportunistic scheduling, link adaptation, etc.
A common understanding reached in these studies is that
adapting services to both the user context and the currently
available (wireless) network resources is of paramount importance to avoid expensive overprovisioning. Thus, one of the
keys to affordable services seems to be to deliver the “always
best user-experience” [2].
One way to attain low-cost wideband systems would be to
exploit access points (APs), originally deployed for internal
purposes by private individuals, communities, facility owners,
etc., as part of public infrastructure [5]. This would radically
lower the infrastructure costs for provisioning services relying
on high-speed access. A drawback, though, is that since the
APs are located in an irregular pattern only a very “spotty”
coverage with highly varying QoS would be achieved. In such
1 This work has been conducted within the Affordable Wireless Services and
Infrastructure (AWSI) program co-funded by the Strategic Science Foundation
(SSF) and within the Novel Access Provisioning (NAP) project, co-funded by
the Swedish Agency for Innovation Systems (VINNOVA).

a scenario the framework of service level agreements (SLAs),
as used in cellular networks, specifying the minimum requirements (e.g. maximum delay, minimum average bit rates) [3][4] becomes inapplicable. Instead, the key for providing a
good user-experience seems to be to effectively de-couple
the time of transferring the content and the time of content
consumption. This forms the starting point of this paper and
it is achieved by letting the user-terminals opportunistically
pre-fetch information as users move close to an AP.
The concept of providing data services in wireless networks
offering discontinuous coverage has previously been studied in
e.g. [6]-[11]. User-deployed infrastructure was proposed as a
method for reducing the infrastructure cost in [6], where it
was shown that irregular placement doubled the required AP
density for a given service level. The other studies instead
assumed planned deployment and using either the average
capacity per AP or the transfer delay as the quality measure
investigated basic design choices under varying circumstances.
In [7], focusing on maximizing the average capacity, it was
concluded that link adaptation more than doubles the capacity,
whereas also adding power control only brings marginal gains.
Consequently, in this paper we will assume fixed transmit
power and ideal link adaptation. In [9]-[11] the aim was
instead to minimize the delivery delay. The wireless link was
assumed to be the bottleneck in [9] where it was shown that
large cluster sizes are preferable in most cases. Both [10] and
[11] instead assumed that the wired part limited performance
and within that context they examined “intelligent” algorithms
for determining the AP through which the user-content should
be routed. For fixed networks, several caching strategies have
been proposed to reduce delivery delay and a good survey can
be found in [12]. Even though originally proposed for fixed
networks, these strategies apply for a wireless setting.
This paper addresses the question of the feasibility of userdeployed infrastructure by proposing a framework for evaluating the user-perceived performance for some simple “entertainment” services (involving streaming and “web browsing”).
Users are assumed to move according to a pedestrian mobility
model in an area sparsely covered by user-deployed APs.
Moreover we assume that the terminals contain a memory
cache and an “agent” that opportunistically downloads and
stores, according to user preferences, relevant pieces of information as users move close to the APs. The investigation is
done for a backbone unlimited single-user scenario and aims
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to determine at which AP densities the user-perceived performance becomes acceptable and if this density is considerably
less than the one required for continuous coverage.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
The user-perceived performance depends on numerous parameters whose individual importance varies both between
users and contexts. However, most services are associated with
some strict minimum requirements that need to be fulfilled,
irrespectively of the price, context, etc. This section introduces
a simple, quantitative model for evaluating whether a service
can be offered in a given infrastructure.

(b)

R=

/
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T
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A. Service Modelling
The service model developed in this paper assumes that
all services are based on the transfer of consecutive “items”
(files). Each item corresponds to the minimum set of information that users can utilize independently. Hence, for a web
browsing session each individual web-page constitutes an item
whereas for a file transfer the entire service consists of one
single item. For each item we then define:
1) The consumption period (Tc ), which corresponds to the
average time-duration in which an item is consumed.
To exemplify, if the item represents a web-page, Tc
describes the users’ average reading time whereas if the
item instead is a four minute long news update Tc =4min.
2) The consumption bit rate (Rc ), which represents the
required bit rate within the consumption period Tc .
Hence, if the previously mentioned news update is played
in a media player requiring 128kbps, Rc =128kbps. For
services where the consumption period depends on the
user-behavior (e.g. web browsing), Rc is defined by the
ratio between the item size Bc (in bits) and Tc .
3) The required freshness of information (Tf ), which describes how old an item can be and still be acceptable to
the user. Thus, if users do not want news updates older
than five minutes Tf =5min.
B. Performance Evaluation

Due to the sparse AP density the achievable bit rates R(t)
will fluctuate both between users and over time. A realization

of R(t) is presented in Figure 1-a, which presents the bit rate
a certain user experiences as a function of time. The shaded
areas correspond to periods during which the user does not
have access at all. In order to successfully hide these “outage”
periods, users must be able to start (and continue) utilizing a
service also in those situations. This requires an agent that
pre-fetches items that the user may request when the terminal
is within coverage.
Depending on the service-type, the items may either be
“easy” or “difficult” to predict. In the first case, the main task
of the agent is to keep the information adequately fresh and
therefore we use how far in advance the pre-fetching need
to be initiated (Tt ) as performance measure (see Figure 1-b).
Values of Tt smaller than Tf indicate that the infrastructure can
support the service whereas larger values will lead to outdated

~
T


Fig. 1. (a) A realization of the instantaneous bit rate R(t).
(b) Minimum
pre-fetching time Tt for accumulating Bc until the service’s starting time
(t = 0). (c) In this alternative setting, Tt represents the minimum delivery
delay for providing an item of Bc bits requested at time t = 0. In (b) and
(c) we assumed Tf = 5min, Tc = 8min and Bc = 1.3Gbit.

information. Most services will however be composed by items
that are “difficult” to predict. For those the agent’s main
difficulty is to prioritize, without having complete information,
between numerous items that a user potentially may request.
Hence, we use the amount of items that the agent can maintain
(with required freshness) as performance measure. This is
because the probability that a user requests an updated item
increases with the number of maintained items [12]. In our
model, both of the performance measures can be derived from
the random variable
t
 )dτ
R(τ
 (t, T )  t−T
,
(1)
N
Bc
which represents the number of items that can be pre-fetched
during the time-interval [t − T, t]. Tt is obtained as


 (t, τ ) = 1
Tt  τ : N
(2)

and from its statistics we can, given Tf and an AP density
ρ, assess the probability of successful pre-fetching. In a
similar way, the number of items that can be simultaneously
 (t, Tf ) from Eq. 1
maintained with the required freshness N
by letting T = Tf and in Section III it will be used to estimate
whether a given infrastructure supports services composed
of items that are difficult to predict. Finally it should be
 (t, T ) depends on both user mobility and
mentioned that N
AP deployment, which however are exogenous to our model.
In this paper the service model and performance measures
are used to evaluate to what extent pre-fetching can compensate for sparse infrastructure deployment. It is however
worth mentioning that the retrieved results also can be used
for evaluating the delivery delay experienced by users when
requesting a new item. Within such a context, Tt represents
the minimum delivery delay whereas Tf corresponds to the
user’s maximum tolerable delay (see Figure 1-c).
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TABLE I
S UMMARY THE INVESTIGATED ARCHETYPICAL SERVICES
Service
Rc [kbps] Tc [min]
Tf [min]
Breaking news
128
4
In-depth news
400
20
Web browsing2
3.4
0.6
2, 10, 30

Breaking news
Breaking news, streaming
In-depth news
In-depth news, streaming

103

2

III. N UMERICAL E XAMPLE
In this section we analyze the feasibility of provisioning
the aforementioned services through single-service, single-user
stochastic simulations. For a given AP density and a required
 (t, Tf ) are collected for numerous
Tf , the statistics of Tt and N
realizations of the AP locations and user trajectories.
A. Simulation Settings
To capture that the APs are user-deployed, their positions
are determined through a uniform distribution with AP density
ρ. In this study ρ is varied between 1 and 300 APs per km2 ,
which, for a typical urban environment consisting of 4000
inhabitants per km2 , corresponds to that 0.025 and 7.5 percent
of the population deploys an AP. With the propagation and
deployment model (see Appendix A-B) used in this paper, on
average, 290 APs per km2 are required for providing a 95
2 For this service B = 120kbps, which correspond to the average size of a
c
web-page. Furthermore we assumed Tc = 0.6min, but it should be noted that
different reading times do not affect the number of maintained web-pages.

~
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100

50
(1.25%)

100
(2.5%)
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200
(3.75%)
(5%)
ρ [Access points/km2 ]

250
(6.25%)

300
(7.5%)

Fig. 2. The median value of Tt (with and without streaming), for breaking
news and in-depth news. The values in parenthesis on the x-axis correspond
to the fraction of users with an AP deployed.
1
0.8
0.6

~

Pr( Tt <T)

As examples for service types that are “easy” and “difficult”
to predict, we consider, respectively, the provision of a timecritical news subscription service (involving streaming) and a
more delay tolerant entertainment service. For the personalized
news service we further distinguish between two quality levels
(both in terms of freshness and depth of the information), to
which the users can subscribe. The delay tolerant entertainment service is instead assumed to consist of items that are
“difficult” to predict and within this work it is exemplified
by web browsing access. Table I presents the parameters
associated with the investigated services.
Personalized News Subscriptions: The two news subscriptions represent different alternatives. The first, henceforth
referred to as breaking news, consists of a four minute telecast
where news content is accompanied by short clips of low
quality. The other flavor in-depth news offers a longer, more
detailed description of the covered news. Due to the fact
that this is a service to which users subscribe, the agent is
assumed to already know what information to pre-fetch and
we therefore use the maximum achievable freshness, Tt , as
our performance measure (see Section II-B).
Web Browsing: The third service, web access is investigated for three type of users (“gold”, “silver”, and “bronze”)
with an associated required freshness of the information equal
to 2, 10, and 30 minutes. Since this service was said to be
characterized by items difficult to predict, the agent’s decision
in this case has to be based on statistical information. Conse (t, Tf ) is the most relevant performance measure.
quently, N
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ρ
ρ
ρ
ρ
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C. Investigated Archetypical Services

median(TTt) [sec]
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ρ = 50
ρ = 100
ρ = 150
ρ = 200

0.4
0.2
0
0

100
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300
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500
T [Seconds]

600
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Fig. 3. The cumulative distribution function of the minimum pre-fetching
duration Tt for breaking news. The lower figure corresponds to the case where
streaming is used. In both figures the AP density is either 50, 100, 150, 200.

percent area coverage. This is used as an estimate of the AP
density required for continuous coverage and it corresponds
to that 7.25 percent has deployed an AP.
The users’ positions are initially uniformly distributed, and
then, modified according to a pedestrian mobility model in
which the users are continuously moving (see Appendix C).
To mitigate the effects of simulating a finite service area a
wrap-around technique is implemented.
B. Personalized News Subscriptions
Figure 2 presents the median value of Tt associated with
the news subscription services for varying ρ. In the figure,
both a case where the entire file is transferred before the user
can start consuming the service and a case where the file
is ideally streamed are shown. In latter case Tt is selected
with complete knowledge of future events and therefore no
losses will occur. Thus, the curves correspond to an upper
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(2.5%)
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(3.75%)
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(5%)
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(6.25%)
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ρ [Access Points/km2]
Fig. 4.
The median value of the distribution of number of web-pages
 (t, Tf ) that can be simultaneously maintained for different AP densities
N
and different types of users (Tf = 2, 10, 30 min). The values in parenthesis
on the x-axis correspond to the fraction of users with an AP deployed.

and lower bound of Tt . The results show that streaming can
reduce the median duration of the pre-fetching even in sparse
infrastructures. It should be mentioned that for AP densities as
low as 100 and 90 APs per km2 , which roughly corresponds to
2.5 percent of the population deploying an AP, the streaming
content provisioning is instantaneous for the median user.
It should, furthermore, be noted that if as few as one
percent of population deploy an AP (i.e. 40 APs per km2 )
moderate pre-fetching durations (∼2.5 minutes for breaking
news and 10 minutes for in-depth news) are obtained without
streaming. This is confirmed in Figure 3, which describes
the CDF of Tt . Note that the CDF of Tt , for the streaming
case, has an impulsive behavior at zero, i.e. Pr(Tt = 0|ρ) >
0. This represents the fraction of users that would receive
instantaneous content delivery. Finally, we notice that 80%
of the breaking news can be pre-fetched within 700 seconds,
with only 50 APs per km2 .
C. Web Browsing Services
 (t, Tf ), which repThe median of the random variable N
resents the number of web-pages that can be simultaneously
maintained, is presented in Figure 4. In the figure, three refresh
periods associated with the different user classes specified in
Section II-C are presented. We notice that for each Tf there
 (t, Tf ) increases
exist a AP density at which the median of N
dramatically. For example, with Tf = 10 minutes (a silver
user) one web-page is supported for the median user at an AP
density 56 APs per km2 . Increasing it to 57 APs per km2 ,
though, more than 500 pages are maintained. This mean that
the provisioning of web access follows a characteristic on-off
behavior and we define the AP density required for successful
service provision as the critical AP density ρ̂(Tf , pth ). The
critical AP density will increase with decreasing Tf as well
as with increasing percentile (pth ) and Table II presents the

ρ =200
ρ =250
ρ =150
ρ =100

0.1
0
0

1

2

3

4

5
N

6

7

8

9

10
4

x 10

Fig. 5. The cumulative density function of the number of web-pages that
 (t, Tf ). All curves consider a “silver”
can be simultaneously maintained N
user (Tf = 10 min) and the AP density is either 100, 150, 200, or 250.
TABLE II
C RITICAL AP DENSITY FOR THE INVESTIGATED SERVICE CLASSES
User Class
Tf [min] pth
ρ̂(Tf , pth )[AP/km2 ]
Gold
2
50
140
Silver
10
50
57
Bronze
30
50
33

results for the studied cases. Since the web-page size Bc is
small a significant number of pages can be updated when a
user is within coverage. Thus, in this case ρ̂(Tf , 50) can be
interpreted as the AP density necessary to achieve a median
outage duration smaller than the Tf .
In Figure 5 we have, for the silver users, refined our
 (t, Tf ) for different
investigation by evaluating the CDF of N
AP densities. We notice that for medium/low AP densities (e.g.
ρ = 100), the number of web-pages that can be maintained
with high probability is rather small, while for lower prob (t, Tf ) increases considerably. This
ability requirements, N
suggests that users will be exposed to large performance fluctuations and, therefore, it would be difficult to provide strict
guarantees to services requiring high refresh rates (e.g. stock
exchanges management for business users). However, other
types of interactive services, which rely on older information
(e.g. web-based newspapers), could be successfully provided
already with a very “spotty” coverage.
IV. D ISCUSSION
We have introduced a framework for evaluating the user
perceived performance for two service types, a time-critical
news subscription service and a more delay tolerant entertainment service (“web browsing”). Our results show that above
a critical AP density, that is still significantly lower than
the one required for continuous coverage, the services start
performing very well. The employed mobility model presumes
fully nomadic behavior of the users. This means that the
potential effect of user-stops, e.g. at shops, is neglected. By
using a more sophisticated mobility model, such as random
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waypoint model, this behavior could be captured. However,
since the AP density most likely would be higher at locations
where users typically stop (e.g. bus stations, shops, etc.),
finding a reliable model of that kind is not straightforward.
Even though this would change the actual numbers somewhat,
the trends reported in this work would still be applicable.
In most of the studied scenarios, we are communication
limited, which means that memory capacity is not a problem,
but energy is. The investigation of the personalized news
service assumed that the agent knew user preferences. In
many situations however (as in the web browsing case) the
agent will have to rely on statistical decision making when
selecting which pages, songs, etc to pre-fetch. As we have
also neglected user competition for resources, our studies can
be said to provide an optimistic performance estimate. Multiuser resource sharing, realistic agents and memory limitations
are natural topics for future work in the area.

p1
0.5

p2
0.2

TABLE III
PARAMETERS USED IN THE MOBILITY MODEL
p3
p4
σϕ
v̄ [m/s]
σv [m/s]
d¯ [m]
0.2
0.1
0.125π
100
1.34
0.26

relative change in direction, ϕi is generated according to the
distribution function
fϕi (ϕi ) =

4


k=1

The path loss is modelled according to a dual-slope model
with a break point at 8m, i.e.

40.2 + 20log10 (r) if r ≤ 8m
Lb (r) =
(3)
28.5 + 33log10 (r) if r ≥ 8m
where r denotes the distance between the AP and terminal.
Additionally a noise figure of 12dB, a channel bandwidth
of 20MHz, and a noise spectral density of N0 =-174dB/Hz,
resulting in a noise power of N =-88.98dB are assumed. This
model has previously been used for the propagation of wireless
LAN 802.11g in the 2.4 GHz frequency band, see e.g. [14].
B. Deployment Model and Access Points Characteristics
To capture the aspect that the networks consist of private
deployment, we assume that the APs are randomly deployed,
with a density ρ, according to uniform distribution over the
investigated area A. Moreover, we assume identical APs using
a transmit power of Pt = 20dBm, ideal link adaptation
between 1 and 54Mbps, and that cable, body and additional
losses together are 7dB. This yields the following expression
for the achieved bit rate

if r ≤ 12.4m
 54
R(t, Pr ) =
W log2 (1 + PNr ) if 12.4m ≤ r ≤ 57.3m

0
if r ≥ 57.3m
(4)
where Pr is the received power at a distance r.
C. Mobility Model
The mobility model used in the paper is similar to the
one presented in [13] and the users movements are captured through three random variables; their speed, the relative
change in direction when changing direction, and the average
distance that users retain the same direction. According to
the model, the random variables are regenerated when a
user has moved a distance di−1 in the same direction. The

2
2
1
e(ϕi −φk ) /2σϕ ,
2πσϕ

(5)

where (φ1 , φ2 , φ3 , φ4 ) = (0, π/2, −π/2, π),p1 , p2 , p3 , and p4
represents the probability that a user continues straight ahead,
turns left, right or completely around at an intersection. The
variable σϕ corresponds to the standard deviation of the
normal distributions and it is the same for all four distributions.
The random variable di describes the distance users move in
the new direction and it is created using a Rayleigh distribution

A PPENDIX
A. Propagation Model

pk √

fdi (di ) =

di −d2i /2σd2
e
σd2

di ≥ 0,

(6)


where σd = d¯ 2/π and d¯ denotes average distance that a
users will walk in the same direction. Finally the speed of
each user, which is assumed to remain constant until the user
changes direction, is modelled according to a Rice distribution
2
2
2
vi v̄
vi
vi ≥ 0.
(7)
fvi (vi ) = 2 e−(vi +v̄ )/2σv I0 ( 2 )
σv
σv
Table III presents the parameters used in the mobility model.
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